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The Dirichlet problem for singularly perturbed strongly elliptic differen­
tial equations with homogeneous boundary conditions has first been syste­
matically investigated in [V-L], where asymptotic formulae for the solutions 
in the case of С data were indicated and sharp error estimates were proved. 
These estimates, as well as the existence results in [v-L], were obtained 
о ^ 
by using Carding type inequalities for С -functions with compact support. 
In [ Ε ] , the Dirichlet problem with homogeneous boundary conditions was inves­
tigated for some classes of singularly perturbed pseudodifferential operators. 
In [ D ] , some singularly perturbed boundary value problems with complementary 
potentials were considered, too (see [V-Ε] for the treatment of this kind 
of problems without small parameter). 
In [Fr 1], the Sobolev type spaces with vectorial index were introduced, 
which are adequate to the treatment of elliptic singular perturbation pro­
blems with general boundary conditions, the necessary and sufficient con­
dition for the stability (coerciveness condition) was stated and a two-
sided a-priori-estimate was proved, which holds uniformly with respect to 
the small parameter ε. These results were obtained by an extension of the 
classical parametrix construction and by accurate estimates of the corres­
ponding Poisson kernels (see also [Fi], where some sufficient conditions 
for the stability were indicated and one-sided estimates of Schauder type 
were established for operators with constant coefficients in a half space). 
A different technique, namely a suitable factorization method for the 
operator associated with singularly perturbed coercive differential boundary 
value problems, was developed later in [Fr-W]. This technique is based 
upon the extension of the algebra of Wiener-Hopf operators introduced in 
[B.d.M] to an operator algebra with small parameter. It enables one to 
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reduce a coercive singular perturbation to a regular one and to obtain 
new asymptotic formulae for their solutions in the differential case. 
Singularly perturbed ordinary differential equations with general 
boundary conditions had been previously treated in [Fr 2], using a dif-
ferent method, based upon the construction of a quasi-inverse operator. 
The main motivation for the extension of the investigation to a more 
general algebra of Wiener-Hopf operators with small parameter was the 
fact that this kind of operators appears in a natural way while construct-
ing parametrices and reducing operators for coercive singularly perturbed 
differential boundary value problems. Also the fact that such operators 
appear in applications (see, for instance, [D]), was a stimulating factor 
for such an extension. 
In this thesis, the stability theory for coercive differential sin-
gular perturbations is extended to some classes of Wiener-Hopf operators 
with small parameter. Operators which have the form of columns where 
all the symbols are rational functions of the conormal variable, are con-
sidered. The latter restriction - which can be weakened - is motivated 
by the fact that all the Wiener-Hopf operators which arise in the re-
duction of singularly perturbed coercive differential boundary value 
problems to regular perturbations, have this property. 
To this kind of operators correspond singularly perturbed pseudodiffe-
rential equations in a bounded domain with general boundary conditions, 
where all the symbols are rational functions of the conormal variable, 
and where the index for both the perturbed and for the reduced symbol 
is nonnegative. Systems of pseudodifferential equations with general 
boundary conditions and general index, however without small parameter 
have been investigated in [v-E], where the coerciveness condition was 
3 
formulated and its equivalency with a two-sided a-priori-estimate was 
proved. In the investigation of Wiener-Hopf operators with small parameter, 
it turns out that the smoothness condition from [V-Ε] is, in general, not 
satisfied uniformly with respect to ε. There is a need to introduce a 
к 
new class of symbols, called here V , the elements of which are smooth in 




The reduced problem is characterized by the presence of 1. boundary 
conditions, where the number 1 is, in general, not equal to the index of 
the reduced pseudodifferential symbol (as in the differential case), but 
is determined by a condition which involves the orders of the boundary 
operators. 
The statement of the coerciveness condition for the differential 
case ([Fr 1]), can be extended to the Wiener-Hopf 
operators considered here. Indeed, one has to replace the condition of 
linear independence of certain polynomials by the condition that the 
corresponding determinants do not vanish (as it was done in [v-Ε] for 
problems without small parameter). 
In the case of Wiener-Hopf column operators with small parameter, the for­
mulation of the coerciveness condition is the same as in section 3.3 of 
[Fr 1], with the difference, that the number 1- appears instead of the 
index of the reduced symbol. 
The proof of the two-sided a priori estimate, for which the coerciveness 
condition is necessary and sufficient, is based on a combination of the 
methods from [Fr l],[v-E] and of a factorization technique which can be 
applied to symbols of the form a(εξ) ε V 
As in the differential case ([Fr-W]), one can reduce a singularly perturbed 
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coercive Wiener-Hopf equation to a regular perturbation, using the para-
metrix constructed in the proof of the stability result. With 0[ , 0J 
being the operators corresponding to the perturbed and reduced problems, 
respectively, operators R1, R (the so-called left and right reducing 
operators) are constructed, such that for some γ > 0, 
(1.1) Λ Ε : - R^ " Q? ο Κ ε + ο(εΎ) e + о. 
The main difference with [Fr-W] lies in the fact that in the differential 
case, one can take for R the identity operator, whereas in the case con­
sidered here, in general, R. must be chosen in a different way for (1.1) 
to hold. Analogously to [Fr-W], quasi-inverse operators S , S to 
R., R are constructed, i.e. operators which satisfy the conditions 
R ^ = id + 0(e Y), S ^ = id + 0(εγ) 
R eS e = Id + 0(ε Ύ), S eR e = Id + 0(eY) 
r r r r 
for ε + 0. If the reduced problem has a unique solution, one gets the 
conclusion that $. is invertible for ε e (Ο,ε.] with 0 < ε
η
 << 1. It 
turns out that (¿£ ) can for these ε be expanded in a convergent series 
and can be expressed in terms of the operators (OC ) , S , S . In the 
case when the reduced problem does not have a unique solution, (1.1) 
guarantees the stability of the index under coercive singular perturbations 
(as in [Fr-W]). 
In the case of the Dirichlet boundary value problem with homogeneous boundary 
conditions for singularly perturbed elliptic pseudodifferential operators, 
the reduction procedure does not require the use of the Boutet de Monvel's 
type algebra of operators with small parameter and relies on the Wiener-
Hopf factorization of the corresponding symbols (see [ E ] ) . 
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In order to be more specific, several examples will be discussed. Let 
U с го be a bounded domain, let F _ and F. be the direct and inverse 
χ+ζ ξ-»-χ 
Fourier transforms, respectively, and let 
Op a(x,e,C)u = F~ a(x,£,C)F u 
be the pseudodifferential operator with the symbol a(x,e,C) . With it and 
1 being the restriction operator to U and the extension operator by 
zero, respectively, consider the Wiener-Hopf equation 
(1.2) π Op L 0 U ξ) l0u(x) = f (χ), χ e U 
with L0(n) = (і+гіпі
2)"1(1+|η|2). 
The problem (1.2) satisfies the coerciveness condition, which in this 
case is the ellipticity condition from [Fr 1]. Namely, one has 
c"
1
 S |L0(e Ç) | ^  С V e e ГО+ , VC e 3Rn 
with a constant С independent upon ε,ξ. Moreover, the symbol L. belongs 
0 3 
to the class V with k. = 0. As in [Fr 1], let H, . , s e St , be the 
υ (s) 
Sobolev type space of all functions u : (0,cQ] χ m -»· С for which 
sup ||u|| is finite, where 




3 і(і-д) 3 2 / 2(і-е 2д) 8 з / 2и|| . 
1
 ' ІГ(ГО ) 
The following two-sided a priori estimate holds for the solution of (1.2) 
with -S < s 2 < b-Q+h, -4 < s 2+s 3: 
(1.3) c ^ l l f l l ^ s ||u||(e) sc||f|| ( 8 ) Vf е н ( д ) ( и ) , 
where 11 11,, denotes the norm in the space H, ,(0) and where С does not 1
' ' ' (s) r (s) 
depend upon E,f,u.For s» > ^ñ+lii both inequalities in (1.3) fail to hold. 
CO - -
Indeed, if u e С (U) uniformly with respect to e, the right hand side f of 
(1.2) is not uniformly bounded with respect to ε in the norm || || . . 
isj 
because the kernel of the integral operator π Op 1^1« contains boundary 
layer type functions. For s^+s, < -Ί, (1.3) does not even hold with С 
dependent upon ε (see [V-E]). 
For the Wiener-Hopf equation 
1 2 I H 2 
(1.4) π Op E l^ 1
 0 lnu(x) = f(x), χ e U, 
ι+2ε2|ς|2 0 
the two-sided estimate (1.3) does not hold uniformly with respect to ε. 
Indeed, following [Fr 1], let u(x) be defined by 
. -1 
u(x) = e l e Χ η ψ(χ), 
where η € ΐ Κ , |η| = 1, is a fixed vector and where ψ £ С. (U). The norm 
"




ε , due to the fact that the exponential factor in u(x) is a 
solution to the homogeneous equation Ορ(1-ε|ξ| )v Ξ 0. The reason for 
this instability is that the pseudodifferential operator in (1.4) does 
not satisfy the ellipticity condition in [Fr 1]. 




(1.5) π Op 3 ? , l
n
u(x)=f(x), X € U 
( 2 + | ξ | 2 ) 0 
(1.6) ir0 Op btx'.e^UQUtx') = фСх'), х'еЭи, 
where π. denotes the restriction operator to Эи and where Op b is a 
pseudodifferential operator of vectorial order μ = (0,m,p). With (1.5), 
(1.6) is associated the Wiener-Hopf operator 
(l+Ea CkC )(1+ε
2|ξ|2) 





ОС ir0 Op b 1 0 
For m > -1, the solution u is sought in the space H (U) with -'s < s_ < m+'j, 
max(-l,m+p)+,5 < s.+s, and the reduced problem of (1.5), (1.6) is given by 
l+Ea ξ ζ. 
(1.7) ir Op I ! l
n
u(x) = f(x) , χ € U, 
2 + UI 2 0 
where the solution belongs to the space H (U). As in [Fr 1], the condition 
S2 
s, < m+'j appears due to the fact that the boundary layer contribution to 
the solution is not uniformly bounded with respect to e in the norm of 
l + E ak1 Çk Ç1 
H, . (U) with s- > m+'j. For s« < -h, the reduced operator π Op ^ - J 1. (s) 2 2 ,___!
 c
 12 0 
is not bounded from H, ,(U) into H, .(U). (s) (s) 
2+|еГ 
On the other hand, for m < -1, the solution of (1.5), (1.6) is sought in 
0
 η the space H. . (U) of functions in H, ,(3R ) which have their support in (s) (s) 
U where —5- < s < -'s, max(-l ,πι+ρ)+Ί < s.+s < "j. The reduced problem is 
in this case given by 
(1.Θ) тг Op J , J u(x) = f (X) , X £ U 
2 + | ξ | 2 
(1.9) π 0 Op Μχ·,0,ς)υ(χ·) » φ ί χ
1 ) , χ' e Эи 
where u e Η (U) is sought. The conditions |s_+s3| < 's and |s2+l| < 4 
appear because otherwise the perturbed and reduced problems cannot be 
well-posed. Thus, for the problem (1.5), (1.6), the formulations of the 
reduced problem and of the coerciveness condition depend upon the order 
of the boundary operator Op b. 
Following [Fr-w], the reduction of coercive singular perturbations to 
regular ones will be illustrated. Consider the following singularly 
perturbed pseudodifferential equation: 




Cf^l+E2!?!2) <• |L(e,Ç)| S α(1+ε2|ξ|2) 
with С independent upon e e ГО , ξ e ГО , Op L is a bounded operator from 
ν ο ^ ) ^ Ь о Н(о,о,о) ( ш П ) : 
Op L(e,Ç) £ Hom(H(0 ^ 2 )(m n) , Н ( 0 0 ( 0 )(ГО
П) ). 






Let the symbols Κ.ίε,ξ), S. (ε,ξ) be defined in terms of Ι,0(ε,ξ) by 
(1.11) Η^ε,ξ) = L0(E,t) (LQtO,^)"
1 
(1.12) Β^ε,ξ) = L0(Orî) (LQÍe.f))"1 
where ξ= (1+|ξ| ) |ξ| ξ. These symbols satisfy the inequalities 
(1.13) c'^i+E2^!2) <• [^(e.ζ) | £ α(ΐ+ε2|ξ|2) 
(1.14) c'^l+e 2^! 2)" 1 ί |31(ε,ξ)| s C(l+e2| i\2)~l 
with С independent upon ε e ГО , ξ e ГО . 
The operator Op Με,ξ) can be factorized up to a small operator: 
(1.15) Op Με,ξ) = Op ^ (ε,ξ) Op ΜΟ,ξ)+ες 
withQ e Hom<H(0/0f2),H ( 0 f 0 f 0 ) ) . 
Moreover, Op R. and Op S. are quasi-invers to each other: 
Op Η,ίε,ξ) Op Sj^  (ε,ξ) - Id + cQ. 
(1.16) 
Op ε^ε,ζ) Op Η^ε,ζ) - Id + cQ2 
with
 Q l e Hom(H ( 0 j 0 ( 0 ) /H ( 0 ( 0 ; 0 )),Q 2 € HOB(H ( 0 i 0 f 2 ).H ( 0 f 0 # 2 )). In the 
situation considered here, one has even Q. = Q_ = 0, because the symbol 
L does not depend upon x. As a consequence of (1.15), (1.16), the 
multiplication of Op L from the left with Op S reduces the singular 
perturbation (1.10) to a regular perturbation of the reduced problem: 
(1.17) Op ε^ε,ξ) Op He,ξ) = Op L(0,C) + eQ3 
withQ3 £ H o m ( H ( 0 i 0 f 2 ) . H ( 0 f 0 f 2 ) ) . 
Since Op L(0,C) is invertible, (1.17) implies that (Op Με,ξ)) can for 
e e (0,e
n
] with ε- sufficiently small, be expanded in a convergent 
Neumann series which contains the known operators 
Op S ^ Op Lie,ξ), (Op Μ0,ξ))~ : 
(Op ίΛε,ξ))-1» Σ ((Op Μ Ο , ξ ί Γ ^ Ο ρ ΜΟ,ξΙ-Ορ S (ε,ξ)Ορ ЦеД))) кОр Ь(ОД)" 1 
к>0 
Ор 31(ε,ς). 
Using finitely many terms in this series, high order asymptotic formulae 
for the solution of (1.10) can be obtained under very weak regularity 
assumptions upon f. 
In the reduction of coercive singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf equations 
to regular perturbations, the left reducing operator R is a singularly 
perturbed Wiener-Hopf matrix operator. Its symbol can be obtained using 
the classical parametrix construction for the reduced problem. 
If the spaces of the solutions to the perturbed and to the reduced 
о о 
problems are H. . (U) and Η (Ü).respectively, the right reducing operator 
\S) S_ " 
R can be chosen as the pseudodifferential operator with the symbol 
"
sl s3 
e (Ιεξ +ε|ξ'1+1) , where ξ and ξ' denote the conormai and cotangential 
variables,respectively. If the spaces of the solutions are of the form 
H. (U), one can choose R to be identity operator. As a consequence of 
10 
the coerciveness of the perturbed problem, the symbol of R is invertible. 
Its inverse, which, by definition, is the symbol of S , can be expressed 
in terms of the parametrix constructed in the proof of the two-sided a 
priori estimate. 
A shortened version of this thesis will be published elsewhere ([w]). 
The list of references given at the end is by far incomplete and mentions 
only the publications which, to the best of the author's knowledge, are 
directly connected with the topics of this paper. For a more 'complete 
bibliography, see [L], [ T ] . However, references to the publications in 
the field of asymptotic analysis which appeared during the last decade 
could, of course, not be included in [L], [ T ] . 
И 
2. THE SPACES H, . (s) 
Following [Fr 1], the Sobolev type spaces H with vectorial index s e ГО 
will be defined and their basic properties will be stated without proof. 
This section is included in order to make the paper self-contained. 
2.1 Definition of the spaces H, . 
^ (s) 
Let s e Ш and let ε
η
 be a positive constant. 
Definition 2.1.1. ([Fr 1]) 
For a family of distributions (0,e
n
] x m 3 ( E , Ç ' ) •*• αίε,ξ',Χ ) e S'(Ж ) 
η 
let the norm ||u|| .
 r
, be given by 




η L (ГО ) 
η 
where ξ = (ξ',ζ ) , <ζ> is given by 
η 
(2.1.2) <ς> = (i + Ιξ Ι 2 ) 4 , ς e ron, 
and where 





) = Αίε,ζ',ξ^ - (2πΓ / e η η u(e,Ç· ,xn)dxn 
η η ГО 
is the Fourier transform of the function u £ S(ro ) (and which is 
η 
defined by duality if u is a generalized function). 
We say that u € Η ...Ш) if (s) , ς 
(2.Ч. ) sup l|u||(s) E, < -· 
ε£(0,ε0] ls,'Ç 
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Definition 2.1.2. [Fr 1] 
For a family of distributions (Ο,ε ] a e •+ υΐε,χ) e S'(Ш ) let 
— S S Ξ 
(2.1.5) ||u||, = ||ε 1<ξ> 2 <εξ> 3 F _α(ε,ξ)|| (s)
 "
 S
 ^ L 2(IRJ) 
where 
(2.1.6) F υ(ε,ζ) = (2π) 2 /^ е" і С х υ(ε,χ)(3χ 
m 
with ξχ = Σ ξ.Χ. is the Fourier transform of the function u e S(Ж ), 
ISiSn 
which is defined by duality if u is a generalized function. 
We say that u e H (lRn) if sup | |u| | {s
' ε£(0,ε0] (s) 
< «ч 
It was proved in [Fr 1] that H (ГОП) is a Banach space. 
isj 
Definition 2.1.3. [Fr 1] 
For a family of functions ψ : (.Ο,ζ^Ι x Ж •+· Œ let 
(2.1.7) [ψ] = ε *<ζ·> 2 <εξ·> 3 |ψ(ε,ξ·)| 
and let I, . _, be the space of functions ψ which satisfy the condition 
(βΐ,ξ' 




 ( δ )
'
ξ 
Let F be the inverse Fourier transform: 
, ίζ χ 









 η η 









and let the operator Π be the Fourier transform of the multiplication 
operator with the characteristic function of the set 
т"= {χ = (χ',χ ) | x' £ ж""1 , x„ > 0}. 
+ η ' η 
For w £ SCR) , one has: 
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π! "(ζ',ξ ) = lim (2ігі) 1 ƒ (ξ -η -іб) 1 «(ξ',η )dn . 
n δ+0 JR 
It is well known (see, for instance, [V-Ε]), that Π projects L (Ш ) onto 
the subspace of those functions in L (3R.) which can be extended as 
analytic functions in the complex half plane Im ξ < 0. For meromorphic 
functions ξ -*• wiÇ' ,ξ ) which have no singularities on Ш, one has: 
I¿ «(ξ\ξJ = (21ТІ)"1 ƒ (ξ -П Γ 1 "(ξ',ηJdn 
ξ n ,_., n n n n 
n γίξ') 
where γ(ξ') is a closed Jordan curve in the half plane {im t > 0} which 
encloses all the singularities of the function n •*• νίξ',η )· Moreover, let 
η η 
Π" = Id - Π
+
. 
Definition 2.1.4. ([Fr 1]) 
Family of distributions 
(0,ε0] χ m"
- 1
 Э (ε,ξ') •+ υίε,ξ',.) es· (]R
+
) 
is said to belong to the space H. . „.(3R ) if there exists an extension 
(s),ξ' + 
lu (ε, ξ',.) £ S'(IR) of u to TR such that sup ||lu|| < »>. The norm 
ε€(0,ε0] ÎS''Ç 
in H . (Ш ) is given by 
IS) g ξ + 







where the infimum is taken over all extensions lu to Ж. On H. . ,. we also 
(s),ξ' 
introduce 







"'S s s 
(2.1.9) ||u||"[s)fÇ1 = ||e h + i - L l ^ » 2(-1εζ
η
+<εζ·»
 3F (lu) 
η η η 
(ε,ζ',Ε )||
 2 
IT (Ж ) 
*n 
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This norm does not depend upon the choice of the extension lu. Indeed, if 
l.u, l^ u are two extensions of u to IR, then the support of l.u-l-u is 
contained in IR . Therefore, the functions F , (1 u-l.u) and 
s. s. η η 
(-ίξ +<£'>) (-ΐεξ +<εξ'» F _ (l,u-l„u) are analytic for Im ξ > 0, so 
















Since Π is an orthogonal projection with respect to the L -scalar product, 
η 
one has 
l l u H ^ j SinfUe ^ - Ι ξ ^ ξ · » 2 ( - ΐ ε ξ
η
+ < ε ζ ' » 3 
* I M I ! Ü . E . · 
Thus, the mapping I given by I(u) = u is bounded from 
( H ( s ) , ç - ( i V ' i i u i i ! s ! , ç · ' i n t o ( H ( B ) , ç - ( V ' i i u i i " i f e - , - , r h e c i o s e d 
graph theorem implies that the inverse operator I is bounded, too. Thus, 
the norms N ull ( s ) ( Ç. and I l
u l I ( s ) д .
 a r e
 equivalent. 
Definition 2.1.5. ([Fr 1]) 
A family of distributions {.Ъ,гА Э ε ->• uU,x) e S' (IR ) is said to belong 
to the space H, . (IR,) if there exists an extension lu e S'СЮ ) of u to (s) + 
m such that sup ||lu||, . < ». The norm in H. (m ) is given by 
ε£(0,ε0]
 ( s ) ( s ) + 




or, equivalently, by 
sup
 II UII( S) 
ee
(0,e0]
 ( S ) 
where 





 3F (lu) (e,ξ) I I 
η L (m ) 
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does not depend upon the extension lu. 
Let U с 3R be a bounded domain with С boundary 3U. In order to define the 
spaces H. . (U) , let ( U . ) ^ . ^ be a covering of 3U by open (in Ш ) sets, 
such that there exist diffeomorphisms 
X : U η U •+ V , 1 <• 1 5 г 
where V. is a subset of IR . Moreover, it is assumed that 
X O U η U ) <= т П ~ χ{0}. Let U be an open subset of U such that ΰ с u, 




 U-l-r ^ 
covering (U·.)^ «.·!«. of u· Moreover, let Ι-Πυ.ψ.) » X] ) : TR •*• Œ and 
l-tu.i/O : Ш •* φ be the continuations by zero of the functions 
(и.ф1) »χ. and и.ф defined on the sets V 1 and U n, respectively. 
Definition 2.1.6. ([Fr 1]) 
For a family of distributions (Ο,ε.] -»• u(e,.) e S' (U) and for s e Ж , let 
(2.1.10) 11«| \2ls) = ^ ( | li^«.^) » χ"1) I | ; s ) ) 2 + | |i0(».*0) 1 1 ^ 
and let H. .(U) be the space of distributions и which satisfy the condition 





n s 1 < , be a different covering of U with corresponding diffeomor-
phism χ' and a corresponding partition of unity ( Φ 1
, )
η < 1 < ,· Let | |u| | '. . 
be defined as in (2.1.10) with Γ,ψ ,χ. replaced with τ',ψ',χ'. Then the 
norms ||u|| , ||u||' are equivalent uniformly with respect to ε: 
^ІМІоо
 s
 I M Ι · ( 5 ) ¿ C I I U I I ( S ) Ve £ ( 0 ' E o ] ' V u e H ( s ) (U). 
Let τι- denote the restriction operator to the hyperplane Ж x{0} с m . 
Definition 2.1.7. ([Fr 1]) 




a) - ^ lUotV^V-x^Hu) 
and let H . OU) be the space of distributions φ which satisfy the 
condition sup [ψ], < ». 
ε£<0,ε0] ^ 
Again, the norm in H. .(3U) does not depend essentially upon the choice of 
the partition of unity. 
о o+ 3 
Now we are going to define the spaces Η , Η with s e ГО (see [V-E] 
VSJ,^ \S) 
o + 
where the spaces H with scalar index s. were introduced). 
S2 2 
Definition 2.1.В. 
A family of distributions (0,ε0] x ГО
П
" Э (ε,ζ') •*• ^(ε,ζ·,·) e S'(3R) is 
o + 
said to belong to the space H. . , if u e H. .
 Г1(ГО) and if supp u (ε,ξ
1
,·) 
is contained in IR for Ve e (Ο,ε.]. 
Definition 2.1.9. 
A famij-y of distributions (Ο,ε.] 3 ε-*- u (ε,°) JE S' (Ш ) is said to belong 
ο
+ η to the space H. . if u e Η. . (Ш ) and if supp u (ε,0) is contained in 
IS/ " T " l S i + 
m
n
 for Υε e (0,ε0]. 
Definition 2.1.10. 
A family of distributions (0,ε0] 5 ε •* и(г,») •*• S' (Ш ) is said to belong 
ο η 
to the space Η . (U) if u e Η . (Ш ) and if supp U(E,<>) is contained in 
ΰ for Υε e (0»е0]· 
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2.2 Basic properties of the spaces H . 
Theorem 2.2.1. ([Fr 1]) 
The inequality 
(2.2.1) ||u||(el) S C||u||(s) Vu e Н(з)(ПНП) 
with a constant С independent upon ε,ξ',υ, holds iff SjS' € Ш satisfy 
the condition 
(2.2.2) s1 > sj, 3^82 2 s^+s^, s2+s3 à s^+s^. 
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 1.1.3 in [Fr 1]. D 
We use the notation s ^ s' for writing (2.2.2) in a short way and the 
notation s У s' if there is at least one strict inequality in (2.2.2). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2.1, one has 
Corollary 2.2.2. ([Fr 1]) 
For s Ь s', one has H (Ж) с н ,. (IR) , Η (ЖП) с н (ЖП) and 
ISJ
 r
^ VS Ì /C, \S) (S J 
the embedding operators are bounded uniformly with respect to ξ ' e ТВ. 
An analogous embedding theorem holds for the spaces Η. .(U). 
Theorem 2.2.3. ([Fr 1]) 
Let σ,Ξ e IR , s -t σ and 
(2.2.3) ρ = s-t(a-s) , t 2 0. 
Then for V6 > 0 there exists a constant C. > 0, such that 
о 
(2.2.4) Ι Η ΐ ί . , ^ Ι Μ Ι ^ , + ^ ΐ Μ ΐ ^ и £
 )(ш 
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 1.1.4 in [Fri]. [ 
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An analogous interpolation theorem can be formulated and proved for the 
spaces H, . (U). (s) 
Let the vectors e ,e e IR be defined by 
(2.2.5) e 2 = (0,1,0), e = (1,-1,1). 
With IT. the restriction operator to {x =0}, the trace theorem for 
Sobolev spaces with vectorial order is stated as follows: 
Theorem 2.2.4. ([Fr 1]) 
Let s e IR with s_+s > "j. Then there exists a constant С independent 





 Ê H(s),Ç-(3R) ' if S2 > ^ 




ΐ3^2+ΐΒ2+)*),ζ·*0\Μ\ΐΒ).ζ· V u £ н ( в ) , е - ( а д · i f s 2 < I j · 
Proof. See the proof of Lemmas 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 in [Fr 1]. 0 
An analogous trace theorem can be formulated and proved for the spaces 
H, . (U). (s) 
Lemma 2.2.5. 
For u e H, , „.Ш ) with s„ S 0, s, ¿ 0 and for δ e [max(b-s.,,0) , ^ ] , the (s),ξ' + 2 3 2 
following inequalities hold: 
| ί ^ ( ς · , ξ
η
) | * αε β ι <ξ·> , , " β 2 " δ | ι» ξ
η
Γ
1 + δ <εξ·>" 5 3 | |u| І^ ,
 д
, 




, VÇn g (t. Im Çn < 0, Vu £ Н ( з ) Д 1 ( т + ) , 
where С is a constant which does not depend upon ε,ζ, and u. 
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Proof. Since í - u (ξ) i s analyt ic for Im ξ < 0, one has: 
1
η
υ(ξ·,ξ ) = (2πί)" 1 ƒ (ξ -Π Γ 1 Ο ^ ' ' ^ ^ 0 n _ n n O Я П 
m 
_, h-s -S -s , 
= (2π1) <ξ , > <εξ , > ƒ ((ξ -η ) (-1η +<Ç·» Ί · 
^, n n n 
IR 
•
 & З.+б-Ч s , / ^ ч 
• (-in +<ξ·» <ξ ,> <εζ·> Ι ^ Ι ξ ' , η , , ί ά η ^ . 
n υ n Π 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality y i e l d s : 
/N. s , b-s -δ -s , 
| ΐ 0 α ( ξ · , ξ η ) | < c e ι<ζ'> г <εξ·> J ( I ( e , Ç ) r · 
- s . , χ s ч-б-Ь s у ^ 
• ||ε U-iZ*^·» <?'> < ε ζ · > 1
η






Κ ε , ξ ) = ƒ |ξ -η Г 2 | - і п -KC'sj 2 6 " 1 ^ . 
_, n n' ' n • n 
m 
Using the substitution η = t | lm ζ | , t h i s integral i s estimated as 
follows : 
Κ ε , ξ ) S =-тгг -f 
n' 
1-2+26 
Iim Ç n | 2 " 2 6 К ( | l m Ç „ r 1 I t e Ç f i - t | + l ) 2 | - i t + | l M Ç n r 1 < ç 1 > | 1 " M 
s c | l m Çn 










·> 5 2 " 1 : + δ <^·> 3 3 V ^ H I L 2 ( J R
 ) 
-s s.-'j+e s ξ η 
Sc||e <ς·> <εζ·> V ' ^ ' V U H ^ ^ , ^ ) 
-s s.-b+fi s n 
s e h e <Ç-> <εζ·> u ( t ' , x n ) | | ( 0 ( l i _ 6 ( 0 b e l 
sc||u||;
s ), e. 
because the extension operator by zero is continuous from H,„ „, ..(Ш.) 
(0,3,0),ζ' + 
t o H
m » m г.
(ш
'
 f o r
 l8l < ** < s e e tV-E]). 
This proves Lemma 2.2.5. D 
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As it is well known, the extension operator by zero is bounded from 
H (IR ) to H (m) if 1 s,. I < h (see [Ste] and the references there). We 
92 + S2 2 
are going to extend this result to Sobolev type spaces with vectorial 
order. 
Lemma 2.2.6. 
Let s e m be such that |s2| < 's, [s.+s,] < h. Then the extension 
operator by zero 10 satisfies the following inequality: 
(2.2.6) l|i0u||(s)/Ç. Sc||u||;e)fÇ1 Vu ÊH ( s ) ( Ç 1(m +) 
with a constant С which does not depend upon u,e,ζ'. 
Proof: Let lu e H, , _, (ДК) be an extension of u which satisfies (s),^ 
(2.2.7, ||i»ll ( B ) f Ç 1 * c | | « | | * B ) f Ç 1 
with С independent upon u , e , Ç ' . Then one h a s : 
(2.2.8) Ι Ι ν Ι Ι (
β
) , ξ · S C l l e ^ - i V ^ ' ^ 2<-*ες
η
+<εξ·» ^ и Ю Ц ^ 
S C | | E ^ - ί ξ ^ ζ ' » 2 ( - i ε ξ
n
+ < e ς , » 3 Π* i u ( Ç ) | |
 2 
η L (m ) 
- s . . s s . η 
й Οε Ч І т Ц и ) (ξ) +П (- iÇ + < Ç ' » ^ ( - ί ε ξ + < ε ς ' » J l u ( C ) | | 











Т(1и)Ш = (-1ζ +<ξ·» 2(-1εξ +<εζ·» 3 Π* ίυ(ζ) 
η η ς 
η 
s s 
- Π* ( - ΐ ξ
η
+ < ς ' » 2 ( - ί ε ξ
η
+ < ε ς , > ) 3 ί ί ( ζ ) . 
η 
Since И = -Η +>jld w i th 
η S i 
Η. w(C) d = f ( 2 π 1 ) " 1 v . p . ƒ (ξ -η Γ 1 w (Ç' ,n„ )dn„ , 
ξ η η η η 
η Ж 
one has : 
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S2 S3 









η η ξ 
η 
Following [Steü, we are now going to show that 
s2 s4 /\ 
(2.2.9) ||T(1U)(Ç)|| ¿ С||(-ІС +<?'» (-ίεξ +<ες'» Jlu(Ç)|| 
L (m ) L (m ) 
η η 
holds with С independent upon α,ε,ξ'. One has 



















» (-ΐεη^εξ'» lu(Ç,/nn) 
and 
S2 S3 
def / (-1ξ +<ξ,» (-Ιεξ +<εξ'» . _. 
(-in +<ξ,» (-ίεη +<εε,» 
n n 







) = (ι = 2 --)( 
Substituting η = ξ ·λ, one finds that 4






Further, with ς = λζ , one obtains: 
n n 
(2.2.10) /|T(1U) (ξ) | 2 <ΐξ
η
 = ;|;K1(e,C',;n,X)dX|2|w(E,Ç,,Cn)|2dCn 
with 
-1 S2 -1 S3 
z (-u 1ς„+<ς,» (-ίελ ς„+<εξ'» 
Κ. (ε,ξ',ζ ,λ) 1 n 
<-ίς +<ς·» (-ΐες „+<£?'» 
/ ίλ ζ ^ ξ ' » (-ίελ ζ +<εξ'» ч _ , 
1 )(1-λ) λ . 
Since Sy < h, S2+s3 < ^' o n e h a s 
f |κ1(ε,ξ,,ζη,λ)|dX á с < 
with С independent upon ε,ξ',ζ . Moreover, the conditions s_ > -4, 
22 
S-+S, > -H imply that, uniformly with respect to ε,ξ',ς : 
-h » 
( ƒ + ƒ) |κ1(ε,ζ·,ςη,λ)|αλ <. С < ». 
-œ 2 
Finally, the uniform boundedness of Íh,2l9 λ •* Ικ.ΐε,ξ',ζ ,λ) | with respect 
to ε,ξ',ζ , implies that 
2 






,λ)άλ| s с < » 
3R 








(2.2.6) now follows from (2.2.8) and the last inequality. D 
For |si < b, |s.+s.| < b. Lemma 2.2.6 and the inequality 
| | u | i ; s ) / Ç . - l a f l | i » l l ( . ) f Ç . * I I V l l o . ç . 
imply that 1. e Iso(H. . , (Ш ) ,Η . , ) . Therefore, if s satisfies the 
o + 
above condition, the spaces H (Ш ) and H can be identiefied. 
\3ί,ς + (Sj,Ç 
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3. COERCIVE SINGULARLY PERTURBED WIENER-HOPF OPERATORS ON A HALF-LINE 
3.1 Definitions and auxiliary results 
First, we recall several definitions and lemmas from [Fr 1], [Fr-w]. 
Definition 3.1.1. ([Fr 1]) 
A function Q : (0,e
n
] * Ш •*• (t is said to belong to the class Ρ for 
ν - (V^VJJVJ) e m if 
(i) Q(E,Ç) is a polynomial in ξ, the coefficients of which depend 
continuously upon e e (0,ε.]. 
(ii) There exists a decomposition Q = Q
n
+Rr such that 
-(v.+v,) 
(3.1.1) ς0(ε,ζ) - ε 20(1.гС) Ve e (0,ε0], νζ e m 
-ν ν, ν 
(3.1.2) |Q0(cfÇ)| S ce |ς| ^ <εξ> J Ve e (Ο,ε^, νζ e го" 
-v. . ν- ν 
(3.1.3) |R(e,Ç)|sce (|ζΓ +ε)|ξ| <εξ> ^ Ve e (0,e0], νξ e m" , |ς| г 1 
with some positive constants C,y. 
The function Ο,-,Ιε,ζ) will be called principal symbol of Ο(ε,ξ). 
Since in section 3.2, symbols of the form ίΐε,ξ',ξ ) with ξ' = <ξ'>|ς,Γ ξ' 
will be considered, we introduce here a class of symbols defined for 
ζ € Ж I S, where S is a set of measure zero. 
Definition 3.1.2. ([Fr-w]) 
A function L : (0,г
о
]хШ \S ·*• t, with S a set of measure zero, is said to 
24 
belong to the class L = L (Ш ) for ν = (ν, ,ν^,ν,) e m if 4
 ν ν 1 2 3 
(i) there exist constants C,m such that 
-v. ν , ν 
( 3 . 1 . 4 ) | L ( e , Ç ) | < Ct <ξ> <εζ> ν ( ε , ξ ) ε ( 0 , ε 0 ] χ ΐ Η \ 3 
- ν ν , - Ι ν 
( 3 . 1 . 5 ) | L ( e , C ) - L ( e , n ) | S C<Ç-n>m ε <ξ> <εζ> 
ν ( ε , ς , η ) e ( 0 , ε 0 ] χ m n \ S x l R n \ S 
(ii) there exists a decomposition L = L
n
+R such that 
-(v +v2) 
(3.1.6) L0(e,C) - ε L0(l,eC) ν(ε,ζ) e (0,e0] χ m \S 
—V ν ν 
(3.1.7) |L.(e,ξ)Ι S c
e
 1\ζ\ 2<εξ> 3 ) 
У Ve e ( 0 , e n ] , νξ e Ш \S, 
v l 1 v 2 Ч ί 
(3.1.8) I R U . O I S ce ^ І С р + е Н с І <εξ> J | c | ä l 
with a positive constant C. 
The function L- will be called the principal symbol of L. A function 
satisfying (3.1.6) is said to be homogeneous of degree v.+v- in (ε ,ζ) 
Lemma 3.1.3. 
(i) If L e L for j = 1,2, then Lj·!^ e L
 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) . 






( 1 ) 
(3.1.9) iLjte.Ç)! 2 ce 1 <ξ> 2 <ες> 3 ν(ε,ξ) £ (0,e0] x m n \ S 1 
with a positive constant С, then L.(ε,ξ) ε L .. 
-ν 
Proof. For j = 1,2, let S. с го be the sets where L. is not defined, m. 
D j D 
the constants in the inequality (3.1.5) and let L., = L..+R. be the 
decomposition which exists according to Definition 3.1.2 (il). It is 
obvious that the symbol L = L.-L. satisfies (3.1.4) with ν = ν +v on 
Ш \S with 8 = 8 . и S_. 
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In order to prove (3.1.5), one estimates | L U ,ξ) -Με ,n) | as follows: 
| L ( e ^ ) - L (
e
, n ) | = I L J U . Ç ) (L2(E,C)-L2(E,n)) + [Ll(E,t)-LlU,T]))b2{c,T\) \ 
-v}1» v " » v< l ) ш 2 ^ 2 > v ^ 2 ' - ! v< 2 ) 
á Ce <ζ> <εξ> <ζ-η> ε <Ç> <εζ> + 
- ν «
1
' . ν ^ ' - Ι ν '
1
' - v j 2 ' ν ^ 2 ) v f 5 
+ Се <С-Л> <ξ> <ες> ε <η> <εη.> 
Since the i n e q u a l i t y 






> Iv^l + lvfl v^2' vf' 
<η> <εη> s ΰ<ξ-η> <ζ> <ες> 
one has (3.1.5) with m = max(m2,m.+|v |+|v3 | ) . 
It is obvious that the function L» = L._ L . satisfies the conditions 
(3.1.6), (3.1.7). The function R = L-L- can be estimated as follows: 
(3.1.10) |Η(ε,ξ)| <• |Η1(ε,ς)Η2(ε,ξ) | + |κ1(ε,ξ)ί20(ε,ζ) | + |κ2(ε,ξ)Ε10(ε,ξ)|. 
For |ς| ^  1 and ε 5 ε 0 one has ((ξΙ^+ε)2 < C(|ç|~1+e), such that 
|R1(e,Ç)R2(e,C)| s αε (|ζ| +e) |ξ| <eÇ> 
Obviously, the two last terms on the right hand side of (3.1.10) are 
"
Vl -1 V2 V3 bounded by Οε (|ξ| +e) |ξ| <εξ> , too. This proves the first part of 
Lemma 3.1.3. 
If Ι,.ίε,ξ) satisfies (3.1.9), then obviously (3.1.4) holds with 
Hz,ξ) = (L. (ε,ξ)) and ν = -v . The difference Ι,(ε,ξ)-Ιι(ε,η) can be 
estimated as follows: 






-l v ( 1 ) 2v ( 1 ) -v ( 1 ) -v ( 1 ) -v ( 1 ) -v ( 1 ) 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 S Ce <ξ-η> <ξ> <εξ> ε <ζ> <εξ> <η> <εη> 
-ν ν -1 ν 
ί CE <ξ-η> <ξ> <εξ> 
with m = nij+lvj Kivi |. For |ç| г 1, ξ / S , the function Ι,10(ε,ς) can 












( 1 ) 
le 1 |ζ| 2 <εξ> 3 L 1 0( E,C)| ^ C|e 1 <ξ> 2 <εξ> 3 (Lj (ε,ζ)-^ (ε,ξ))| 
(1) (1) (1) 
ν, -ν -ν 
è 2Cl-c\c <ξ> "• <εξ> J ^(ε,ζ) | 
г 2c1-C2(|ç|"1+e) 
Í C 1 
for |ξ| ^  г >> 1, ε S ε
η
 << 1 with positive constants С »C-. 
V V 2 -1 Since (3.1.6) implies that L -(ε,ξ) = t L Ut,t Ç) Vt > 0, one has 
|ь10(е,С)| ä CjE <ξ> <εξ> Ve e (0,ε0], VC e ^ " - S ^ |ς| 2 1. 
The function LU,ζ) - L (e,ζ)" thus satisfies (3.1.6), (3.1.7). 
The rest Κ(ε,ς) = Ιι(ε,ξ)-Ι.
η
(ε,ξ) can be estimated as follows: 
| κ ( ε , ξ ) | = iL^e.CJ-LjQte.Ol JLj ( ε , ζ Γ ^ ί ε , ξ Γ 1 1 
- V . . V , V , 
S CE
 l ( U r + ε ) | ξ | <εζ> VE e ( Ο , ε ^ , νξ e l A S j , | ξ | 2 1. 
D 
Definition 3.1.4. ([K-N]) 
For L e L the operator 
((Op LU,e))u)(x) = L(E,-i|^)u(x) = Fç^x Цг.ОР^сЦ, u e S(JRn), 
is called pseudo-differential operator with the symbol L. 
We introduce the operator Με,ζ',-ίτ—) by 
η 
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(Me.Ç-.-ifj-Ju) =F^ xL( e,Ç-,e n)F x u. 
η η η η *η 
Definition 3.1.5. ([Fr 1]) 
An Operator from S(ГО ) to S'(ГО ) is said to have the vectorial order 
v e l R , if for Vs e ГО it can be extended to a bounded operator in 
Hom(H, , (го") ,H, . (го")) . (s) (s-v) 
Definition 3.1.6. ([Fr-W]) 
The function L (ξ) e L
m η
. is called reduced symbol of (u, v_ t \J) 
L(e,C) e L, , if one has: (v1,v2,v3) 
vl " v2 " υ3 " V2 0 (3.1.11) ε <Ç> <εξ> Ι,(ε,ξ)-<ξ> L (ξ) e L ^ _ 1 ). 
0 0 
(ii) L being the reduced symbol of L, the operator Op L is called the 
reduced operator of Op L. 
Lemma 3.1.7. 
(i) If the reduced symbol exists, it is unique. 
(ii) If L e L is such that its reduced symbol L exists, and if ν, ί 0, 






Proof, (i) The inclusion (3.1.11) yields L (ζ) = lim ε Ι,(ε,ς), so that 
0 ε + 0 
L is well defined. 
(ii) The symbol ε L-L can be rewritten as follows: 
Vl 0 V2 V3 Vl " V2 " V3 " V2 0 0 V3 
ε 'Με,ζϊ-ΐΛζ) = <Ç> <εζ> (ε <ξ> <εζ> ν < ξ > L )+L (ξ) «ες> -1) 
ν2 ν3 
Since <ς> <εζ> e L ., (3.1.11) and lemma 3.1.3 yield that the 
(U , V j , -э ì 
first term on the right hand side of the last formula is in L, . . ., 
(- 1. 1. з-1) 
Since <εξ> -1 e L,. , ,, for ν, ä 0, the symbol L (ξ) «εζ> -1) is in 
ί, , ., ,,» too. D (-1,ν2+1,ν3-1) 
2Θ 
Definition 3.1.В. ([Fr 1]) 
The symbol L e L is called elliptic of order ν if its principal symbol 
L- satisfies the condition 
—ν V V 
| L 0 ( E , Ç ) | > Ce ^ξΙ 2<εξ> 3 ν(ε,ξ) e (Ο,ε^ χ m n\{0} 
with a positive constant С. Let Sì _. = ίω' e Ш | (ω'Ι = 1}. 
Lemma 3.1.9. ([Fr 1]) 
-<
 2 + з) 
Let Q e Ρ be a principal symbol of order ν, 2
η η





the principal homogeneous part of Qn(l,Ç) of order v.+v, and λ(ε,ξ) zero 
of the equation 
(3.1.12) QU,ξ',λ) = О 
Then there exists a rational number q < 0 and С (ω') ¡* 0 such that with 
ω' = \ξ·\'lζ^•. 
Ιξ'Γ^ίε,ξ') =λ 0 0(ω
,) + (ε|ζ,|)(Ι(ε(ω,)+ο(1)), Ρ = e|C'| •* », 
where λ..(ω') is a zero of the equation 
β ο ο
(ω·,λ) = 0 
and o(l) -*• 0 uniformly with respect to ω'e Ω as Ρ ->• «>. 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 in [Fr 1]. D 
Lemma 3.1.10. ([Fr 1]) 
Let Q ε Ρ be an elliptic symbol of order v, Q (ζ) = lim ε QU,ξ) its 
V
 ε+0 
reduced symbol, and let λ(ε,ξ') be a zero of the equation (3.1.12). 
Then there exist rational numbers q. > 0, q- > -1, and С(ω') ^ 0, ] = 1,2, 
such that either 
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|ς'Γ1λ(ε,ξ') = |ς'Γ1λ0(ς·)+ρ ^с^ |ξ· Г )+о(і)), 
Ρ = ε|ξ·| + ο 
with λ (ξ') zero of the equation 
ς
0(ξ,,λ0(ξ·)) = О 
1 ^? 1 
ελ(ε,ξ') = ρ" μ+ς (C2(|ç'| ~ιζ')+ο{1)) , ρ = ε|ζ·| ->- 0 
with μ a non-vanishing zero of the equation 
(3.1.13) Q0(l,0,y) = 0. 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 in [Fr 1]. D 
Definition 3.1.11. ([Fr 1]) 
An elliptic principal symbol Q. e Ρ of order ν is called properly elliptic, 
-(v 2 +v 3) 
if Q
nr
.(C) = lim λ 0
η
(1,λξ) is a properly elliptic polynomial of 
λ-χ» 
order V-+V,. 
Lemma 3.1.12. ([Fr 1]) 
Let Q. s Ρ be a properly elliptic principal symbol of order ν. Then the 
reduced symbol 0
η
(ξ) = lim ε Q-icö is properly elliptic, too. 
ε + 0 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 3.1.5 in [Fr 1]. D 
If 0
ο
(ε,ξ) is a properly elliptic principal symbol of order v, then ν^,ν, 
are even nonnegative integers: 
v. = 2r., 2 S j й 3. 
Let λ •+ Q (ε,ξ',λ) be the factor of the polynomial λ -»• QQ{e,l,,\) that 
corresponds to the zeroes of Q
n
 contained in the upper half plane 
{Im λ > 0}, when ξ' e Ж П " \{0}, ε > 0. Besides, λ •* Q 0 being well defined 
30 
up to a coefficient depending on ε,ξ', the latter is supposed to be chosen 
such that 
-<r +r ) r 
(3.1.14) lim λ ς
π
(ε,ζ·,λ) = e . 
λ-χ» 
Lemma 3.1.13. ([Fr 1]) 
Let ς^'ίε,ξ), 1 = 1,2, be properly elliptic of order v ( 1 ) - (v^1' .гг^^Зг ^ 1' ) 
and λ -* Q
n
 (ε,ξ',λ) the factor of λ -»· Q. described above. Then 
LQ(
e
,t,,X) = ς^ 1 ) + (ε,ς,,λ)(δ^2, + (ε,ξ,,λ))"1 is homogeneous in (ε-1,ξ',λ) 
of order r_, where r = r. -r , 2 S j 5 3, and satisfies the inequalities: 
-1 r5 r 1 
(3.1.15) С (IC'I + N ) ^(Ι+εΙξΊ+εΙλΙ) J ^  
5 |L 0( e,C',X)| SC(|Ç'| + |X|) ^(Ι+εΙξ'Ι+εΙλΙ) , 
for any ζ' e IR , any λ € (I such that Im λ й 0; here the constant С does 
not depend upon ε e (Ο,») , ξ' e IR eind λ e <t, Im λ s 0. 
Besides, for ε e (O^-l with ε. sufficiently small and Iç·] £ 2, the 
function λ •*• L
n
^,C',X) can be split into the product 
(3.1.16) L+(
e
,e',X) = LQ1(e,Ç,,X) LQ 2( e,C\X), ε e (Ο,ε^, \ζ·\ S 2 
where the zeroes and singularities of λ -»· L
n l are contained in a compact 
domain in the half plane {im λ > 0} uniformly with respect to ε e (Ο,ε.], 
Ι ξ'I S 2 and the zeroes and singularities of λ -»· L
n 7 multiplied by ε also 
are contained in a compact domain in the half plane {im λ > 0} uniformly 
with respect to ε e (Ο,ε.], Ιξ'Ι S 2; the functions (ε ,ξ',λ) -*• L
n l , 
(ε ,ξ',λ) •*• Lj.» can be extended as homogeneous functions of 
(ε »ξ',λ) e (Ο,») χ ГО , х С, of order r. and 0, respectively. 
+ +
 r3 
The leading coefficients of λ ->-L01, λ -*• L._ being 1 and ε , respectively, 
the following inequalities hold: 
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-1 r 9 + 
с ( | ξ · | + | λ | ) ^ ^ 0 1 ( ε , ξ · , λ ) | < C Í U M + U I ) 
r 2 
С ( 1 + ε | ξ · | + Ε | λ | ) s Ι ^ ί ε , ξ ' , λ ) ] < α ( 1 + ε | ξ Ί + ε | λ | ) 
f o r any Ç ' e I R , λ e t , Im λ S 0 . 
P r o o f . See t h e p r o o f o f Lemma 3 . 1 . 7 . i n [ F r 1 ] . D 
Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 4 . ( [ F r 1]) 
(i) Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1.13, there exist integers σ.,σ, i О 
and functions λ.(ε,ξ'), μ.(ε,ς') satisfying the inequalities 
3 
( 3 . 1 . 1 7 ) 
λ . ( ε , ξ ' ) | й α\ζ'\ VE e ( 0 , ε 0 ] , VC1 £ m " l\{0} 
(3.1.18)-
Jm λ.(ε,ξ') S c"1^'! 1 < j £ |r2|+2a2 
\ν.(ε,ζ·)\ $ αε~1<εξ > V
e
 ε (0,e0], νζ· e TRn~l\ÍO}, 
Im μ. (ε,ξ') ^  α~1ε~1<εξ,·> 1 ί j S |r3|+2a3 
with a constant C, such that: 
(3.1.19) L^U.ZW) 
sgn r _ 
Π (λ-λ .(ε,ξ')) Π (λ-λ, , (ε,ς'))(λ-λ| | ,,ίε,ξ1)) 
isjs|r2| j Η12σ2 ІГ2І+1 Ι Γ2ΐ + σ2 + 1 
(3.1.20) ^(ε,ξ',λ) = 
s g n r 
Π ( ε λ - ε μ . ( ε , ξ ' ) ) Π ( ε λ - ε μ , κ , ί ε , ζ ' ) ) 
1 < і < | г з І ; , U1SC3 | r 3 l + 1 
( ε λ
-
ε μ | Γ 3 | + σ 3 + 1 ( ε ' ξ , ) ) " 1 · 
(ii) There exist a number ρ > 0 and compact Jordan curves Γ ,Γ in the half 




>Γ.,ε Γ, are disjoint and such that all the zeroes and singularities of 
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the rational functions λ -»· ^ .(ρ,ω',λ) and λ ••• L--(1 ,ρω',λ) are contained 
in the interior of the curves Γ.,Γ_, respectively. 
(iii) For any given p
n
 > 0, there exists a compact Jordan curve Г = Г(p.) 
the in the half plane {im λ > 0}, such that for Vp S p., Vu' £ Ω ,, all 
υ η—1 
zeroes and singularities of the rational function λ •+ L
n
(p,u',X) are 
contained in the interior of Γ. 
Proof. (i) Let σ., j = 2,3, be given by 2o.+|r | = r. +r. . According to 
the result established in [Fr 1] and formulated here as Lemma 3.1.10, there 
exist precisely r_ roots of the algebraic equation Q (ρ,ω',λ(ρ,ω1 )) = 0, 
which are bounded when ρ + 0, uniformly with respect to ω' с Ω _ . Moreover, 
there exist precisely r, roots of the equations Q (ρ,ω',μ(ρ,ω' )) = 0, 
which grow like ρ when ρ + 0, uniformly with respect to ω' e Ω .. This 
yields the representations (3.1.19), (3.1.20) for the functions L , j = 1,2. 
(ii) Again, we apply the result established in [Fr 1 ] and stated here as 
Lemma 3.1.10. For 1 £ j й |r2|+2a2, there exists the limits 






ellipticity condition implies that Im λ.(ω') > С, > 0 for ш' e Ω ..one 
j 1 n-li 
can choose a curve Γ in the upper half plane, such that λ. (ω') are contained 
in the interior of Γ for ш' e Ω _ , Vj, 1 ¿ j < |г2|+2ст2. Then there 
exists ρ J > 0, such that λ (ρ,ω') are contained in the interior of Γ. for 
Vp £ (Ο,ρ.'], Vio' e Ω .. 1 η—1 
For 1 S j S |r.|+2a,, there exist the limits lim ρμ (ρ,ω') = μ, uniformly 
ρ + 0 j Э 
with respect to ω' e Ω _.. Let Γ- be a curve in the upper half plane which 
encloses the numbers p., 1 S j < |r3|+2o3. Then there exists p' > 0, such 
that ρμ (ρ,ω') are contained in the interior of Γ- for Vp e (0,p'], 
Vu' e Ω .. 
n-1 
The curves <ζ,>Γ. and ε Γ_ are disjoint if ρ = ε<ξ'> e (0,p'] with 
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ρ' = (2 max |λ|) min |λ|. Therefore, one can choose p. = min(ρ',ρ',ρ'). 
3
 XeT1 λ£Γ2 
(iii) As a consequence of the result established in [ Fr l] and formulated 
here as Lemma 3.1.9, there exist the limits lim λ.(ρ,ω') = λ
 ηη
(ω') for 
any zero λ (ρ,ω') of one of the equations Q' ' (ρ ,ω' ,λ (ρ ,ω' ) ) = 0, 1 = 1,2, 
and one has Im λ.-„(ω') i С. > 0 uniformly with respect to ω' e Ω ,. Since jOO 1 n-1 
λ.(ρ,ω') are continuous functions of ρ,ω', there exists a contour Γ, in the 
upper half plane which encloses all the zeroes and singularities of 
λ -»• L_(p,(d',X) for ρ £ [?„,»), ω' £ Ω .. D 
υ υ η—1 
The following definition is a natural generalization of the smoothness 
condition d) in [V-Ej to the symbols with a small parameter: 
Definition 3.1.15. 
к 3 
A symbol He,ζ) e L is said to be in the class V if for any μ £ TR with 
"
μ1 μ2 V V3 μ„+ν„ s le the product e (-iÇ +<£'>) (-ίεξ +<ες,>) L(e,Ç) can be 
¿Δ η η 
decomposed as follows: 
"
μ1 μ2 μ3 
ε (-ίς
η
+<ζ·» ^ί-ίεξ^εξ'» Με,ξ) = b(e ,Ç)+r (ε,ξ) 
where the function Ь ε L is analytic in the half plane {im ξ > 0} and 
μ+ν r η 
the function 
+ "
μ1 y2 μ3 
г(г,С) - П. e (-1ξ +<ς,» (-Ιεξ -κεζ'» L(e,Ç) 
ξ η η 
η 
satisfies the following inequalities : 
-(W.+v.) νι,+ν і^ гі _, ι 
(3.1.21) |г(г,С)| S Ce <Ç'> <εζ'> « ξ > <ξ·>+<εξ>"^εξ'» 
νε £ (0,ε0], VC = (Ç,,Cn) e ж" 
where С is a constant. 
Example 3.1.16. The symbol (Ιεξ +2<εξ•»"1(ϊεξ +<εξ,>) is in 0° , 
Л Π \\j f\) f\) f 
whereas (Ιεξ +<2εζ,>)"1 (ίεξ +<εξ,>) belongs to Γ»1 . 
·* Π \\J f\J f\j ) 
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The following result, being the analogue of Theorem 1.4 in [V-Ε] for symbols 
with small parameter, will be proved, using a combination of the techniques 
from [V-E], [Fr 1]. 
Lemma 3.1.17. 
Let L(e,Ç) e V ', 0 S s2 < к+Ь, s,"·^ s 0. 









ilr)1oul lls-v) ,і'й c | |u| Ί.) , ξ " V u e H(s) ,ς· ^ 
η 
with a constant С which does not depend upon ε,ξ', and u. 
Proof. Let 1 : H, . „.(Ж ) ·* Η, . ^ .(IR) be an extension operator which is (s) ,ζ' + (s),Ç' 




 is estimated as follows: 
τ ox U 
η 
η 
, Ι |w+L(e,ç· .-i^iul |;
в
.
 ) Д 1 + | | ν(ε,ς· ,-ι|^) (,_iu) I |;s_v) i V 
where 
« « І М І , . ) . « . * І І . ^ І І І 2 ( Ж . 
η 
def -(s -ν ) s -ν s -ν у ^ 
w = ε (-ίξ +<ς,» ^(-ίεξ+<εζ·» L(c,C)í lî(Ç) . 
η η — 
Consider first the case ρ = ε<ζ,> S ρ , where ρ > 0 will be fixed later. 
Let 
-<s -v ) k-v s -v 
ε (-Ιξ^ζ1» (-ίεζ^εζ'» L(C,Ç) = b(e,C)+r (ε,ξ) 
be the decomposition according to Definition 3.1.15. 
With γ = γ(ε,ξ') a closed curve in the half plane {im η > 0}, which 
encloses all the singularities of the integrand, with positive imaginary 
parts, one has: 
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ξη
 s -к 
n
 (-in +<ξ·» / ^ 
2πι „ ξ -Γ) η η - η η 




<ζ·» / ^ 
•£г f
 Γ
 " Γ(ε,ξ·,η )π 1α(ξ',η )dn 2iri ξ -η η - η η 
γ η η 
since both b and π lu are analytic for Im η > 0. 
We are now going to use a technique introduced in [Fr 1]. Let p. > 0 and 
let the curves Γ.,Γ- <= {Im t > 0} be as in Lemma 3.1.14(ii). Using the 
substitutions η ™ ^ Ç ^t, η « ε t and the fact that the curves <ζ,>Γ, and 
n n 1 
ε Г. are disjoint, one obtains: 
_+ 
Π w = 
n . 
= 2ΪΓ / T - ^ t ^ ' * ' 3 2 r(E,g.,<C->t)0(g-,<g->t)dt + 
Γ1 n 
1 ; . ^ ( - i e - 1 ^ ' » ' 2 k
r ( E t C , , E - l t : ) ^ ( g , y e - l t ) d t . 2ïïl „ _ -ι. -
r2 *п-е t 
The e s t i m a t e s 
-1 
*<**> ІІг^тагІІ , * <xr>h 
hold 
' С - Г Ч ' b 2 ( »
r
 ) M V < e , > t M L 2 ( l R f ) 
n ^n 
uniformly with respect to t e Г. и Г_. Since Lemma 2.2.5 yields 
/Ч^ s h-s -δ . -s 
|тг_1и(С ,,С
п
) | S c
e




> <εξ·> l | u | | ( s b ç , I i n Ç n > 0 , 




llntwll d i l u i i ; 
ξ
η L (Ш ) 13''^ 
n 
Hence, the claim of Lemma 3.1.17 holds for ε<ξ,> S ρ . 
Consider now the case ε<ς'> S ρ . Following again [Fr 1], let Γ • Г(p.) be 
the curve constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.1.14(iii). 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2.5,the estimates 
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"J-S, 
|ir_ìuU\<C'>t) Ι s ce 1<ζ'> 2<εζ'> 3||u|| ( s ) , ξ ' 
hold uniformly wi th r e s p e c t t o t e Г. Hence, 
ll<wll
 2 
S i L^dR ) 
η 









( - i<Ç , >t+<Ç , >) 2 2 ( - i e < Ç , > t + < e Ç , > ) 
S3-V3 
• U e . Ç ' ^ C ' î ' - t j T ^ l u U ' . ^ ^ t J d t l l 
- c | | u | | ; s ) i Ç 1 . G 
L (Ш ) 
η 
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The proof of Lemma 3.1.18 below is analogous to the proof of the 
corresponding result in [V-Ε] for symbols without small parameter. 
Lemma 3.1.18. 
T* (1) л к . (2) flk (1) (2) п к 
If a e Ό and a e Ό
 2 , then a -a e Ρ . 
ν ν ν +ν 
Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1.3, one has: a a e L ... /тч-
3 (1) (2) V + V 
Let μ e ГО be given such that Un+v, +v_ ^ k. Then one has: 
(2) (21 
(1) - ( V V 2 > - ( μ3 + ν3 ' (1) (1) 
а
Ш
 = (-ϊξ +<ξ•» (-ieÇ +<εξ·» J J (b^'+r 1 1') 
n
 (1) n (1) 
(2) " ( μ 2 + ν 2 , " ( μ 3 + ν 3 ) (2) (2) 
a^' = (-iÇ +<ξ·» (-ίεξ +<εξ'» (b^'+r^') 
η η 
where b э € L . . , j = 1,2, are analytic for 
(V1 ' μ 2 + υ 2 + V 2 ' μ 3 + ν 3 + V 3 ' 
Im ξ > 0 and where r'3', j = 1,2, satisfy the inequalities 
|r ( j )( e, Ç)| s 







s e e <ζ
,
> <eÇ,> (<ξ> <ς,>+<ες> ^ ε ξ ^ ) 
One h a s : 
where 
ε Λ - ί ξ
 + < ξ ' »
μ 2 ( - 1 ε






 = b ( 3 ) + r
( 3 ) 
η η 
(3) - μ 1 - ( V V 2 1 ) + V 2 2 ) ) - ( μ 3 + ν 3 1 ) + ν 3 2 ) ) (1) (2) 
b u ' = e ( - Ι ξ ^ ξ 1 » ( - ί ε ξ
η
+ < ε ζ · » J buV ' 
e L ( u + v ( 1 ) + v ( 2 ) ) 
and where the function 
(3, -i - (^"- i"» -с ^ Ч 2 ' ' 
η η 
( b ( 1 ) r ( 2 )
+





( 2 ) ) 
satisfies the inequality: 
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|Γ(3)(ε,ξ)με 1 1 1 <ξ·> 2 2 2 <ες·> 3 3 3 
(<ζ>~1<ζ,>+<εξ>"1<ες,>). D 
For ξ' e »""^{Ο}, let ω' = JC'I'V and Ç' = <ξ,>ω·. 
Lemma 3.1.19. 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1.13, the symbols 
a(e,C) = (Lg (ε,ς\ς
η
))"40(ε,ξ\ςη) andb(E,C) = L^ (ε,ξ· ,ξη) belong to 
the classes Ό, . and Ό ,„ .,, respectively. Moreover, if 
(v1,v2-r2,v3-r3) (0,r2,0) 
r ^ 0 and σ = 0 in (3.1.20), then L* e Ό . 
Proof. Since the construction of L 0 implies that βίε,ξ',ξ ) is analytic 
for Im ζ > 0, the condition in Definition 3.1.15 is satisfied with 
η 
Γ(ε,ξ) Ξ 0. Now it will be proved that for λ. satisfying (3.1.17), one has 
(ξ -λ, (ε,ξ') J-1 e ΰ" . With p e m 3 arbitrary and 
η ] _^ (U, 1,U)
 μ 
ο(ε,ξ) = ε ^-iÇ +<?'» 2(-1ες +<εζ,» 3, one has ο(ε,ξ) (ξ -λ, (ε,ξ ' ) ) " 1 = 
η η η J 
= b1(e,C)+r1(e,C) where bj (ε,ζ) = (οίε,ξΐ-^ε,ξ' ,λ (ε,ξ' ) ) ) (ξη-λ (ε,ξ • ) ) " 1 
is analytic for Im ζ > 0 and where ^ (ε,ξ) = с (ε, ξ ' ,λ . (ε, ξ ' ) ) (ξ
η
-λ . (ε,ξ1))' 
satisfies (3.1.21) with ν = (0,-1,0). Since Lf.1 can be written in the form 
(3.1.19), Lemma 3.1.18 yields b e Ό°°
 n
. . Finally, if r, £ 0 and σ = 0 
tu, Г« , Uj J J 
3 
in (3.1.20), then for Vp e TR , one has r Ξ 0 in Definition 3.1.15. Q 
Lemma 3.1.20. 
A symbol L (ε,ξ) of the form (3.1.20), with μ satisfying (3.1.1Θ) and 
r, 2 0, is in the class У,- „ . iff there exists a decomposition 3 (0,0,^) 
L
n
_(l,n) = b(n)+r(n) where b e L
m n
 . is a polynomial in η and where 
the function Γ(η) satisfies the following inequality: 
r3+l-k . 
(3.1.22) |r(n)| <, cln'l <η·> <η>" Υη = (тГ,П
п
) e m" 
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with a constant С which does not depend upon η. 
Proof. Assume first that ^ (ε,ξ) = Ι^α,εξ) = b(eÇ)+r(eC), where b(eÇ) 




 μ2 μ3 + 
(3.1.23) e (-іС+^'» {-±εζ
η
+<εξ'» L02(e,Ç) = b1 (e,Ç)+r1 (ε,ζ) 
where 
μ1 μ2 μ3 
e b. (ε,ξ) = (-ίξ +<Ç·» (-Ιεξ +<εζ,>) Με,ξ) + I n n 
μ2 μ3 




» r(e,Ç)) E n n 
n 
and 
μ1 -1 -1 μ2 μ3 
ε Γ.ίε,ξ) = (2π1) /(ξ„-η ) (-ίη +<?'» (-Ιεη +<εξ'» Γίεζ',εη )dn 1 n n n n n n 
Y 
with γ = γ(ε,Ç') a closed Jordan contour in the upper half plane which 
encloses all the sinqularities of η -*• г(г,Е',п ). Consider first the case 
n n 
e|ξ'| S 1. Let Γ be a curve in {im t > 0} which encloses all the 
singularities of t •* Γίη',ί) for V|n'| ^ 1. Then one has: 
μ
ΐ -1 -1 -1 μ2 μ3 
ε г. (ε,ξ) = (2π1) ƒ (εζ -t) (-1ε t+<ξ'» ''(-it+<8Ç'» Γ(ες·,ί)αΐ 
According to (3.1.20), one has ^ (ε,ξ) = Q1 (ε,ζ) (Q2 (ε,ξ) ) where Ql, Q2 
are elliptic polynomials in ζ of orders (Ο,Ο,τ,+σ,) and (Ο,Ο,σ,), with 
σ, ¿ 0, respectively. The polynomial Q, being defined by 
Qjte.C) = ς3(ε,ξ) (mod ς2(ε,ζ)), deg Q 3 ¿ σ3-1, 
one has: 
Πε,ξ) = П^ LQ2(e,C) = Q3U,OiQ2U,Z))~l. 
n 
The es t imate (3.1.22) implies t h a t : 
σ -1 
| Q 3 < E , C ) | < α | ε ξ , Γ < ε ξ > for | ε ζ · | S 1, ζ e шП 
IQ ( ε , ζ ) ! 5 0<εζ·> J <εξ> 3 for Ι ε ζ Ί ä 1, ζ e ГО . 
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Since Q is a polynomial in ζ , one has 
. a -1 
|Q3(e,C)| Sc|eÇ'| <εξ> for |εξ·| S 1, ξ' e ж""1, ζ η € С 
r,+l σ -1 
|Q3(e,Ç)| <0<ες·> <εζ> for |eC'| ä 1, ξ' £ ш" \ ξ
η
 € if. 
Since Γ(ε,ξ) » Q3(e,e)(ς2(ε,ζ))~
1
 with Q 2 elliptic, (3.1.22) holds for 
Using the fact that Γ. is independent upon ε, ξ ' for ε| ξ ' | S 1, one obtains 
for μ- S к: 
- W , W 2 k-μ 
I r j í c O l S c e U ' I ( ε ΐ ξ 1 ! ) <εξ> νε ε ( 0 , e 0 ] , ξ ' e Ж ЧО}, 
ε | ξ · | <. ι, ς
η
 < m 
s et l\f\ 2 <
ε
ζ · > 3 3 <ες>- 1 
since <εζ,> ~ 1. Consider now the case εΙζ'Ι > 1. 
Let Г_ с {im t > 0} be a closed curve which encloses all the singularities 
of t -»• r (η • , | η ' 11) for | n ' | > 1. Then one has : 
V. , _. P ? 
ε Γ^ε,ζ) = (2iri) ƒ ε |ξ '| (εζ
η




Since for ε Ι ξ ' Ι ä 1
 lthere is the equivalency 
ε|ξ·| й <εξ·> й 2ε\ξ·\, 
one obtains, using (3.1.22): 
-μ. μ 2 ^
+ Γ 3 + 1 _1 
ΐΓ^ε,ξ)] й Ce <ξ·> <ες,> <εζ> Υε e (0,ε0], 
Υξ' e ^""Чсо}, ε|ξ·| il, ÇneJR-
Therefore, Ь*2 e ^ ^ ^ , . 




 .. Then one has (3*1.23) for у - к, where 
Γ^ε,ζ) satisfies (3.1.21) with ν = (0,0,r3) . Let γΐε,ξ') a curve in the 
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half plane {lm ξ > 0} which encloses all the singularities of 
£ -»· ^„(ε,ξ',ξ ). The function r in the decomposition L„„ = b+r can be 
η 02 η U¿ 
written as follows: 
r(e ,Ç) = (2·π±)~1 f {ζ-τ))'1!,* ( ε , ξ ' , η J d n 
η η Uz η π 
- ι
 γ
 1 μ 1 -к " у з 
= (2iti) ν ( ζ „ - η „ ) ε (-in +<ς·>) (-Ιεη +<εξ·>; (b. +r. ) (e , ξ ' ,Ti)dn . 
n n n n ' i i n n 
Y 
Since η •+· b, (ε,ζ'.η ) is analytic inside the curve γ, one obtains after 
n ι n 
the substitution η = e t: 
n 
-1 1 р 1 + к к "μ3 -ι 
r(ε,ζ) = (2ігі) f (εξ -t) ε (-ίί+ε<ξ,>) (-^+<ες·>) Jr (ε,ξ',ε t)dt 
Γ1 
where Г. is a curve in the half plane {lm t > 0} which does not depend upon 
ε/ξ',εΙξ'Ι S 1. Therefore, |Γ(ε,ξ)| can for εΙξ'Ι ^ 1 be estimated as 
follows: 
|r(e,Ç)| S c í e U M ) ^ ^ - 1 
with a positive constant C. 
For ε|ζ'| 2 1, there exists a curve Г- с {im t > 0} which does not depend 
upon ε,ξ' and which encloses all the singularities of t -»• r. (ε,ξ', [ζ' 11) . 
One has: 
r(E,Ç) = (2πί)"1/ ε|ξ·|(ες -e|Ç'|t)"1(-i|ç,|t+<Ç'»"k 
Γ 
2 " μί 
(-1ε|ς·Κ+<εξ'» Jr1(E,C',|C'|t)dt 
such that 
r4+u,+l |Γ(ε,ζ)Ι ύ ο<εζ'> <εξ>" 
for ε Ι ζ'I г 1 with a positive constant C. D 
Lemma 3.1.21. 
Every symbol Ь^ e P? 0 0 > of the form (3.1.20), can be written as a 
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product L- (ε,ξ) = α(ε,ζ).dit,ζ) where с is an elliptic polynomial in ξ of 
order (0,0,r,) with zeroes in the half plane {im ξ > 0} and where d belongs 
to the class ^ 0 ( 0 ; 0 ) . 
Proof. Consider first the case к > 0. According to Lemma 3.1.20, L (ε,ξ) 
can be rewritten as follows: 
LQ2(e,Ç) = LQ2(1,EC) = Μεζ)+Γ(εξ) 
where b is a polynomial of order (0,0,r.,) and where r satisfies (3.1.22). 
The zeroes of t •+ b(0,t) = L.. (1,0ft) are contained in the upper half plane 
{im t > 0} because Ι,
η
_(ε,ξ) has the form (3.1.20). Since the zeroes of 
polynomials depend continuously upon the coefficients, for εΙξ'Ι < p
n
 << 1 
the zeroes of t •+• Μεξ',ί) are contained in {im t > 0}, as well. For 
e | ξ' | < ρ , define οΠ,εζ',ΐ) = bUÇ'.t) , te m and for ε [ζ1 | > p 0 let 
ο(1,εξ) be an elliptic polynomial in ξ of order (0,0,r,) with zeroes in 
{im ξ > 0} which for εΙξ'Ι = p. coincides with Ъ(еі). Finally let 
с(г,С) = c(l,eC). Since с L-- = 1+c r for ε|ζ'| s ρ and since с r 
-1 + к 
satisfies (3.1.22), one has с L 0 2 e V .Q Q Q.. 
Consider now the case к = 0. One can choose с(ε,ξ) = (εE -І<Е£ ,>) . Indeed, 
η 
for functions λ (ε,ζ') ,λ (ε,ξ') satisfying (3.1.18), one has: 
(εζ
η
-ελ (ε,ξ')) (εξ^ελ^ε.ξ·))-1 = 1+Γ(ε,ξ) 
where 
Γ(ε,ξ) = εα^ε,ξ'ί-λ (ε,ξΜΗεξ^ελ^ε,ξ·))"1 
satisfies (3.1.22) with к = 0. Therefore, 
(ες
η
-ελ.(ε,ξ1))(εξ -ελ (ε,ξ'))" e V . Since с LQ can be written 
as a finite product of such symbols. Lemma 3.1.18 yields с L
n 5 e Ό n . . 0 
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Lemma 3.1.22. 
If the symbol L e Ρ* has the form (3.1.20), the symbol (LQ,'" 
belongs to the class Ργ - , too. 
Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1.20, one has L _(ε,ζ) = 1+Γ(ε,ξ), where 
Γ(ε,ξ) satisfies (3.1.22). Hence L^te,?) - 1 = Ι+Γ^ε,ξ) where rj = - ( L ^ ) " ^ 





If the symbol L e Ό has the form (3.1.20) with к > 0, then r, > 0. 
Proof. Assume that r. < 0. If ρ(ε,ζ',λ) is defined to be the first factor 
in the factorization (3.1.20), ρ is a polynomial in λ of order (0,0,-r,) 
and hence ρ e V - .. Thus.Lemma 3.1.18 implies that pL
n
 e Ό . .. 
tU,U,"'Г^ і ' KJZ (U,и,U) 
-1-1 гХ 





-1 -1 -1 ok Applying Lemma 3.1.18 again, one gets ρ = ρ L
n
_L _ € ν
 n
 .. Since 
p. = Π (ελ-εμ (ε,ξ')) e Ρ _, , one has 
2=о<|гз| ^ :) _1 (0,0,-Гз-1) 
(εξ -εμ.Ιε,ξ')) = ρ .р. e v¡n _ _.. which is not true for к > 0. 
Definition 3.1.24. 
A rational function λ -*· Με,ξ',λ), whose singularities are located in the 
3 
half plane {im λ > 0}, is called a Poisson symbol of order a e Ж if 
"
α1 α? α3 -1 -1 (3.1.24) |Με,ξ)| S ce κζ^ <££·> KÇ> <ξ'>+<εξ> <εζ'>). 









In the proofs of the following lemmas,several techniques introduced in [Fr 1] 
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will be heavily used. In particular, the rewriting of certain contour 
integrals as the sum of two integrals over the contours <ζ,>Γ and ε Γ-
with Γ.,Γ- independent upon ε,ξ', will play a fundamental role. 
Let LQI'LQ, h a v e t h e f o r m (3.1.19), (3.1.20), with r2,r3 > 0, a e L (m"" ), 
let b € L ... (m ) be a polynomial in ξ with μ. +υ3 S r.+r -l(and let 
L + - L + L + L0 " L01L02· 
Lemma 3.1.25. 
Let (L^e.Ç))"1 « P(S#.r2#.r3) and let 
(3.1.25) Κ(ε,ξ) = a<e>S'>b(E,€) 
b0(e.Ç) 







)ψ||;5)/ζ1. С [ ф ] ( т ) Д 1 for e 2 + ^ 2 , - r 2 < 4 0 
IIVPPç Μ ε , ^ , ς ^ ψ Ι Ι ^ ^ , , ο Ε ψ ] ^ ^ , for s2+>:+u«
2)




with a constant С independent upon ε , ξ ' , φ , and with 
τ = s+a+«je 2 f e 2 = ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) 
σ = τ + ( 3 2 + Ί + μ ^ 2 ) - Γ 2 - Κ 0 ) β , e = ( 1 , - 1 , 1 ) . 
Proof. Following [Fr 1], let Pj > 0 and the curves Γ ,Γ2 be as in Lemma 
3.1.14(ii). 
For ρ = ε<ξ,> S ρ , one obtains, introducing the integration variables 
л ix <e'>t 
тг
+
Ор Με,ξ',ξ )ψ - φ·(; e k(e,Ç ' ,<Ç '>t)<Ç>dt + 
Γ ι
 1 
ix ε"1ί -^  
+ ƒ e η Με,ξ',ε" t)e" dt). 
Γ2 
For к- = 0.one has 
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I k q p , Με,ζ',ξ
 п
)*\\*(а) Ε.=\\Κ (-1ζη+<ξ·» 2(-ίεξ +<εξ·» ^ (ε,'Γΐ,ξ )ψ|| 
-s s s ix <£'>*• у*ч 
S ε ||; (^ζ·>+<ξ'>) (εί<ς,>κεξ'>) e ΚΙε,ξ'^C^tXC'XJt 
. -. 
1 S? ST 1 Xn e Λ· -1 -1 
+ ƒ (ε 4+<ξ'» (t+<
e
C"» e " Κίε,ζ',ε t)ε dt|| |ψ| 
Γ 2 L¿(nR+(xn)) 
- s . - α .
 3 , + > 5 + μ '
2 )
- Γ . - ( β + "
Ι
+ μ " ) - Γ _ ) μ ' " 
< Ce 1 Ч^^ 2 2 2 + е
 2 2 2 ) < ξ · > 2 |ψ| 
/ С С * ] < т > , С · 
l C C * ] ( a ) , Ç · 
(2) 
i f 32+
Ι5+μ2 - r 2 < О 
if з2+Ч+У2
2)
-г2 2: О. 
Let now к. > 0. Then Lemma 3.1.23 implies that r, = 0, so that L.. = 1+г(г,С), 
+ /*• -1 








)ψ||; 3 ) / ζ 1 
η 
-s s s ix <í'>t
 A 
S ce ||; (ί<ς,>+<ξ,>) (εί<ς·>+<εξ,>) e k(e,Ç·,<Ç,>t)<e,>dt -
1 S2 S4 ne -1 Л 1 1 - 1 
- ƒ (ε ί+<ξ'>) (t+<εξ,» e (abL0J) (ε,ξ',ε t)r (ε,ξ' ,ε" t) E dt|||i|»| 




«Ç·» 2 2 2 0+e 2 2 2 0 )<ς·> 0 2 |ψ| 
/ C W ( T , , Ç · 
Ι
α [ ψ ] ( α ) , ξ · 
i f s 2 + b + U ^
2 )
-r 2 < k0 
i f а2++м™-г2 > k0. 
Let now ε<ξ,> ^  p., where p. > 0 is the constant fixed above. Following again 
[Fr 1], let Г = Г(p.) be the curve constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.1.14 
(iii). 
Then, introducing the integration variable t = <ζ,> ξ , one obtains 
η 
^ -ix <ζ·>ί . 
Opk (ε,ξ\ξ
η
)ψ = -^- ƒ e n k(e,'tí,<C,>t)<C,>dt ψ 
and, therefore, 
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| | % o p k ( e , ç \ ç n ) * | | ; s ) / Ç , * 
- s s , s ix <C ,>t ^ 
Ζ Ce | | / ( t<Ç ,>+<Ç·» (£t<Ç,>+<cC,>) e Με,ζ· ,<^,>t)<i,>ät\ | · | ψ | 
Γ 







 <ς·> 2 2 <εξ·> 3 J | 4 - | 
S C C
*
] ( T ) , Ç ' · 
Since for ε<ζ,> ä ρ and e e (0,ε
η
], e. ί 1, there is the equivalency 
2 - 2 2 -2 2 
<ζ
,











A rational function λ ·*· ί(ε,ξ',λ), whose singularities are located in the 
half plane {Im λ < 0}, is called a trace symbol of order μ e TR if there 
exist numbers α.,a., such that 
-μ μ -ο, μ -α α α 
(3.1.26) |t(E,Ç\Çn)| < ce <Ç> <ες> <ξ·> <ες'> 
ν(ε,ξ) ε (0,ε0] χ m
n 
with a constant С. 
g 
The trace operator with the symbol ίί,ε,ξ) is defined by π^(ε,ξ'.-ί-—)1
Λ
, 
U ' Эх U 
η 
where 1. is the extension operator by zero. 
Lemma 3.1.27. 
For every trace symbol t of order μ, one has: 
(3.1.27) [V<e.f».-lfe->l0u](t),Ç. S c| |«| І ^
 > ξ 1 
η 
Vu e H, . ..(Ж) if 3--μ-+ο. > h (.)fÇ.(»+) if ν μ 2 - 2 
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(з.і.2 ) i : v ( e # f - i f e - ) i 0 u ] ( o J f Ç 1 s c l l u l l l e ) . ç · 
VU e Н(в>.С'<3 i f S2-Va2 * ^ 
with a constant С independent upon ε,ξ',ιι and with 
τ = s-p-^e. 
σ = τ+(82-μ2+α2-
,5)θ. 
Proof. Since the singularities of Με,ξ', 0) are located in the half plane 
{im λ < 0}, one has: 
"V .. ""a э 
<ς·> <εξ·> t ( e , Ç ' - i — ) l o £ BOB(H(s) ( Ш + ) . 
η 
(3-(μ1,μ2-α2,ν3-α3)),ξ' + 
for Vs e m . The application of the trace theorem established in [Fr 1] 
and formulated here as Theorem 2.2.4 yields the claim (3.1.27), (3.1.28). 
Π 
Definition 3.1.28. 
A function α{ε,ζ',ζ ,r\ ) = Lk. (ε,ξ',ζ )t, (ε,ξ',η ) is called singular 
η η 1 n i η 
Green symbol if the functions к and t. are Poisson and trace symbols, 
respectively. The corresponding operator is defined by " O p g 1 = 
Э Э 
= π Ek (ε,ξ',-i-—)π t (ε,ξ',-ir—)1-, where 1 is the extension by zero. 
•г" i ox 0 1 oX и и 
η η 
Now we are going to define an algebra of singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf 
operators, which is an extension of the operator algebra without small 
parameter, introduced in [B.d.M.]. 
Let ρ be a pseudodifferential symbol, g a singular Green symbol, t., 
1 S i s s, trace symbols, к., 1 S j S r. Poisson symbols and q . , 1 s i <. s, 





/ρ(ε, Ç)+g(e,Ç\Çn,Tin) Κ^ε,ξ) kr(E,C) 
tjle.Ç) 
\t (ε,ξ) 
ς11(ε,ζ') ... qlr(E,Ç·) 
q s lU, e·) q s r ( E . ç · ) / 





))10 π+θρ к ^ е Д ) ... π+0ρ ^(ε,ξ^ 
(3.1.30) Op R = ƒ π0Ορ tjie.ÇJljj 
π0Ορ ts(e,Ç)l0 
q11(e,ç·) 4lr(z.V) 
qsl(e,Ç·) ... qsr<e,Ç·)/ 
is called the singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf operator associated with 
the symbol (3.1.29). 
For 1 ί 1 й 2, let 
/ (1) (1) . (1) 
Ρ +g к 













 (1) (1) 
s r 
be singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf symbols. (1) 
We consider Op R as an operator from the space ω. = L (Ш ) x Π С 
(1) 2 s ( 1 ) into the space ω, = L (Ш ) x Π (t. 
i=l 
j=l 
Following [u.d.M.], the product of the symbols R ,R will be introduced: 
Definition 3.1.30. 
If s* r ( 1 ), the product R ( 1 > o R ( 2 ) of the symbols R ( 1 ) and R ( 2 ) is the 
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symbol R given by (3.1.31), where s = s , г = г and where 













































+ Σ „.к!11 (ε,ξ·,ξ„)ί'2)(ε,ζ·,η_) 
Sr(l) j ""- -η'-i ·-" · η' «J 












α )(ε,ξ) 4| 2 )(ε,ξ·), 1 s j s r ( 3 ) 
UiSr1 J ^ 
t ( 3 ) (ε,ξ) = n~t{i) (ε,ξ)ρ(2) (e,Ç)+/tf1) (ε,ξ',η )g(2) (ε,ξ',η ,Ç )αη 
ι ξ ι ι n n n n 
n γ 
+ Σ (ε,ξ'ίί. (ε,ξ) , 1 S i S s 
q)3)(e,Ç·) = /ΐ(1)(ε,ζ)Χ(2)(ε,ξ)αξ + Σ ... qj 1' (ε,ξ' ìq™ (ε,Ç') 
i] i j n
 1 S 1 S B ( 2 ) il lj 
l , i , s ( 3 ) , ÍS
 j S r
( 3 ) 
where γ = γ(ε,ζ') is a closed Jordan curve in the upper half plane which 
encloses all the singularities of the integrand. 
The set of singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf symbols will be denoted by X 
and the set of corresponding operators by Op X. 
The following result is analogous to the one established for Wiener-Hopf 
operators without small parameter in [B.d.M.]: 
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Lemma 3.1.31. 
Let R 3 e X, j = 1,2. Then 
(i) Op R ( 1 ) +Op R ( 2 ) e Op X if R ( 1 )+R ( 2 ) e X is well defined (г*1' = r ( 2 ) , 
( s ( 1 ) = s ( 2 ) ) 
(ii) Op R ( 1 ) »op R ( 2 ) e Op X if R V e X is well defined (s ( 2 ) = r ( 1 ) ) 
(iii) 0p( R ) £ Op X, where R is the adjoint operator to Op R with 
respect to the scalar products in ω. ,ω. 
Proof. (i) According to the definitions, the sum of two singularly perturbed 
pseudodifferential symbols (or singular Green symbols, Poisson symbols and 
trace symbols) is again such a symbol. This proves the first part of 
Lemma 3.1.31. 
(ii) Let now ρ e L be a pseudodifferential symbol. Following [Fr 1]. 
let p. > 0 and the curves Г.,Γ_ be as in Lemma 3.1.14(11). With γ = γ(ε,ξ') 
a curve in the half plane which encloses all singularities of the function 






 - 2 Î r / r V p ( e ' ç , ' V a ' ' n ' 
n γ n n 
r1 n г 2 ςη-ε t 
since the curves <ξ'>Γ1 and ε Γ- are disjoint. 
Hence, 
+ —ν V·} ν ν ν |Π p(c,Ç)| S ce ^ ^ ^ ζ ^ <εξ'> 3+m^<(e', E" 1)> 2<(ε Ç',t)> 3) 
n 
—V ~V л+ 
fee 1 2<εξ,> 3(<ξ>~1<ξ,>κεξ>~1<ες·>) if v 2 г О 
"
Vl V2 v3 -1 -1 
Ce <ξ,> <εξ,> (<Ç> <ς·>+<εζ> <εζ'>) if ν, <. 0. 
Thus, for ρ e L , Π ρ is a Poisson symbol and Π ρ is a trace symbol. There­
fore, with R1^ = Op R ( j >, the functions g ( 3 ), ^ 3 > , t^3', q j 3 * introduced 
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in Definition 3.1.30 are singular Green, Poisson, trace and pseudodifferential 
symbols, respectively, and R °R = 0 p R eOpX. 
(iii) The scalar products in ω. ,ω. are given by 
( U ( 1 V 2 > )





 2 + ï
( l )
# 1
( l )if 
ш^' L¿(TR+) j=l •' 1 





(F(1),F(2)) ... - (f(1),f(2)) .
 + E ф^
 2
' 
0.2 L¿(m+) j=l э :, 
for F = (f ,φ1 ,.,.,φ ( 1 )) € ω 2 , 1 = 1,2. 
s 
As a consequence of Parseval's identity, one has 
r
2, 
φ π00ρί(ε,ζ) l0u - (іг+0р t (ε,ξ' ,-^ίφ,η) 2 ф e (Г, Vu € L'(1R+) 
L (IR+) 
for trace symbols t. Hence, 
(F,Op R(1)U) = (Op R(2)F,U)
 (1) VUeuij1*, Реш^1' 
where R ( 2 ) has the form (3.1.31) with rt2' = s ( 1 ), s ( 2 ) = r ( 1 ) and with 
(2) (2) . (2) ,.(2) (2) . .^ . . 

















^»(ε,α^ί^ίε,ξ.,-ε), l , i , r ( 2 ) 




, =KD(1)(e,Ç.,-V, H J * . ™ 
The following result, which was established in [Fr 1], will be needed later 
for the proof of basic estimate. 
Let Α (ρ,ω1) € Hom«E ^  ,t k+1) , 1 s k, j ί 2, be matrices which depend 
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continuously upon the parameters (ρ,ω') e [Ο,ρ,] χ Ω ,. Let Τ , be a 
1 η-1 ρ ,ω 
block matrix of the form (with α,β e ГО) : · 
/ I d r , / P " a Α ΐ 2 ( ρ ' ω , ) \
 н
 í < r V r 3 г з , 




 V Α21(ρ,ω·) , Idr J 
rk rk 
where Id e Hom (С ,<E ) is the identity matrix. One has: 
к 
Lemma 3.1.31. ([Fr 1]) 
If α < 0, then there is p. > 0, such that for Vp e (Ο,ρ.], there exists 
the inverse Τ . of the matrix Τ , which has the form: 
ρ,ω' ρ,ω' 








Β 2 1(ρ,ω·) 0 
г . г . 
where Β (ρ,ω') £ Hom(С ,C ), 1 5 к, j S 2, are continuous functions 
kj 
of (ρ,ω') e [0,ρ
η
] x fi , . 
υ η-1 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 in [Fr 1]. D 
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3.2 The a priori estimate 
Let Q (ε,ξ) and Q (ε,ξ) be two properly elliptic principal symbols 
of orders ν and ν , respectively. Let \). = 2r , 
(k) 11=1,2 , j = 2,3, with r nonnegative integers. 
The rational function 
L0(e,C) = Q^'u.C) (ς^^ε,ξ))"
1 
is elliptic of order ν = ν -ν . Moreover, we call the vector 
r = (o, r'1 -r' ', r 3 1 r 3 2 ' t h e index of the rational function L . It 
k0 
will be assumed that L_ belongs to the class D and that the integers 
r,, r are nonnegative: 
(3.2.1) r > 0, j = 2, 3 . 
Let L (ε,ξ)»1 á j < r« + r , be trace symbols with vectorial orders 
y. = (Yj.m ,p ) e IR x Ζ χ Ζ, 1 < j S r2 + r3 
which are supposed to be homogeneous in (ε ,ξ) of order γ.+m.. 
With π and π» being the restriction operators to the half line Ш and 
to the point χ = 0 , respectively, and with 
ς' = <ς'>ω·, ω· = ξ· к ' Г
1
, ξ' e m""
1
 \ {0} 
consider the following s i n g u l a r l y perturbed problem in Ж with the 
parameters ε e í 0 ' e 0 L S' « Л1П" \ {0}: 
(3.2.2) w + L 0 ( e , ^ , - i | í ) u + ( x n ) - f ( x n ) , x n > 0 
η 
(3.2.3) π Ь (
Е





Here the solutionu has its support in IR and тг u £ H ( TR ) , 
+ + + + \SÌ /^ + 
where s e ГО will be chosen later on. Without loss of generality, it is 
assumed that the boundary operators L are ordered in such a way that 
m, S ... £ m Sm . й .. . й ia 
1 r 2 r2+l г2+гз 
The rational function λ •+ ^ (ε,ξ',λ) can, according to lemma 3.1.13, be 
factorized in the following way: 
(3.2.4) ^(ε,ξ',λ) = ^(ε,ξ',λ) ^(ε,ξ',λ) 
where the functions 
(3.2.5) ^(ε,ξ·.λ) = 0^1> + (ε,ς·,λ) (QQ 2 ) + (E ,ξ · ,λ) J - 1 
and 
(3.2.6) ^(ε,ζ',λ) = β^Ίε,ξ',λ) (β^'ίε,ζ',λ)) - 1 
have their zeroes and singularities in the half planes {im λ > 0} and 
{im λ < 0}, respectively. Moreover, L
n
 satisfies the following inequality: 
С" <|С'| + М ) (1+ε|ξ·|+ε|λ|) s \L*U,f,\)\ < 
r_ r 
s ο ( | ξ · | + | λ | ) ζ ( ΐ + ε | ς Ί + ε | λ | ) 
when ξ' £ го"-1 \ {0}, lm λ s 0, ε ε (Ο,ε ]. 
The function λ -> ^ (ε,ξ',λ) can for ε
η
 sufficiently small be factorized 
as follows: 
^(ε,ξ',λ) = L Q 1 ( E , Ç ' , X ) ^ 2(ε,ξ·,λ) 
with L- homogeneous in (ε ,ζ',λ) of order r. and satisfying the 
inequalities : 
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1 r2 + Γ? 
с ( l e ' l + M ) s ^ 0 1 ( ε , ξ · , λ ) | s c ( | ç ' | + | x | ) 
Ve e (Ο,ε ], νξ' e TR \ {О}, VX e С, lm λ < O, and L homogeneous in 
(e ,ξ',λ) of order О and satisfying the inequalities: 
1 r3 + r1 
C'Ululi'\+c\\\) <• |L (ε,ξ',λ)| < Cd+elÇ'l+clxl) 
Ve e (0,ε 0], VC· e го""
1
 \ {0}, VX e <С, Im λ < 0. 
The representation (3.2.5) implies the existence of the limit 
(3.2.7) lim Lg (ρ,ξ',λ) = Ι,°+(ς·,λ) 
ρ+0 
where L is a homogeneous function in (ξ',λ) of order r-. Let L (X) be 
defined by 
(3.2.Θ) L +(X) = L Q 2 ( 1 , 0 , X ) . 
Following [Fr 1], let p. > 0 and the curves Γ., Γ_ be as in Lemma 
3.1.14(ii). Then Г. and Г_ contain all the zeroes of the rational 
functions 
λ •+ L 0 (ω',λ) , ω' £ Ω jF 
eind 
λ •* L +(X), 
respectively. Moreover, let L
n n
 be defined as follows: 
(3.2.9) L*0(C',X) = U m ρ
 3
 L Q Í P ^ ' . X ) . 
p-KD 
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L is homogeneous in (ξ',λ) of order r_+r . Let Γ, be a compact 
Jordan curve in the half plane {im λ > 0} which encloses all the 
zeroes of the functions L_.(ω',λ) for ω e Ω , 
UU η—1. 
First, it will be assumed that the numbers ш^/Г, satisfy the condition 
(3.2.10) max(r,-l, m ) < min(k , m . ) . 
¿
 r2 r2 
Then introduce 1., 1., о, В by 
(3.2.11) 
, def 
\ ' r2 
. def 
4 = r2+r3 
d e f
 ,
 1 4 
α = max(r„-l, m ) 
r2 def 
β = min(k0, m r + ) 
In the differential case, one can take k
n
 = «> according to Lemma 3.1.19. 
Moreover, if in the differential case the reduced problem is coercive, one 
has m £ r.-l. Indeed, m. £ ... ¿ m ^ r_-2 would imply that the 
r2 2 1 r2 2 
polynomials L
 n(Ç) = lim e J L (ε,ξ), 1 < j ί г , are linearly dependent 
modulo L
n
 (ξ). Therefore, in the differential case, (3.2.10) is essentially 
equivalent to the condition m < m . (see [Fr]). The reduced problem of 
r2 Γ2 
(3.2.2), (3.2.3) is given by 
(3.2.12) π L°(C;-ÌT|-) U <xJ = f(x ), χ > 0 
+ и ox + η η η 
η 
(3.2.13) π0 L^-ijiL) 
η 
Φ ^ 1 ^  j ^ r2. 
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The boundary operators L.- are supposed to satisfy the following coercive-
ness condition, introduced in [Fr 1]: 
0 Y j 
(i) Let L (ξ) = lim e J L (e,ξ) be the reduced symbol of L . With 
3
 E+0 ^ D 
Γ. the curve defined above, which encloses all the zeroes of 
λ •+ L
n
 (ω ', λ ) , introduce 
ο ι '!ο Ι ω'' λ ι λ'ς"' α 
The matrix ||q ,(ω')|| is supposed to be non-singular for any 
ω' € Ω ,: 
n-1 
(3.2.14) a e t I k J j ^ ' í H i a c j s i »* 0 ' ш ' e "η-Γ 
(ii) Let L (λ) = L (1,0,λ). With Γ the curve defined above, which 
encloses all the zeroes of λ •+ L (λ) , introduce 
L.(A) k-r -1 
(3.2.15) q. . = ^ f -J λ ¿ d\, 1
η
 < k,j S 1 
^
 2 π ΐ
 Γ 2 L
+(X) 0 1 
The matrix |¡q,.]| is supposed to be non-singular: 
(3.2.16) «tati 1^1 | l o < k f J s l ^ o . 
(iii) Let L
 η η
(ξ) be the principal homogeneous symbol of order m +p, 
for L (Ι,ξ), l^jálj, so that 
Yj"PJ L.00(U',X) = lim ρ J J L (ρ,ω',λ). 
Let Γ, be the curve defined above, which encloses all the zeroes 
and singularities of λ -»• L^tco',*). With 
oo i L i o o ( u , ' X ) X " 
(3.2.17) * " ( « • ) - ¿r f -^z dX, 1 S k.j S 1 , 
j r2 L00(U''X> 
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it is assumed that 
(3.2.18) < ^ | к ° ° (
Ш
- ) ! І
І Ё к # . 5 1 і И О , Va,· с О ^ . 
(iv) For νίρ,ω') € (0,">) Χ Ω ., let γ = γίρ,ω') be a compact Jordan 
n-l 
contour in the upper half plane {im λ > 0} which encloses alle the 
zeroes of λ •+ L. (ρ,ω',λ). Introduce 
(3.2.19) Q (ρ,ω') -
ш
 f -^ . la.jSl! 
Ύ(ρ,ω·) Lg(p,ü)\X) 
The matrix ||Q V.|| is supposed to be non-singular: 
(3.2.20) ^tl^kj^^'HIi^^sj. * 0 V(p,U') e (0,·) χ n ^ j . 
Since α > В» one can choose s_,s, e IR such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(3.2.21) a + ' j < s 2 < B + >5 
(3.2.22) 3. + s, > max( max (m.+p ), r.+r.-l) + h. 
s ϊ: О 
The following theorem is in its formulation (and its proof) very similar 
to Theorem 3.2.11 in [Fr 1]: 
Theorem 3.2.1. Assume that the function Ln(e,Ç) is an elliptic singularly 
perturbed rational symbol of order υ, that (3.2.10) holds and that the 
boundary symbols L
 0(ε,ξ), 1 < j 5 r.+r-, satisfy the coerciveness 
condition (i) - (iv). Then the problem (3.2.2), (3.2.3) has a unique 
solution u for ε e (0,e
n
], ξ' e TR \ ÍO}, which satisfies the following 
two-sided estimate: 
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» I M I ; . , , , . «=<ii«i iu. t . * 1 4 L 2
H J 3 " J v * , 2 4 i t a « J
H i ] - 1 ' . f > 
Here s = (s ,s ,s ) satisfies (3.2.21), (3.2.22), τ., σ are defined by: 
T j = s - μ. - Ье 2, 1 S j S r 2 +r 3 
a. = τ + (s2-m.-
,3) (1,-1,1), 1 < j ί r 2+r 3 
and С is a constant which does not depend upon ε e (0,e ], ξ' с Ш \{0}. 
Remark 3.2.2. A two-sided a priori estimate is possible only if, in addi­
tion to the condition m +Н < s_ < m ,.+ìi (see [Fr 1]), one has s_ 5 1с
п
+*г. 
r_ ¿ r„+i ζ и 
Here к is the number up to which the symbol L
n
 satisfies the extension 
of the of the smoothness condition in [V-Ε] to symbols with small para­
meter (Definition 3.1.15). The additional restriction on s. is needed 
А э because pseudodifferential operators of the form π L (ε,ξ',-ί-τ—)1 with 
, + (J dX U k„ η 
0 β — 




layer term of the form ε w (ξ',ε χ ) (Lemma 3.1.20). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 given below is under many aspects similar to 
the one of Theorem 3.2.11 in [Fr 1]. In particular, in the case 
e <ξ
,
> ^ P 0, f = 0, the boundary value problem is reduced to the same 
type of type of algebraic systems on the boundary as in [Fr 1] and the 
case ε <ξ
,
> ä ρ , f = 0 is treated in a completely analogous way. Besides, 
the technique of rewriting certain contour integrals as the sum of the two 
integrals over the contours <Ç•> Г. and ε Γ_, where Г., Г_ are inde­
pendent upon ε,ξ' (see [Fr]) is heavily used. This splitting of the solution 
into a smooth part and a boundary layer is also possible in the pseudo-
differential case considered here. However, a separation of L
n l and Lf,,/ 
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as in formula (3.2.Θ) in [Fr 1], is, in general, impossible. Moreover, the 
construction of a special solution in H. .
Г
, ( Ш ) to the inhomogeneous 
problem cannot be immediately extended to the pseudodifferential case. 
Both difficulties can be overcome, using the results from section 3.1, in 
particular the factorization in Lemma 3.1.21. 
Several auxiliary results will be established in order to prove the 
Theorem 3.2.1 stated above. 
Lemma 3.2.3. The first inequality in (3.2.23) holds with a constant С 
which does not depend upon (ε,ζ') e (0,ε
η
) χ Ж \ {0}, u e Η . (m ), 
и \sí ,ц + 
Proof. Since L (ε,ξ',λ) are -as trace symbols- analytic functions of λ 
for Im λ > 0, the condition in Definition 3.1.15 is satisfied for 
3 f* л» 
V μ ε m . Hence, L (ε,ξ',ξ ) £ V for 1 ί j s r +r and Lemma 3.1.17 
yields 
| | ^ 0 < е Д - ^ ) 1 0 и | | ; з _ р ) ( ζ , . c N u i i ; g ) i Ç 1 . ι * j < гз. 
The inequalities (3.2.21) imply that s_-m. > h for 1 й j £ r- and 
s_-m < 's for τ y < j 5 r
;)+r3. The trace theorem established in [Fr 1] 




· - ^ j o ^ ' - ^ v ^ T ье- * сііиіі";3),с·' i s ^ r 2 j 
л 
^ ( σ , , ί , ξ ' = C , I0 L jO ( e' Ç ,'- 13ir ) 1O u : l(a j),C- £ Cll ull + (s),C"V^r2+r3· 
The conditions s_ < k.+'j, s, 2 0 and Lemma 3.1.17 imply that: 
il íll^)fC.-ii% l0«*^'-1¿- ,ViiÍ.-v,.c.«:ii»iiw.c.· D 
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In order to prove the second of the inequalities (3.2.23), consider first 
the case when f Ξ 0 and ρ = e <ξ'> S p 0 /where ρ is a sufficiently small 
positive constant which will be chosen later on. 
For any polynomial Ç •+• Μ. (ζ ) of order less than r_+r-, the function 
n j n ¿ 3 
ix λ 
(3.2.24) v.(x i,)=^ 7 /f
 M 3 U ) dX, χ > 0 
] η 2Tti
 +
 ' η 
Ύ
 1.0<ε,ξ',λ) 
is a solution of the equation (3.2.2) with f = 0. Here γ = γίε,ξ') is a 
Jordan contour in the half plane {im λ > 0} which encloses all the 
zeroes of the rational function λ -»• ^ ( ε , ξ ' , λ ) . Since the zeroes and 
singularities of λ -*• ^ (ε,ξ',λ) are located in the half plane {im λ < 0 } , 
(L-) satisfies the condition in the definition 3.1.15 for any μ. and 
- - 1 Yl" 
with Γ(ε,ξ) Ξ 0. Therefore, one has: (L ) e V. 
1 ^П 
Lemma 3.1.18 yields L Q = ^ ( L " ) - £ » ( о , г ^ , · 
Since the zeroes and singularities of the function ^.(ε,ξ',λ) grow 




 .. (see 
Lemma 3.1.19). Applying Lemma 3.1.18 again, we obtain L
n
_ = L (LÍ.) e 
к 
P._ . . According to Lemma 3.1.21, L
n
_ can be deconçiosed as follows: (U, U, r .) Uz 
Lf.» = c d , where с e L _ is a polynomial in λ and where 
d e l ,(2
r
0,0)· 
For 1 < j s r_+r,, we choose the polynomials M. as follows: 
{:::: , i-i
 A 
^ Μ ο(ε,ζ',λ) , 1 < j й г 
Μ.(ε,ζ·,λ) ' 
3
 ' - - r2 < j S V r 3 
Following [Fr 1], we introduce the number p. > 0 and the curves Г., Г_ 
as in Lemma 3.1.14(ii). For ρ = ε<ξ,> £ (Ο,ρ,], ω' e Ω ., 1 S к S r.+r,, 
1 η—1 ¿ J 
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, L (e,Ç',X)M .(e/f».λ) 
= ^  / - ^ 7ч άλ = 
γ ^(ε,ζ',λ) 
Y^+nv+j-r L (p.oi'.tjt3" cíp.ü^.t) 
= < С ' >
к П с 2














 j-r f — dt. 
Γ2 Loi(1'Pu,'tJLo2(1'piü,'t) 
-1 + ko 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1.22, d = с L; e P.- . _. implies that 
d = (L.-) с £ P m - ... According to Lennna 3.1.20, d can be decom-
posed as follows: d = 1+r, where r satisfies (3.1.22). 




Y k + m i c + 3 - r 2 1 U f s t P ^ - . t i t 3 " 1 
_ < ξ , >
 * 27Γ / + d t + 
rj^ jtp.irt'.ticKp.di'.t) 
"
( Yk + mk + j" r2 ) 1 l^jjd.pu'.tjt^^d.püi'jt) 
+ ε . γ-τ f dt. 
Г2 Ь О ^ Ь Р Ы ' ^ ) 
According to Lemma 3.1.14 (ii), the zeroes of the functions t -* L
n
. (ρ ,ω',t) 
and t-> L..(1,ρω',t) are located outside the curves Γ. and Γ-, respectively. 
Using this fact and (3.1.22), one obtains that: 
"
Yk V j " r 2 0 




 k n t 2
 .0(p 0 ) , ,lSj<r2. 
for ρ + 0. 
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Here δ. = (L0. (Ο,ω' ,t) ) cfO^'jt) Φ 0 is a constant because both L n , 
and с are homogeneous of order (0,0,r ) and where q (ρ,ω') are functions 
such that lim q. .(ρ,ω') = q. .(ρ,ω') with q (ω') defined by (3.2.14). 
p+0 ~* ~* k:) 
For r. < j á r. + r3, one has (3.2.25) with с replaced by 1. Hence, 
^г 0 
(3.2.27) i ^ O p L ^ v . =<ξ·> δ 2 qkj(p,U·) 
63 VP'""'/ r2 < j -r2+r3· 
Here δ = (L
n9(Ο,ω',t)) , δ, = (L«.(l,0,t)) t are nonzero constants, 
and q. (ρ,ω 1), q
v
. (ρ,ω') are functions such that lim q (ρ,ω') = q , (ω 1), 
K J *> p+0 ^ K 3 
lim q (ρ,ω') = q ., νίίΚς^Ιω·), q. . defined by (3.2.14), (3.2.15). 
p + O D ^ ~* 3 
For f i 0 and ρ = ε <ξ ,> < p., we seek the solution of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) 
in the form 
(3.2.28) utc^'.x^) = Σ С.(г,С·) ν.ίε,ξ',χ ), χ > 0, 
η
 ι ^  • ^ J J η η 
ls ]<r 2+r 3
 J J 
where the complex-valued functions C. ,1 £ j < r„+r,, have to be determined. 
With Ν (λ) = t С λ 3 - , Ν (λ) = Γ ci
x
"'~ '
 t h i s
 representation 
isjsr2 ^^^г^з 




 Ν (λ)ax 
υΐε,ζ',χ^) = тг^- ƒ 
n
 "
2 l I i




 Ν (X)dX 
2π1 + /^  + ^ 
γ Ε 0 1(ε,ξ·,λ)^ 2(£,ξ·,λ) 
In the differential case (where, of course, d = 1), the last formula is 
equivalent to the representation (3.2.Θ) in [Fr 1]: 
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ix λ ix λ^ 
/ч j e "Ñ^XJdX j e nÑ2(X)dX 
"^'^'V =2ΪΓ ;
 T+ , £ .,
 +2ΪΓ /
 T+ . Λ ., 
where Ν. = Ν. and Ν.(λ) = L-.(ε,ζ',λ)Ν2, with Ν- a polynomial of degree 
less than r,. 
As a consequence of (3.2.26), (3.2.27), one obtains the following system 
for the unknown functions С : 
j-r, - к -Oi^+j-r ) 
Σ (C.<C'> ¿) (δ^ϋ.ίρ,ω') + 0(ρ υ )) + 
lSjSr2 3 Ч 
-(j-r2) j-r 0 -п^ 
+ Σ (Ce ) (ρ ^ ^ . ( ρ , ω 1 ) + ρ K5 3q (ρ,ω')) 






(е,С'), 1 ί к ^  r2. 
j
"
r2 "к 0 k 0 + r 2 ~ j 
Σ (C.'CÇ^ ) (ρ 6 q" .(ρ,ω') + 0(ρ )) + 
líj5r2 З Κ:) 
-(j-r ) V j " r 2 О 
+ Σ (Ce ¿ ) (ρ κ δ q" (ρ,ω') + 6 q (ρ,ω·)) 
r2<j^r2+r3 3 :, ·' 
= e
T k
 \(e,Ç·) , r2 < к S r2 + Г3. 
j-r -(j-r ) 
With the notation φ = С κζ^ , 1 <, j < r 2, ψ = e С , r 2 < j < r 2+r 3, 







 Α (ρ,ω'J' 
rdiag(e Κ<ξ·> *) 2 
(3.2.29) = / I 
.diag(e k n t) 
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г г 
where the matrices Α. .(ρ,ω') e Нош (С ,С ) , 1 S к, j S 2, depend 
continuously upon the parameters ρ € [Ο,ρ.], ω' e Ω _.. As a consequence 
of the conditions (i), (ii), the matrices Α,.ίΟ,ω')/ Α (Ο,ω') are 
invertible. Therefore, there exists p' > 0 such that for V ρ e [Ο,ρ.1], 
V ω' e Ω ,, the inverses of the matrices Α..(ρ,ω')/ Α„
η
(ρ/ω
ι) exist and 
n-1 H zz 












 I d r 2 P"" A ^ ' P ^ ' ) 
' Ρ - '
5
 Ρ'"' . PßA21<P,.·) . Idr3 
г. . г, . 
s s "^  i+1 k+1 
where Id is the identity matrix in Нот (<Г , (t ) and А^. e Hom(ç , Ζ ) 
are continuous functions of the parameters ρ,ω'. The result established 
in [Fr 1] and formulated here as Lemma 3.1.32 implies that (T , S ,) 
exists for ρ € (0,pn], ω' ε Ω . with ρ sufficiently small, and that 
-1 -1 B-α /BuiP'fc") 




Ш r2+r3 ^ 0 Β22(ρ,ω·) 
P~ Β^ίρ,ω') 
ρ" B2l^p,Ш^) С 
with continuous functions Β .(ρ,ω') e Нош (С , (t ). Hence, |c. | can 
be estimated as follows: 
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|C.(е.С')|«Х€'> 2 ( Σ e k<e'> ІФ І+ Σ e Ρ kk|),l^Sr 
3
 ISkSr, r <kSr +r 
(3.2.30« 2 
A i"r9 Ύν ""'ν β Yk + mk, , |c.(
e
,e')|sce г1 ΐεΚ<ξ·> V Φ
ν




 r2<kir2+r3 ^ 2 2 3 
Thus, we have proved 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let f = 0, Ε<ζ,> ^ p. with ρ. > 0 the constant fixed above. 
Then the solution of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) is well defined and has the form 
(3.2.28), where the functions v. are given by (3.2.24) and where C. 
satisfy (3.2.30). 
We are now going to prove (3.2.23) in the case f = 0 and ρ = ε<ξ,> ί P0, 
where ρ. e (Ο,ρ.] is the constant in Lemma 3.1.32. 
Following again [Fr 1], we rewrite the functions ν , 1 < j s г., as 
. ix <C'>t . . 
A
 -1 j"r2 e n t^dt 
ν.ίε,ξ',χ ) = (27ГІ) ^ ξ ^ ƒ j n
 Tl L^íp^'.tjdíp.u'.t) 
,. , ix e t . , 
+ (2π1)-16
 2






where r = 1-d satisfies (3.1.22). Hence, 
/^ + "s1 :'"r7+s?~', -ϋ-Γ,+ε,-^) к 
Ι|ν3(ε,ξ·,χη)||(β)ίξ1 s с e ιί<ζ·> +ε (ε<ξ·»υ) 
-s J-V e2" b V,5+r2"1"S2 
5 С ε Ζ<ζ'> Ζ ¿ (1+ρ U ¿ ¿) 
"
sl j-r2+s2-,5 
<. С ζ <V> 
since s_ < к +1i. Therefore (3.2.30)" implies that for 1 s j <. r_, one has: 
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Y.-s . s„-m,-Ь m. -m,.. Β . - Ί 
IIV-i l l Îs)
 E '
s c e ( Σ








 l s k S r 2 r2 < k í r2 + r3 
γ -s




 Ν Σ <ξ·>
 2
 ^ |ф |
+
р
 2 Г2 Г ε ^ 2 |ф 
lsk<r2 r2<k<r2+r3 
S C ( Σ С ф
к
](т )ξ· + Σ 'Vio ) ε·' lSk<r2 K l T k ^ r2<k5r2+r3 k (<,k''Ç 
since m + H < s. and since ε<ξ,> ί ρ implies that С й <εξ,> < С. 
Following again [Fr 1], we rewrite the functions ν.,r. < j й r +r , 
as follows: 
ix <C,>t . . 
A -1 3-r2 η j-1 
ν.(ε,ς·,χ ) = (2iri) ^ ξ ^ ¿ ƒ t at + 
^
 n
 ^ ^^ρ,ω',ί) ^(ρ,ω',ί) 
,. . ix e t . , 
+ (2iri)^ e 2 .' е t d t 
Г2 L^d.pu'.tíL^d.pu'.t) 
Hence, 
í>. ,1.+ . „ "Sl,„.J_r2+s2-,s - ( 3 - V V , , ) 1 
ІІ ^ - ІІ^.С· '
c e
 1(<ç,> 
-(s +3 +j-r -Ь) j-r +s -h 
5 0 ε 1 ^ ^ (1+ρ ¿ ) 
ί С ε 
-ί·ΐ
+ β2 + 3- Γ2-^) 
since s 2 > -»s. Therefore (3.2.30) inplies that for r, < j й г2 + гз' o n e 
. -(s +s_-,j) γ. -m, . γ, +m, 





 + ς e
k
^ i 
l a Ä 2 r 2 < k á r 2 + r 3 
ß
"
S 2 + l 5 V S 1 S 2 " Ш k " , , , , " ( s l + s 2 -
s С (ρ ¿ Σ ε * ^ ξ ^ ^ Κ (φ | + Σ ε 1 2 
lSItSr 2
 k
 r 2 < k á r 2 + r 3 
S C( Σ [ώ ] + Σ Ε * ] ) 
ν
 *k (τ Ι Ε ' *к (π 1 Ε' 
lSk<r 2
 Κ 1 Т
к' '*· r 2 < k £ r 2 + r 3 к {ак' ' ξ 
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since s < β + Ί and since e<Ç'> £ ρ implies that C~ < <εξ,> á С. 
Thus, the following statement is proved: 
Lemma 3.2.5. Let f = 0, e <ζ,> S ρ with ρ > 0 the constant fixed above. 
Then the solution of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) satisfies the second of the 
inequalities (3.2.23). 
Let now ρ = ε <ξ'> г ρ > 0, f Ξ 0. In this case, the proof of the 
a-priorl-estimate for differential boundary value problems in [Fr 1] can 
be extended immediately. The general solution of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) with 
f Ξ 0 which decreases at infinity can be written as follows: 
ix λ ^ 
A . e
 n
 Μ (ε,ξ',λ) d\ 
(3.2.31) u( e,Ç',x)=^ T ƒ — -г 
n 2 π 1
 γ(ε,ζ·) L J U . ^ . A ) 
/ч 
where λ -»• Μ (ε,ξ',λ) is a polynomial of degree less than r_+r and 
+ Ач 
where γ is a Jordan contour which encloses all the zeroes of L (ε,ξ',λ). 
Following [Fr l].we are going to rewrite the representation (3.2.31). 
Let the curve Г = Г(p.) be defined as in Lemma 3.1.14(iii). Introducing 
the variable t = <ξ,> λ and using the homogenity of L-, one finds that 
ix <C,>t 





where t •* ΜΙε,ρ,ω',t) is a polynomial of degree less than r.+r . 
For 1 S к S г-+г,, we are going to construct polynomials 
Д-1 
Ά (ρ,ω·^) = Σ С (ρ,ω') t 
lSl<r2+r3 





 J JL (ρ,ω',ί) it (p,ü)\t)dt 
(3.2.33) ^ т / 12 - «.. . 
2ігі
 г
 -г 3 + jk 
ρ L (ρ,ω'Λ) 
1 S j, к 5 r 2+r 3 / V (ρ,ω') e CPQ,») * П ^ 




With the matrix ||Q (ρ,ω')||. introduced in (3.2.19), one has: 
ν —ρ 
ρ
 3 jL (ρ,ω',ί) Η (ρ,ω'Λίαί 





 + . , ., isisr-+r_ к 1 l j 
ρ L 0(p^',t) 2 3 
1 S j, к й r 2+r 3. 
We choose С (ρ,ω') = | |с. . (ρ ,ω') | | . . to be the inverse matrix of 
Ki- 1 —it φ J.^Г—τΓ _ 
l l ö k j ( p ' , ü , , l l l s k f j S r 2 + r 3 f o r ρ e c p o ' - > ' " · e 0„-ι· 
Since the condition (iii) implies that the matrix 
ііш i ivp.« '>i i 1 Ä f j S r 2 + r 3 - i i ^ S ' - ^ H i ^ j í r ^ 
is nonsingular for V ω' e ß ., the functions С .(ρ,ω'), 1 S к, 1 S r.+r , 
are uniformly bounded with respect to ρ £ [р
п
,
ш), ω' e fi _.. 
Let the functions ν , 1 < к S r_+r,, be given by 
ix <E ^ t 
уч en
 ς c
 (t (ρ,ω',ί) dt 
V ^ ' - V - S Ï T { ^ ? 7 ^ ' xn > 0 · 
ρ L 0(p^',t) 
The homogenity of L - and (3.2.33) yield: 
A 
А я ι Ι..
η
(ε,ξ',<ξ·>ί) R (p,üi',t) dt 
-о W*'·-'-^ ^ = шІ - ^ — n
 Г 3 +, . ., 
Ρ Lgíp.Üi'.t) 
Y +m 
<F-> j J L (ρ,ω',υ ft (ρ,ω-,t) dt γ +m Ρ -γ 
= Ъ. { Λ — * <ç,> j ρ j вц-
P L0(p,lo',t) 
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Thus, we have proved 
Lemma 3.2.6. Let f Ξ 0, ε <ξ'> Sp. with ρ the constant fixed above. Then the 
solution of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) is well defined and can be written as follows: 
>* ^
 Y k ""he " p k ^ 
u(e,C\x ) = Σ ν.Ιε,ζ',χ)^ <?'> Ρ Κφ
ν
(ε,ς·), χ > 0. 
η , κ η κ η 
l<k£r2+r3 




(p,y',t)| is bounded from below by a positive constant which does 
not depend upon ρ e [p.,«»], ω' e fi .. Since for 1 £ к < r2+r , the 
function Γ 3 t •* Iм!. (Ρ ιω',t) )| is bounded from above uniformly with respect 
to ρ e [pp.,»], ω' e Ω , ||vk||( .,, can be estimated as follows: 
||ν4(ε,Γϊ,χη)||^3)>ξ, й С ε 1<ζ'> 2 <ες·> 3 ν(ε,ζ·) e ( O ^ x m " - 1 \{0}, 
ε<ξ·> ϊ ρ0. 
Hence, 
| | и (
е
, 0 , х
п





 <εξ'> 3Ρ 1 ί | φ . ( ε , ζ · ) | 
l s , t
 1<к5г 2+г 3
 Κ 
V ( e , Ç , ) € ( 0 , E o ] x m n " 1 \ { 0 } , ε<ς·> 2 ρ 0 . 
Since for ρ = e<Ç,> ^ Ρ 0 > 0 and e e (0,e ] , e i l there i s the 
equivalency 
2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 -2 2 
ρ" = ε <ς·> s <εζ·> s (1+Ρ0 ) ε <ξ'> =(1+ρ0 )ρ , 
one has : 
||u(e,Ç',x )||* , SC Γ ε lc Uo 2 "^ <εζ·>33 Рк|ф (е,^)| 









] ( т ) ε · + Е [ φ ^ ( σ ) ε·'· 
i a c s r 2
 к
 " к ' '
ς




Thus, we have proved 
Lemma 3.2.7. For f = 0 , ε < ζ , > ^ ρ with p
n
 > 0 chosen above, the solution 
of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) satisfies the second of the inequalities (3.2.23). 
Now we drop the assumption f = 0. For given f e Η ι ri (^О ι w e a r e 
going to construct a solution w e Η ri'^ j.) 0^ ^ е equation (3.2.2). 
/Ч 
Let λ -»-οίε,ξ',λ) be the polynomial constructed in the proof of Lemma 
+
 k0 3.1.21. Then one has d = с L.- e D.0 0 .. and (3.2.2) can be rewritten 
as follows: 
V L - с)(Е,^,-із^) + а ; і d)(ef£.-i¿-)u+(x > = f(x ). xn>0. 
η η 
/ν 
Indeed, since λ -*• (L
n
 с) (ε,ξ',λ) is analytic for Im λ > 0, one has 
л
 Э 
π (L,, с) (ε,ξ',-Ι-τ—)ν(χ ) Ξ 0 Vx > 0 if supp ν с m . Now let 





 ,.(Ш.) -»• Η, . .. (Ш) be a bounded extension operator. 














satisfies (3.2.2), and, moreover, w e Η. .





Proof. Since the function λ ·+ L. (ε,ξ',λ) - (L
nl d) (ζ,ζ' ,\) has no zeroes 
-1 /^ Э 
for Im λ < 0, one has supp (L.) (ε,ζ',-ΐτ—) l
n
f с m for any function 
1 σΧ U Τ 
η 
f defined in ГО . Hence, 
% І'1 ( Е'^'- ІЭ^ ) + ( І'1 Г І ( Е'^'- І9^- ) 10 £ = f· 
η η 
^ _ /S 
Moreover, since λ •+ ^ {ε,ζ1 ,\) * (L. с) (ε,ξ',λ) is analytic for Im λ > 0, 
ss. Э 
one has π^»(ε,ζ',-ίτ—)ν(χ ) = 0 Vx > 0 if supp ν <= 3R . Hence, 
' л dx η η '~ 
η 
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W^'-idhv+'V-1^'-1^1 f - f 
η η 
for any function f defined in Ш . Therefore, w satisfies the equation 
(3.2.2). Now we are going to prove that w e Η .(..(^O · The ellipticity 
of L- с of order (v.,ν^-Γ.,ν,) implies that 
(3.2.35) 11 v ^ c ) " 1 (e.eVijJI-ufI i;
s
 ,
 iV * c| |f| i;s_v) ( ξ . 
~n-l
v Vf e Η ( 3 _ ν ) ξ Ι , ν ί ε , ξ Μ ε ί Ο ^ ^ "
 Α\ {0}. 
к 
The inclusion ά(ε,ζ) e Ρ emd Lemma 3.1.21 imply that d is in the 
(υ,υ,υ) j^  
class P.
n η
 -. , too. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1.1Θ, (L
n
.d) e Ό . 
/^ Э 
Therefore, with ν = π (L с) (ε ,ξ ' ,-і-г—) If e Η, . гі( ш,^ ' o n e h a S î 
Π ¿ ¿ 










The inequalities (3.2.35),(3.2.36) imply that 
(3.2.37) I M I ; <- c i i ^ i v j - ^ c . ç ï . - i ^ - j i f n * 
η 2 2 
Cllfli;s-v),e· V f c H ^ j ^ ^ V t e ^ - J M O ^ ^ K ^ S í O } . 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. 
The solution of (3.2.2), (3.2.3) has the following form: 
/^ А Λ-
(3.2.38) u(e,Ç\x ) =
 ν
(ε,ξ\χ ) + νίε,ζ',χ ) 
Π η η 
where w is given by (3.2.34) and where ν is a solution of the problem 
W^'-^o^V = 0 ' X n > 0 
W 6'^'- 1^' 1.) ν =Г(
е





ГЬ.Р) = Φ (s.fî) -ι, L (e.fíf-i¿-)l0w. 1 S J S r2+r3. 
J
 η 
The trace theorem, which was established in [Fr 1] and formulated in 
section 2 of this paper, implies that for 1 < j £ 1 : 
3 3 η ] 
^ ^ , ς . + c | | w | i ; s ) ; Ç 1 
*
с
 ( т 3 ) . с . + с 1 1 ' 1 1 ^ ) . б . · 
Similarly, one has for 1 < j S r„+r,: 
[
^





3 ( 0 j ) f ç . + c l l f I I Î . - v ) . e . · 
Since (3.2.23) has already been proved for f Ξ 0, one gets, using also 
(3.2.37): 
i i u i i ; s ) r Ç . , i i w i i ; s ) i Ç . + i i v i i ; s ) f Ç , 
l S υ )
'
ς
 1SJS10* ^ j ' · « l 0 < j - r 2 + r 3 
-
C ( l l f l l { s - v ) ξ- + Σ ^ і ^ т ) E' + Σ Ujho ) 
2 3 
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We now turn to the case when the condition s_ > r.-'s in (3.2.21) is 
violated. 
Consider the following boundary value problem: 
(3.2.39) Vo^Ê.-iaJrJV*,,) - ^ V ' Xn " 0 
η 




Here 1. ^  0 is not necessarily equal to r_+r,f L., L are as above and 
°+ the solution u. is sought in the space Η, . „, with 
+ (s),ξ' 
(3.2.41) r +r3-l -4 < s 2+s 3 < r2+r3-l1+>5 
(see [v-Ε] where problems of this type without small parameter have been 
systematically treated). In order to have the traces in (3.2.40) well 
defined, it is assumed that 
(3.2.42) max (m.+pJ) + h < s.+s,. 
isjsij 3 3 2 3 
Let 1 fi ¿ 1 S 1 . , be such t h a t wi th m- = -=>, m = +», one has 
( 3 . 2 . 4 3 ) m1 S r 2 - l - l < π> 1 + 1 . 
The number 1 is unique, if it exists, since (m ) and (r„-l-l) are 
monotonically increasing and strictly monotonically decreasing, respecti­
vely. In this case, we introduce Ι.,α,β by 
10 4* ! 
(3.2.44) ^ о d = f r2-l0-l 
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The reduced problem of (3.2.39), (3.2.40) is given as follows: 
(3.2.45) , + L ° ( ç V i ^ ) u + ( x n ) = f<xn>. xn > 0 
η 
(3.2.46) 1Г 01°(С\-Ц->и +-ф 3. 1 < j < 1 0 
о 
Here the solution u is sought in the space Η , with 
3 2,ξ 
(3.2.47) a + >j < s 2 < B+>j. 
Note that the traces in (3.2.46) are well defined as a consequence of the 
first inequality in (3.2.43). 
Theorem 3.2.9. Assume that the function Ιί.ίε,ζ') is an elliptic singu­
larly perturbed rational symbol of order v, that (3.2.43) holds for some 
1 = 1 e {Ο,.,.Ι.} and that the boundary symbols L _ satisfy the 
coerciveness condition (i)-(iv). Then the problem (3.2.39), (3.2.40) has 
a unique solution u e Η for ε e (0,ε
η
], ζ' e ГО \{0}, which 
satisfies the following two-sided estimate: 
(3.2.48, C-Mlfll^ç, • J ^ V ) , ^ + ^ ^ S ' ' 5 ' ' ' 
* lKM(s)c. * c ( i l f l i ( s - v , , ç . + l s W < T . ) ^ + 
J" о ^ 
io<:,sli j 
Here s = (s.,s,,s.) satisfies (3.2.41), (3.2.47), τ . ,σ , are as in 
Theorem 3.2.1 and С is a constant which does not depend upon ε ε (Ο,ε.Ι, 
ξ' € го""
1
 \ Í0}. 
Remark 3.2.10. As the Theorem 3.2.1 above, this result is in its formu-
lation and proof similar to Theorem 3.2.11 in [Fr 1]. A difference, 
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however, lies in the fact, that the perturbed problem contains 1. 
(;ί r +r , in general) boundary conditions (see Г -Е]). Moreover, the 
number l
n
 of boundary conditions in the reduced problem is, in general, 
not r_, but is determined from (3.2.43). Note that in Theorem 3.2.9, 
there is no restriction of s_ due to к (the number up to which the 
symbol L satisfies the extension of the smoothness condition in [V-Ε] to 
symbols with small parameter). 
/^ Э 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.9. Since L has order v, the operator Ι,.ίε,ξ',-ΐτ—) 
^
-
- ^ — — " " " ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^
-
 о U о χ 
η 
° + is bounded from H, . ., to H. .
 Г І




holds with a constant С independent upon ε,ζ',ιι . Moreover, the trace 
theorem established in [Fr 1] and stated here as Theorem 2.2.4 yields 
t V j o ^ ' - ^ V ^ . ç · s c i l u + l l (s ) , ç - ' l s 3 s l o 
[ V j 0( E,^,-i ii-)u +] ( c j_ i ) ; Ç, . c||u+||(s)(Ç, , ι 0 < j * ^ . 
This proves the first of the inequalities (3.2.48). 
In order to prove the second part of (3.2.48), consider first the case 
that f = 0, €<£'> i p., where p. > 0 will be chosen later. 
Introduce the functions v., 1 й j £ 1., by 
ix λ 
, , 1 . e λ-" dX 
v J (χ ) = τ—τ ƒ 
3 η 2 π ί Υ ^(ε,^,λ) 
with γ as in (3.2.24). Using a technique introduced in [Fr 1], we obtain 
for ρ £ (0,p.], with p., Г., Г, being as in Lemma 3.1.14(ii): 
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(e fC' r-i-r—)l-v. = тг-г I 
У\ j - 1 
О JcCT ' * ' Эх ' 0 j 2тгі + >·> 
η γ Ι , 0 ( ε , ξ Γ , λ ) 
j - r +πί +γ L ( p ^ ' . t j t 1 " 1 ^ 
-
<ζ,>
 · ¿г · ;
 +, , ,—
 + 
2 7 t i
 Γ2 ^ ( І . р ы - . Ъ ) 
= ε
 Κ < ξ · > 2 ^ δ^^ίρ,ω') +ε 2 ^ к β 2 4 ΐ { ( ρ , ω · ) 
1 á k , j S I j , 
where δ. = (L0 (Ο,ω',ί:)) , б- = t (L (l,0,t)) are nonzero constants 
and where lim q. (ρ, ω') = q (ω1), limq (ρ,ω') = q with q, . (ω' ) , q . 
p+O 3 3 p+0 J K:, K D ^ 
defined in the coerciveness condition. Seeking the solution in the form 
u (ε,ζ',χ ) = Ζ C.(e,p) v.ufr.x), 
+ η
 l s j S l i j j 
one obtains the following system for the unknown functions C , 1 S j S 1 : 
0 "^ "W j- r2 
j
"
r2 0 """k -i3-r2) 




<ξ·> % k I 1 S k s 1 0 
\ 0 -<J-r2) j-r 
Σ (P 6iqk-i+P e 2 ( W ( < Ç , > S 5 + 
j
"
r2+mk 0 -(J-r2) 





, l ^ l c s i j . 
For 1 < j , к £ 1 , one has j-r.+nL < 1 -r.-m < 0 as a consequence of 
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(3.2.43). Moreover, for 1 < к, j S 1 , (3.2.43) implies that 
j-r^n^ ϊ l0+l-r2+m1 + 1 > 0. For 1 < к й 1 , 1 0 < j < 1^ one obtains 
j-r2 > l0+l-r2 = -o > 0, -п^ 2 -nij^  > 1 0 + l-r2 = -o and for 1 0 < к < 1^, 
1 S j < 10, one has m^ i ^ + 1 S: r2-l0 = B, -(j-r2) ^ " I W = P-
D-r, "(j-r,) 
Therefore, with φ = С ^ ξ ^ , 1 й j s ^ , φ = С. ε , 1 0 < j <. І^ 






 Ύ) ^ \ 
(в У ψ = I V A 1ι /φ 
^ρ
Ρ
Α21(ρ,ω·) Α22(ρ,ω·) / ^diagU
 κ κ ) 1
1
+ 1 / 
1 1 1 Г 1 0 10 
where the matrices A . e Hom(t ,t ), Α ε Hom(t ,t ), 
1 1-1 1-1 1 -1 0 1 0 10 1 0 
Α.. e Hom (I ,<t ) and A e Hom (I ,(t ) depend continuously 
upon the parameters ρ,ω'. 
As a consequence of the conditions (i), (ii) and of the result established 
in [Fr 1] and stated here as Lemma 3.1.32, the solution of this system 
exists for ρ e (0,p
n
] with ρ > 0 sufficiently small and satisfies the 
estimate 
A ^ . τ2~:> Y k """k, Y k + m k -« 
f\c ( ε , ζ ' ) | s 0<ξ ·> ( Σ e < ξ · > Κ | φ | + Ι ε * ρ α | φ | 
•'









(3.2.49) -< 1 S j < 1 
A -ir.-;)) γ. -πι „ У +т 
|c(e,Ç')|SCe ( Σ ε κ<ε·> ρΡ|Φ.|+ Σ ε Κ Κ|φ.|), 
j
 l s k Î 1o к 1о<кй1і 
1 < 1 < 1 
о J 1 
Following [Fr 1], we rewrite the functions v., 1 £ j <1 , as the sum of 
the integrals over the contours Г./Г- introduced above: 
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j-r ix <ς·>ί "(j-r,) " ε " 1 * ._, 
Since for 1 < j ί 1 one has s +j -r -Ί S s -B-h < 0 and for 1 < j < 1^, 





> if i Í j й ι 
-(s +j-r -S) 
с ε if ι0< j s ι 1 
The estimate (3.2.49) yields that for 1 < j й 1 , 
γ Sn-^-b s -а-Ч -s +γ +πί+»5 









D з (s),ς isksi K V k s l i 
and for 1 < j < 1 , 
е+Ь-s- γ s -b-m. -s +y *Ш+*І 
l l C i V n l l ( s ) r, ^ C ( p 2 Σ ε Κ < ξ · > 2 ^ | φ 1+ Σ ε 2 | φ | ) . 






0 0 1 
Thus, the second inequality in (3.2.48) is proved in the case f = 0, 
ρ e (0,p
n
], where p. > 0 has been fixed above. The case f = 0, ρ S ρ can 
be treated as in [Fr 1] (see also the proof of Lemma 3.2.7). 
0 + 
Following [V-Ε], we are going to construct a solution w e H. . to 
the inhomogeneous equation (3.2.39). 
Let 1 : H, . _, (IR ) -»· H, , ...(IR) be an extension operator which (s-vJ.Ç' + (s-vJ.Ç' 
satisfies the inequality 
lllfll(s-v)(Ç. * C M f I I Ì s - v ) . C . V f e H < s - v ) , C - ( n V ' ^ ( Ο , ε ^ , ν ς · ^ - 1 
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with a constant C. With L
n
, L. аз in (3.2.4), the function 
A" + Ач Э -1 Э "^O Э 11 _ 10 
w+<Ç-,xn) = (^(ε,ξ-,-Ι^-)) (э
Г
 + <е·» < ε ^
+
< 6 ζ · » 
η η η 





С'» (ε^-+<εζ·» υ 11£(ξ',χ
η
) 
η η η 
is a solution of (3.2.39). Indeed, with 





)(ίζ +<ξ·» υ(1ες +<εξ •>) 






 = ïï+c(e,£',-i^-)n+(c(e,C',-i·^-)) 1£(ξ\χ
η
) = 
η η η 
with 
^ ^ Э ftCx^) + π ^ (ε,ξ',-ί-—)ν 
η + Эх 
η 
ν = (π -Id) (
ε





 and l.-lfj are nonnegative integers, the symbol с is analytic for 
Im ξ > 0 and 
η 
π ο(ε,ς·,-1τ|-)ν = 0 Vx > 0 
+ σΧ η 
η 
holds because supp ν с ГО_ . As a consequence of (3.2.41), (3.2.47), one 
finds that 
π L"(e,Ç',-i-^-) (-^ -+ <ς·» °[ε-^-+ <ες·» 0 ^f e Η+ _,_, ^ , , _, 






+ /s -1 1o 1 Г 1 0 
Since ^(ε,ξ',ζ ) (1ξ + <ξ,>) (i e ξ +<εζ,>) is analytic for Im ξ < О, 
υ η η η η 
one has w e Η _,. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.2.9. u 
•*• (s) ,ξ 
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3.3. Reduction to regular perturbations 
k0 Let Με,ξ) e D , LU,ξ) ε L 1 < j < 1 , be such that their 
Ív.f^r_,¿r } J y 1 
principal parts L , L.n satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1 or Theorem 
3.2.9. Consider the following singularly perturbed boundary value problem 
in m with the parameters e e (0,ε.], ζ' e Ш η - 1 
(3.3.1) 
(3.3.2) 
π Ц е . е Ч - і - г — ) u (χ ) = f (χ ) , χ > О 




 L j ( E ' e , ' - i ^r ) U + 
η 
, 1 S j S 1. 
where t h e solutLcn u (x ) i s sought in t h e c l a s s of funct ions decreasing for 
χ -»• ». With ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) , (3.3.2) are assoc ia ted the Wiener-Hopf operators 
η 
( ζ ' ) = 
π + Ε ( ε , ζ · . - 1 ^ - ) 1 0 





. « « • . =/ ^ ° ( Ε ' ξ , ' - 1 ^ , 1 ο 
w0L ( ε , ξ - , - ί ^ - ) ! . 
1 η / 
О О 
Let L (Ç), L.(Ç) be the reduced symbols of LU,ξ) and L.(e^), respecti­
vely, and let the number 1 , 1 S 1 S 1 , be as in section 3.2. 
The reduced problem to (3.3.1), (3.3.2) is given as follows: 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
Τ+^^'-Φ W =f(V' Xn > 0 
η 
\) ь ? ( с , ' - і э!- ) и+ = ф і ' 1 s3 * ν 
- ' T - » ^ 
Λ




,Λ°(ζ·) = VÎo^'-^o 
η 
' 0 η * 82 
Assume first that the principal parts L , L of L, L satisfy the con­
ditions of Theorem 3.2.1. Let the spaces Η ,, К of the solutions and of 
the data to the perturbed problem, respectively, be given by 
de f 
ζ· (s-ví.e· -
 l s j í r 2 ( τ ^ , ξ - r 2 < j í r 2 + r 3 ^ ) . ξ · 
Moreover, we introduce the spaces И_,, Κ ,, by 
< · * • • < . . . < • < - • > 
Since the reduced problem satisfies the coerciveness condition, the 
Wiener-Hopf operator (Α-ίξ1)) exists for νξ ' e IR \{0}. Moreover, 
for e e (0'en-' l e t (Α0(ξ')) be the inverse operator of ΰί^ίξ') con­
structed in section 3.2. For VC' e ЛН \{0}, we define the Wiener-Hopf 
operators R and R , the so-called right and lett reducing operators, 
by 
Κ
ε(ξ·) d i f id 
(3.3.5) r 
The inverse operators S , S. to R , R 1, are given by 




Assume now that the conditions of Theorem 3.2.9 are satisfied. Let the 
spaces Η ,, К of the solutions and of the data to the perturbed problem, 
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respect ive ly, be given by 




 = H (s-v) E ' ( m + ) x π 1С(т ι ε · " " с ( о ) ε­





 2'С + U-jSi V ( m j + % ) ' Ç 
Κ" =" Η 
In this case, we define the Wiener-Hopf operators R and R for 
ζ' e m \{0} as follows: 
ε "
Sl 3 S3 
(3.3.5') n 
R^C) = A Q U ' ) (R^(ε,))"1(¿ì°(Γì))"1 
The inverse operators S , S to R , R be given by 
s —s S r ( Ç , ) = e 1 ( e d r + <εξ'>) 3 
( 3 3 6 ' ) 
Sjcç·) -ÛL0QCt·) R^ç·) ( Л о ( ^ ) ) " 1 . 
Let s e IR be such that the conditions in section 3.2 are satisfied and 
let γ 0 = min(l,ß+,j-s2). 
Then one has: 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let Λ (ξ') be a coercive singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf 
operator on the half line. With Re,R^,SE;,S^ defined by (3.3.5), (3.3.6), 
(3.3.5·), (3.3.6·), the diagram 
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Αε (ξ· ) 
(3.3.7) 




 A i í i ^ 
ξ' 
is commutative modulo operators of a norm bounded by CE |In ε| with some 
constant С > 0. In other words, the following inequalities hold for 






Ι да«·> - R^EMöftc·) φ ε · ) ! ! Hom(Η ,Κ ) S с ε In ε 
|R^ (Ç') S^(Ç') - id| I 
о „о 
s с ε In ε 
Hom (f^fÇ.) 
iR^ tç.) Sj(ç·) -id||Hom ( ^ i i K ç i ) . c e 0 | i n e | 
\S¡^) Rj(Ç.) -Ι^|Ι
Η ο ι η ( Η ξ ΐ / Η ξ ι ) ^ ε
Ύ θ | ΐ η ε | 
|Sj(ç·) ζ « · ) - Μ Ι Ι ^ , Κ Ο ^ ^ , ^ ε Ύ ο | ΐ η ε | 
Ι^Ιζ') - S^e-J^fÇ') S^(Ç')||
 n . 5 α ε
0 | ΐ η ε | 
where the constant С does not depend upon ε, Ç'. 
Remark 3.3.2. In the special case of the linear plate problem, Theorem 
3.3.1 was proved in [Fr-W]. Moreover, in [Fr-w], the commutativity of 
(3.3.7) was stated without proof for singularly perturbed differential 
boundary value problems. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. Since the symbol of Oí. does not depend upon χ , 
,ε „ε
 0 ε »ε t h e d e f i n i t i o n s of R , R!·, S
r
, S^^ imply t h a t for V ε e ( Ο , ε ^ , 
V C ' e m" 1\l0} : 
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Κ,ίξ') S^ç-, =id .
 5ι(ς') ^(ξ·) =id 
R^ÎÇ') SE(Ç·) = idwO , 5ε(ξ·) Re(Ç·) = id 
r r Η
ξ 1 r r i. 
ζ' 
This proves (3.3.9), (3.3.10). Now (3.3.8) will be proved under the additi­
onal assumptions ρ 2 0, γ. - 0 for 1 5 j s 1 and v. = 0. 



























"А!(е·) d= f 4:ε(ζ·) -A?«·) 
(3.3.12) 
Obviously, one has 
ν
1
 .V1 V 1 .Ч^ О. where Id e Hom (Τ , t ) is the identity matrix and 0 e Hom (I ,(1 ) 
is the zero matrix. 
Therefore, the product R.. ft. R can be rewritten as follows: 
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(3.3.13) κ^(ς·)Α.0<ξ·) κ^ίξ') = 
= #J<e4+í^p(^>[id+S*<C4(¿í¡J(f4)~4¿tV4-#[¡(C4> ζ(ξ·)] 
= (Λ°(ξ·) + Α ε ( ξ , ) ) + ( Λ ε ( Γ ; ) - Α ε ( ξ , ) ) + (Αη ( Γ * ) - ^ « ^ ) ) * 
1 · ρ ρ ρ Ορ Ρ 
^
ρ
ί Γ ; 5 ε ( ξ ' ) ( Λ ° ( Γ ΐ ) ) " 1 ( Λ 0 ( ξ · ) - Α ^ ( Γ ί ) ) κ ε(ξ·) 
= ôCtà + Σ Q . 
Since v., p. > 0, Lemma 3.1. 7 implies that 
(3.3.14) Lp<e.Ç) ^ f bU.Ç) - L0(Ç) e 0 ( ° l f V l ( V l ) 
(3.3.15) Sp^'^) d i f Lj'E'Ç) - Lj(?' e L 
Therefore, (3.1.5) yields: 
(-l,m.+l,p.-l) , 1 S j S 1 
L (ε,ζ',ξ ) - L (ε,ξ) ε 0, 





) - L. (ε,ξ) e L JP η зр (-l,m ,ρ , 1 S j S 1. j"j' 
Therefore, the norm in Hom(H ,К ) of the operator 
,
+
 (b (e.fí.-i¿-)-b (e.c'f-i¿-))l0 
Γ
 η η 
Qi =Α.ε(ξ·)-Αρ(ξ·) = 'O(Lip(e'e''-iî5-,-Llp(e'ç,'-115-,)1o 
π (Ь (erfÍ,-i¿-)-L! (e,e\-i¿-»lr 
' к n i η 
is bounded by С ε, where the constant С does not depend upon ε,ξ'. 
Applying again (3.3.14), (3.3.15), one finds that 
L. (ε,ζ',ζ ) - L (ε,ζ·,ζ
η
) e V Op η ρ η (-Ι,ν^ ,ν,) 






Therefore, the norm in Hom (Η ,K ) of the operator 
V L <e,£,-iJL> . L (eA-i¿-))i0 
Π Π 
1 η 1 η 
is bounded by С e, where the constant С does not depend upon ε, ξ'. 
Now we are going to estimate the norm of the operator 
δ3 = Αο
ρ
^)5^ξ·)(Α°(Γ !))" 1(Α 0(ξ ,)-Λ°(ί :)) ^(ξ·). 
Since ¿/Ι (ζ') - (/¿0(ζ') is an operator of lower order compared to Pc.fÇ'), 
one has 
—0 **• -1 A O ^0 ^ o+ e+ 
пнот(н ( а ) д 1(т +), H(e+e2)fÇ1(»+)) 
and 
(3.3.16) S^ÍC'XAgírMí'^^te'J-Aotr)) Κ^ξ') 
€
Нот(Н ( 5 ) д,(Ж +), Н ( з + е 2 ) / С 1(Ш +)). 
Moreover, one has: 






; 0 η 
Vin ^ ' ^ d h v 
1 η 
θθ 
where L- , L._ , 1 £ j S 1 , are the principal parts of the symbols de-Op j Op 0 
fined in (3.3.14), (3.3.15), respectively. The inclusions 
к 
L„ e V, , , ., L.- ε L. , yield: 
Op (-l,v2+l,v3) ]0p (-l,m +l,p ) 
V o p ^ ' ^ ' - ^ V i i ' ï . - v j . ç · ^Ιΐ^ιΐ .-^ί-ι ,ν,+ι.ν, ) )^ · -
C E
 llUll%+e2),Ç· 
^ o p ^ ' ^ ' - ^ V ^ T . j . e · s c IIV j op ( e ' e V ' - i a^ , 1 o u III . - (o ,» j .p j ) ) . ç · 
s c i i u N Î — 2 > , ç · ' l s 3 s l o 
n-1 for Ve e (0,ε.], VC· e Ж \{0} Vu e H. ^  .
 r>
(m^) 0 (s+e ),ξ + 
with a constant С which does not depend upon ε,ξ',υ. 
Using the trace and embedding theorems established in [Fr 1] (see also 
section 2 of this paper for the formulation of these results), it will 
be shown that for 1_ < j S 1. : 
(3.3.17) С ^ 0 ( Е ' ^ ' ^ i b V ^ J . Ç ' S C e 0|ln el llull";s+e2),Ç· 
Consider first the case s.-m.+l > h. Then one has: 
2 3 
[Vj0(e.Ç>,-i^-)l0«](<j3)fÇ, = ε 3 2[Vj010u:l(s1,0,s2+S3-Pj-'5)(Ç· 
m.+h-s 
i C e 3 [π-L.^l^ul 
see 
0 jO 0 - (s1,s2-m +>j,s3-p ) ,ζ.' 
IIVLj010ull*s1,s2-mj+l,s3-p.),C· 
^^^U^.t' 
with С independent upon e,Ç',u. In the case s2-m.+l = b, one obtains 
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/ ^ 3 m.+'j-Sj 
tVjo^'^'-^V^o^.c' - e " с 'о ои : і(3 і го,3з-р.),с· 
< c
e
 | l n e ! ІІ ои|І*-1.'.,.з-Р3).С· 
S C E
 i l n e | i l v J o 1 o u i i I . 1 , . 2 - » j + i > . 3 - p J ) , ç . 
^ c e linei l|u||*SifS2+lfe3)fç. 
Finally, for s.-m +1 < h, one has: 
5 e l:7rOLjO(e'Ç,'"i33r):LOuJ(s1+(s2+l-mj)->3,0,(s2+l-mj)+s3-pj-'3) 
*
c e i i u i i ; g + e 2 ) / Ç . 







where С does not depend upon ε,ξ'. As an immediate consequence of (3.3.16) 
and of the last estimate, one obtains (3.3.Θ). 
Now we drop the assumptions ρ 2 0, γ. = 0, l i j S I . and v. = 0 . Let 
ρ'. = mln(p.,0) for 1 £ j S 1. and let the Wiener-Hopf operator В be 
defined by 
-ν -γ ρ'
 _ Ύ 1 ^І 
Β
ε(ζ·) = diag(e 1Id,e ^ ε ζ ^ 1,...,e ^ ε ξ ^ Ь 
γ -ρ'. 
Since pi й 0 implies that e :5<εξ,> ^ e L, „ ..(го"), one has 
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γ -ρ' 
e 1<εξ·> V - U , ξ ) e L,
n




ε(ξ·) α Ι Γ ΒΝς·)-1ΛΕ(ζ·) = 
% ε"1 He.Ç'.-i^)!,, \ 









 L (ε,ξ- ,-i¿-) ι / 
1
 1 η 
satisfies the coerciveness condition. Therefore, (3.3.θ) holds for 
^ replaced by ál and R , R replaced by the operators 
R^e·) d=f (B^fî))"1 R^U') 
R^te·) d i f RE(C·) 
One has: 
& ε ( ς ' ) = в E ( ξ · ) Й ! e ( ς , ) 
- (Β ε (ξ· ) + (Β ε (ξ· ) - В е ( ^ ) ) ) ^ ε { ς · ) 
= В
е ( £ ч Κ ε (ς· ) Α 0 ( ς · ) R^  + Q1 + Q2 
= R^(C·) A 0 ( Ç ' ) R^(Ç·) + Qj + Q2 
where 
Q1 = Bε(Γ,) (3ίε(ξ·) - ^ ε (ξ') ΑΡίξ') κ:ε<ς')) 
and 
Q2 = ( B e ( ξ , ) - Β ε (Γ ΐ ) ) ^ ( ξ ' ) . 
The estimate (3.3.8) with Л е , Re, R E replaced by Л.£, Re, R^ yields that 
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<. С e 0|ln el 
І'
01ІІНош(Н ,KÇ1) 
holds uniformly with respect to ε,ζ'. Since 
-Ϊ4 РІ P'-t 
ε W » J^c.^L^^,*·1-!,, 
one has 
5 С ε. 
ІІ
д2ІІНот(Н ,,Κ ,) 
This proves (3.3.θ). The estimate (3.3.11) is an immediate consequence 
of (3.3.β), (3.3.9), (3.3.10). D 
Corollary 3.3.3. Assume that the inverse operator (^7(0) of 01 (ξ') 
exists for VÇ' e ГО and that it is bounded from К , into H_, uniformly 
with respect to ξ ' e ГО . Then the inverse operator (^ (ξ')) € 
e Нот« ,Η ,) exists for Υε e (Ο,ε^, Υξ'e m " - 1 \ {0} with ε 0 sufficient­
ly small, and it can be expanded in a convergent series as follows: 
(3.3.18) Λ ε ( ξ · ) " 1 = 5 ε Σ [(Λ0(ς·))"1(Λ0(ξ,)-5ε(ξ')Αε(ξ,)5ε(ξ·))],ί· 
• (¿^(ξ·)) - 1 5ε(ς·) 
Proof. The equation Ä U = F can be rewritten as follows: 
5 ε ^ e S e ( (S e ) " 1 0) = SS· I r r 1 
Ä.0(id+ lCé>)-l{S[C£sl-¿t0))USei)-lu) =5 ε Ρ 
Since (3.3.11) implies that 
\\іа?)-1ізі**ві-аР)\\
 0 5 c e
Y o | i n e | 
1 r
 Нот(Н^,,Н^,) 
holds with С independent upon ε,ξ', the inverse of the operator 
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Id + (А. 0)~ 1(5^Л е5 е-Л 0) exists for ε e (0,e ], e sufficiently small, 
and can be written as a Neumann series. This leads to the formula 
(3.3.18). D 
Remark 3.3.4. Let γ e (O'YQ) Ь е fixed. In [Fr-W], the following procedure 
was indicated (for the differential case) in order to construct high-order 
approximations for the solution of (3.3.1), (3.3.2). With 
5ε(ξ·) d i f ¿ Z Q U ' ) (¿Яд (ξ') Γ 1 , let the functions u^ 1' e Η , 1 > 0, be 
recursively defined by 
(3.3.19) Л " -е^ т.ф. Φ ) T - Ι ε^ν^ 1''), 
r2 r3 0<1'<1-1 е 
where the sum is zero for 1 = 0 . Then one has: 
e
 OSlSr ε ( 3 , ' ξ r2 r3 ξ· 
where the constant С does not depend upon ε,ν,ί,φ,.,.,φ . This 
r2 3 
procedure is equivalent to the construction of approximations for u 
which is obtained using (3.3.18). Note that, as a consequence of (3.3.19), 
Yl (1) « 
the functions ε u , 1 ¿ 0fdo not depend upon γ. In the case of С -data 
ί,φ.,...,φ , the asymptotic expansion Σ ε u for the solution can 
r2 3 1>0 ε 
be split into a smooth part and a boundary layer. 
This yields the classical Vishik-Lyustemik approximations which were 
obtained in [V-L] by the matching procedure. 
It should be noted (though, probably, it has no consequences for practical 
computations) that the series Σ ε u constructed above is convergent 
120 e 
for ε e (Ο,ε ], whereas the expansions in [V-L] for the smooth part and the 
boundary layer are only asymptotically convergent for ε + 0. 
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4. COERCIVE SINGULARLY PERTURBED WIENER-HOPF OPERATORS IN Д BOUNDED DOMAIN 
4.1. Definitions and auxiliary results. 
Definition 4.1.1 ([Fr-W]). A function L : m " x (Ο,ε ] * Ш П \ S ->• I, with 
S a set of measure zero, is said to belong to the class L for 
ν = (ν.,ν.,ν ) e го , if there exists a decomposition L(X,E,Ç) = 
ΙιΜχ,ε,ξ) + L^U.Ç), such that 
(i) the function Ь
ш
 satisfies (3.1.4) - (3.1.8), 
(ii) the function IR Э χ •* L' (χ,ε,ξ) is smooth for V ε e (0,ε
ο
], 
V ξ £ Ш п \ s, and for V α e ]Νη , V χ e IRn , the symbol D" L' (χ,ε,ζ) 
satisfies (3.1.4) - (3.1.θ), where m is independent upon α,χ and 
where С = С (α,χ) satisfies the inequality 
IС ( α , χ ) I < С < х > " к V a e J N n , V x e I R n , V k 2 0 
with С independent upon χ. 
χ # et 
For symbols L e L depending on χ, we define the pseudodifferential operator 
with the symbol L, the reduced operator and the (proper) ellipticity as in 
section 3.1. 
Lemma 4.1.2. If L e L , then Op L has order v. 
Proof. Let L = L' + L be the decomposition which exists according to 
Definition 4.1.1. since L e L is independent upon x, Op L has obviously 
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order v. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that Op L' has order v. The 
inequalities 
-v. ν ν 
|D™ L* (χ,ε,ξ)|< C
a ke <ξ> <εξ> <x> Vx,Ç e Ж
П
 , Ve e ( O - ^ Q ] , 
Vo e И11 Vk > 0 
yield 
/V -ν, ν ν 
(4.1.1) Ιΐ,Μς,ε,ξ)! < Cke <ξ> <εξ> <ζ> VC,ξ e ΠΙ , νε e (0,ε0], 
Vk > 0 
where the hat denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the first 
variable. One has: 
(Op L' u)-(C) = (2іГ)"П ƒ Ι,·(ζ-η,ε,η)ί"(η) dn . 
го 
Let s e IR be fixed and let u e H, . (m ) . The norm in H. . (IR ) of the 
(s) (s-v) 
function Op L' u can be rewritten as follows: 
-(s-v.) s-v s-T^ 
||op b'u|| - ||e <ς> '<eç> J(Op b'u)-(Ç)I| = 
1
 ' L (ГО") 
—s S s 




def Vl S2" V2 S3" V3 " S2 " S3 Ά 
Κ(ξ,ε,η) = e <ξ> <ες> <η> <εη> Ι'ίξ-η,ε,η). 
-S. S, S-
Since Ι Ι ε <n> <εη> u(n)|| , = ||u|| ., in order to prove the bounded-
T * (sj 
ness of Op L' from H, . to Η. , it is sufficient to show that the inte-
* (s) (s-v) 
gral operator K, 






is bounded in L (Ш ) , uniformly with respect to ε. As a consequence of 
(4.1.1) and of the inequality 
(4.1.2) <Ç>t <n>~t < С <Ç-ri>'t' VC,η e m"1, Vt e HR, 
one obtains 
m.-к |κ(ς,ε,η)| й Ck<e-n> νξ,η € ШП , Ve e (Ο,ε^, 
where m = |s.-v | + |s,-v,|. Therefore, for к sufficiently large, namely 
for к > m.+n, one has: 
(4.1.3) ƒ |κ(ξ,ε,η)|αξ < С 
IR" 




with С independent upon ξ,e,η. These inequalities and Schur's Lemma on the 
2 
boundedness of integral operators in L (see [Sch]), implies that Op L' 
has order v. D 
Definition 4.1.3. A symbol L e L is said to belong to the class Ό if 
there exists a decomposition Ι,(χ,ε,ξ) = L'(χ,ε,ζ) + Ь
ш
(е,£) such that 
(i) the function L satisfies the condition in Definition 3.1.15. 
00 
(ii) the function IR Э х - * L'(χ,ε,ξ) is smooth for 
V ε e (Ο,ε ], V ξ e m n \ S, and for V a e IN" , V χ € ГОП , the symbol 
D L'(χ,ε,ζ) satisfies the condition in Definition 3.1.15, where 
С = C(a,x) satisfies the inequality 
(4.1.5) |c(o,x) | < С <x>"lc Va £ Ю П , Vx e m" , Vk 2 О 
with С. independent upon χ. 
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Lemma 4.1.4. Let Ώ(χ,ζ,ζ) e Ό , О < s < к + h, s.+s > О. 
Then one has: 
(4.1.5) II^Mx.c-ifj) l 0u|i; s_ v ) ^ C||u||+e) Vu e H ( s ) (ΐζ) 
with a constant С which does not depend upon ε and u. 
Proof. Let 1 : H, . (ГО ) -»• H. . (IR ) be a bounded extension operator. (s) + (s) 
Following [V-Ε], the norm of the function π L(X,£,-ÌT—)l.u is estimated 
+ dX U 
as follows: 





,-і|^)іи||;8_ ) + ΙΙ^-ίχ.ε.-ι^χ^ι«)!!^, + 
where L = L' + L is the decomposition according to Definition 4.1.4. 
The Lemmas 4.1.2 and 3.1.17 yield: 
llv,(x'e'-1folullÎ.-v) s И ь ч х , е , - і ^ ) і и | | ( з _ ) S C | | U | | - ; B ) 
and 
l l ^ - ^ ' - ^ ' V U t s - v , ^ i M l w ' 
respect ively. Thus, we only have t o show that 
(4.1.6) iiv , (x»e»-1fe ) (1'- lu)ll'{.-v> * с і і и і і ы · 
For 9- й к, l e t 
- ( s -ν ) s -ν s -y 
e (-iC +<ξ'4 (- ie t -KeÇ'» L ' ( χ , ε , ξ ) ^ · (χ,ε,ξ)+Γ· ( χ . ε , ξ ) 
η η 
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be the decomposition according to Definition 4.1.3. One has: 




- ( s -V . ) S -V S -V у^ 
| | п * е (-1ξ
η
+<ς·>) ' ( - 1 ε ξ
η
+ < ε ξ ' > ) J ƒ L ' ( ς - η , ε , η ) π _ 1 υ ( η ) ά η | |
 2 η 
^П L (Ш ) 
= | | Π ^ ƒ 3 ( ε , ξ , η ) (Ъ' (ζ-τ\,ε,η)+ι· (ζ-η,ε,η))* l u ( n ) d n | | 
^η " L (m J 
where t h e f u n c t i o n 
S 2 " v 2 S 3 " V 3 (- iÇ + < Ç ' » <-ίεξ + < £ ? ' » 
. _ . η η 
2 S3"V3 (-in +<тì^» ( - І Е Л +<εη•» 
n n 
s a t i s f i e s t h e e s t i m a t e 
| β ( ε , ξ , η ) | <• C<Ç-n>m 
w i t h m = | s 2 - v 2 | + | s 3 - v 3 | . 
One h a s : 
Π, J 3 ( ε , ς , η ) b ' ( ζ - η , ε , η ) ir_lu(n)dn = 
m 
= ƒ n t 3 ( ε , ς , ζ - ς ) ^ ( ς , ε , ς - ζ ) < ^ 1 ( ς - ς ) α ξ = О, 
n 
since the function under the π sign is analytic for Im ζ > 0. We estimate 
the remaining term as follows: 
| ІП,. / βίε,ξ,η) ΓΜξ-η,ε,η) π lu(n)dn|| , 
ξ
η " L¿{mnz) 
S И ƒ |s(e/Ç,n) ^ (ζ-η,ε,η)! |ίΓίΐ1(η) |dn | | 
s с И ƒ < ç - n > m " k e 1 < η · > 2 <εη>> 3 | O S ì ( n ) | d n | | 2 
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£CiiH-n+l"e 1 < П , > 2 < e n ' > 3 0^<4)|| L'(m ) 
η 
This ends the proof of Lemma 4.1.4 for s 5 к. The case к < s_ < k+'j 
is treated in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.17, using the 
splitting of contour integrals as in [Fr 1]. D 
Definition 4.1.5. A function m"" x ί 0' 6^ * т П Э (χ,'ε'ξ) "* к (χ', e, ξ) 
is said to be a Poisson symbol of order a, if there exists a decomposition 
Μχ',ε,ξ) = ^ (χ',ε,ξ) + ^ (ε,ξ), such that 
(i) the function к satisfies the conditions in Definition 3.1.24, 
(ii) the function m"" Э x' -»• ίί'{χ',ε,ζ) is smooth for Ve ε (0,e ], 
νξ e m", and for Va' e Л*""1 , Vx' e m" - 1 , the symbol Da', k* (x* ,ε,ξ) 
satisfies (3.1.24), where С = С(α',χ') satisfies the inequality 
Icto'.x') | i С ^x·*·"1* Va' e ж""1 , Vx' e IR11"1 , Vk S 0. 
Definition 4.1.6. A function Ж П" χ (0'ε0^
 χ
 ж" Э (χ',e,ξ) •*• ί(χ',ε,ς) 
is called a trace symbol of order У, if there exists a decomposition 
Μχ',ε,ξ) = ΐ'(χ',ε,ξ) + ^(ε,ξ), such that 
(i) the function t satisfies the conditions in Definition 3.1.26. 
(ii) the function m n" Э x' -»• ίΜχ',ε,ξ) is smooth for Ve e (0,e0], 
Υξ e Ш
П
 , and for Va' € м""1, χ' e IR11"1, the symbol Όα\ t'(x',e,C) 
satisfies (3.1.26), where С = αία',χ') satisfies the inequality 
|α(α·,χ')| йС ^ х ' ^ Va' e И11"1 , Vx' e ж"-1 . Vk а 0. 
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 Op к ψ = F ^
x
 Μχ·.e,ξ) Ρ
χ 1^ ζ 1ψ 
π 0 Op t l0u = ,r0 F ^ x t(x're,Ç) Γ ^ ξ l0u 
The singular Green symbols depending upon x' and the corresponding 
operators are defined as in section 3.1. The boundedness of Poisson 
(trace, singular Green) operators can be stated and proved in an analo-
gous way. 
Let now ρ be a pseudodifferential symbol, g a singular Green symbol, t., 
1 S i S s, trace symbols, к , 1 S j S r. Poisson symbols, and q , 
l < i £ s , l £ j < r , pseudodifferential symbols on Ш 
Definition 4.1.7. The matrix 
'ρίχ,ε,ξ) + g(x\e,Ç",Çn,Tin) к
 ί
 (χ' ,ε ,ξ) ,..., ^(χ',ε,ξ) 
t (χ',ε,ζ) α (χ',ε,ξ'),...,q. (χ',ε,ξ·) 
(4.1.7) R - ' 1 и 1 г 
^(Χ',ε,ξ) qsl(x!e,Ç,),...,qgr(x,,E,Ç·)/ 
is called singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf symbol and the corresponding 
operator singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf operator. 
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Let t e L be a trace symbol and let 
μ 
τ = s - μ - "scj 
σ = τ + (s2-u2-
1i)e. 
We say that the reduced operator of "QOP t e Hom(H. (ГО ) , H . (m )) 
is zero If t £ L , and that in this case, the order of approximation 
is γ 0 *= 1. Moreover, the reduced operator of π.Ορ t € Hom(H. . (ГО ) , 
H. . Cm ) ) is said to be zero if p.+'s-s. > 0, and the order of approxi-
w i ¿ Ζ 
mation is the number γ- = min {Ι,ν^-h-s-) . 
Let к be a Poisson symbol of order α and let 
τ = s + α + be 
σ = τ + (з2+а2+*})е. 
The reduced operator of π Op к e Hom(H. CTR ) H. . (Ш )) is said 
to be zero if к is a Poisson symbol of order α-e. In this case, the order 
of approximation is defined as γ 0 = 1. Moreover, we say that the reduced 
operator of π
+
 Op к e Hom(H (m ) , H (ш") ) is zero if s2+a +h > 0 
and that the order of approximation is γ = min (1 (S.+ou+'j) . 
For a Wiener-Hopf operator Op R, the order of approximation γ. is defined 
as the minimum of the orders of approximation of the elements of the matrix 
Op R. 
η · 
For U с ГО a bounded domain with С -boundary 3U, we are going to introduce 
singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf operators on U. Let the covering 
(U.)
n
 , the diffeomorphisms (X-i)151< and the partition of unity 
OD 
(ψ 1) η . be as in section 2. Moreover, let Ч". e С-Ш.) be functions such 
that 4 (χ) Ξ 1 Vx e supp il^ . 
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With ζ,ξ the cotangential and conormai variables to 3U, respectively, 
η 
and with χ e U, x' e 3U, the matrix (4.1.7) is called singularly pertur­
bed Wiener-Hopf symbol. Let ρ + g,,)» н^ (1) ' S m ' 4· • (1) d e n o t e t h e 
symbols p+g, к., t., q in the variables y e χ (U nu) с m . We define 
the singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf operator with the symbol R by 
π Op (p+g) l0u = π E 4'1(x)0p(p(1)+g(1) ) (l0*1u)+w4'0(x)Op p d ^ u ) 
π Op к φ = π Σ Ϋ (х) Ορ к (ψ φ) 









 ^ ' Ч Ш W 
The claim of Lemma 3.1.31 holds, where X and Op X denote the sets of 
singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf symbols and of the corresponding 
operators, respectively. 
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4.2. Statement of the main results 
In this section, the results from Section 3.2 (two-sided a priori estimate 
for Wiener-Hopf operators on a half line) and Section 3.3 (Reduction to 
regular perturbations) are stated in the case of Wiener-Hopf operators on 
bounded domains (see [Fr 1] and [Fr-W] for the stability result and the 
construction of the reducing operator in the differential case). 
Let U с IR be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 3U. Let 
Q(j)(x,€,e) e Ρ , j = 1,2, be properly elliptic with v^' = 2r^) , 
v^-" = гг^' and with 
|Q ( 2 ) (χ,ε,ζ) | г с > 0 Vx e ÏÏ, Ve e (0,e0], VC e m". 
The rational function 
(4.2.1) L(x,Ê,e) = Q'1' (χ,e,ζ) (Q(2) (χ,ε,ξ))"1 
is elliptic of order ν = v^'-v*2' with index r = (O.r'1' -r^2' ,Γ'1' -r'2' ). 
It is assumed that r, > 0, r, 2 0. 
Denote by λΝ the inward conormal and by ξ' the cotangential variables to 
Эи at a point χ' e Эи. With Ь 0 the principal symbol of L, let 
L-fx',ε,ζ'+λΝ) be the factor in the symbol λ -»• L^x' ,ε,ξ'+λΝ) which 
corresponds to the zeroes and singularities located in the half plane 
Im λ > 0 for χ' e 30, e € (0,e0], ξ'Ê IRn~4iO}. According to lemma 3.1.10, 
L- can be factorized as follows: 
(4.2.2) ι,^χ',ε,ξ'+λΝ) -ΐ,^ίχ',ε,ξ'+λΝ) Ь*2 (χ· ,ε,ξ'+λΝ) 
where L.., L 0 2 are homogeneous in (ε ,ξ',λ) of order r. and 0, respectively, 
and where the inequalities 
. , '
2 
1 r5 + 
c" < U 1 + M ) * |L (χ·.ε,ζ·+λΝ)| S C(|C'| + |X|) 
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. г . г 
с" (1+ε|ς·|+ε|λ|) J S |ι.02<χ',ε,ξ·+λΝ)| ί C(l+e |ς· |+ε |λ| ) 
hold for Ve e (0,ε 0], νξ· с m
n
~
1 \ { 0 } , VX e С, Im λ < 0, Vx· e Эи with 
0+ + + 
some constant C. Let the symbols L , L and L-- be defined by 
(4.2.3) ^(χ',ζ'+λΝ) = lim ^(χ',ε,ξ'+λΝ) 
ε+0 
(4.2.4) ^(χ',λ) - L Q 2 ( X M , X N ) 
(4.2.5) ^(χ',ξ'+ΧΝ) = lim ρ 3 Ь* (χ· ,ρ ,ζ'+ΧΝ) . 
р-н» 
Let Γ.,Γ-,Γ- be closed curves in the half plane {im λ > 0}, which enclose 
all the zeroes of the rational functions λ -»• L. (χ',ω'+λΝ), λ •* L (χ',λ), 
λ •*• L (χ',ω'+λΝ), respectively, for Vx' e Эи, ш' e Ω _1. 
Let L.(χ',ε,ζ), 1 S j < 1 , be trace symbols with principal parts L.. and 
with orders μ. = (γ.,ιη. ,ρ.). Without loss of generality, it is assumed 
that L are ordered in such a way that m. £ m„ < ... S m. . 
With π and π
η
 the restriction operators to U and Эи, respectively, consider 
the following singularly perturbed boundary value problem: 




L. (χ',ε,-Ι-Ι-Οιι = φ.(χ'), χ' e Эи, 1 S j й 1 . 
и j dx ] ι 
where f, φ are given and where the support of the solution u is contained 
in U. If 1. = r.+r, and if the numbers т., г., к satisfy the condition 
(4.2.8) maxir.-ljm ) < min(k0,m .) , 
then let 1 , α, В be defined by 
\ m r2 
(4.2.9) ·\ a = max(r2-l,mr ) 
Ρ = min()c 0,m r 2 + 1). 
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The solution of (4.2.6), (4.2.7) is sought in the space H. . (U), where 
s ε IR satisfies the conditions 
(4.2.10) a+h < s 2 < ß+'s 
's.+s, > шах (шах (m .+p.) »г.+г.-и+Ь 
(4.2.11)/ І ^ Гз Э 3 
s 3 > 0. 
It is assumed that the right hand side f of (4.2.6) belongs to the space 
H, ,(0). (s-v) 
The principal parts L.
n
 (x1,e,ζ'+λΝ) of the symbols L.(χ',ε,ξ Ч-ХМ) are 




(i) With L (χ',ξ) = lim ε ^  ΐ,.-.ίχ',ε,ξ) the reduced symbol for 
-' ε-t-O 3 
L „(χ',ε,ξ) and with Γ. the curve defined above, introduce 
- L0 (χ',ω'+λΝίλ^1 
(4.2.12) q (Χ',ω·) - ^  ƒ ?
 0 dX, 1 S K.J * 1Q. 
J
 Tj L 0 (χ',ω'+λΝ) 
The matrix ]|q
v
.(χ',ω')||1<. is supposed to be non-singular: 
(4.2.13) «äetllq^lx·^·)]^^ ^ ?ί 0, Vx' e Эи, Vu' e Ω ^ . 










( χ , )
=2Ϊΐ{^-Γ--; dX' ^ ^ ' ^ Ч 
1 - Ь \л f А) 
The matrix ||q. (χ1)|| is supposed to be non-singular: 
(4.2.15) det||q k j(x.)|| v l t f j s l i / 0 , Vx' e ЭО. 
Y j " P J ( i i i ) With L . Q Q I X ' ^ ' + X N ) = lim ρ J J L gix ' ,ρ,ω'+λΝ) and with Γ the 
curve defined eibove, introduce 
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1 L (χ',ω'+λΝ) 
(4.2.16) q™(x·,»·) = -г-т f -J λ*"1«, 1 S К, J S 1 . 
ІСЗ
 Г 3 LQ 0 (χ',ω'+λΝ) 
The matrix ||q. .(х'/Ы')|| is supposed to be non-singular: 
(4.2.17) det||q°°(x,,u,)||
uk<jsl ^ 0, Vx' e Эи, ш' € ß^j. 
λ*"
1
^, 1 S к, j s Ij 
(iv) Introduce 
ι γ -p.+r L (χ',ρ,ω'+λΝ) 
(4.2.18) ο <χ\ρ,ω') = зГі/р * D - ^ 
3
 γ(χ·,ρ,ω·) ^ (χ',ρ,ω'+λΝ) 
where γ(χ',ρ,ω') is a closed curve in the half plane {im λ > 0} 
which encloses all the zeroes of λ •+ L-(χ',ρ ,ω'+λΝ) . The matrix 
||Q || is supposed to be non-singular: 
kj 
(4.2.19) det||Qk.(x',p^')||lsk;jsl / 0 , (х',р,к') e Эи χ (0,») χ Я ^ . 
The stability result for singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf operators on 
the half line (Theorems 3.2.1, 3.2.9) will be carried over to Wiener-Hopf 
operators in a bounded domain, using the partition of unity technique (see 
Theorem 3.2.5 in [Fr 1], where the two-sided a priori estimate for coercive 
differential singular perturbations in bounded domains was established). 
Theorem 4.2.1. 
Assume that 1. = r.+r,, that (4.2. ) holds, that the symbol ξ -»· L(x,e,C) 
is elliptic of order v, and that the symbols L.(χ',ε,ξ), 1 й j i r.+r,, 
satisfy the coerciveness condition (i)-(iv). Then the following two-sided 




where s e ГО satisfies (4.2.10), (4.2.11), С is independent upon υ,Γ,φ.,ε, 
and where 
τ . = s-μ .-"je. 
D 3 2 
σ . = τ .+ (s„-m.-,5)e. 3 j 2 2 
Now we return to the problem (4.2.6), (4.2.7) and drop the assumption 
1. - r.+r,. Instead, we assume that there exists s_+s- which satisfies the 
conditions 
(4.2.21) r2+r3-l1-
15 < s 2+s 3 < r2+r3-l1+
15 
(4.2.22) max (ω.+ρ.ί+Ί < s.+s,. 
1*3*1, 3 3 2 3 
If there exists 1, O S 1 * 1 . , such that with m. =-", m1 . = », one 
has: 
(4.2.23) m 1 * r2-l-l < m 1 + 1 , 





(4.2.24K α = r2-l0-l 
ß = r2-l0. 
о 
The solution of (4.2.6), (4.2.7) is sought in the space Η (U), where 
s 6 IR satisfies (4.2.21), (4.2.22) and 
(4.2.25) a+h < s2 < B+'a. 
It is assumed that the right hand side f of (4.2.6) belongs to the space 
H, ,(U). One has the (s-v) 
Theorem 4.2.2. Assume that the rational symbol ξ-»· Μχ,ε,ξ) is elliptic of 
order ν and that the symbols L.(χ',ε,ζ), 1 * j * 1., satisfy the coerciveness 
condition (i)-(iv) with 1 Q determined by (4.2.23). Then the following two-
sided a priori estimate holds for solutions of (4.2.6), (4.2.7): 
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(4.2.26) cfMlfll + Ι [φ ] ( + Σ [φ] , + llull ) ^  
where s e IR satisfies (4.2.21), (4.2.25), С is independent upon и,f,φ. 
and where τ.,σ. are as in Theorem 4.2.1. 
The Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2 will be proved in section 4.3 below. Now we are 
going to construct the reducing operator for coercive singularly perturbed 
Wiener-Hopf operators in a bounded domain (see [Fr-w] where this construction 




A e = 
ΐ^Ιχ',ε,ξ) 




L i O ( x , ' e ' Ç ) 
'












о | L î o ( x , ' ç ) Ao =' 
' ^ ( χ ' , ξ ) . 
Let the covering (ϋ·,),.^,^ of U, the diffeomorphisms χ , 1 <. 1 <, r, and 
the partition of unity ( Φ ι )
η ί 1 < be as in Section 2.1. Moreover, let 
4^ e Сд(Ш П) , 0 S 1 S r, be functions such that supp Ч^ с и and Ч1 (χ) = 1, 
Vx e supp ψ . With у * (у',У ) e X.(U. η U) and η the dual variable to y, 
denote by A,,^ and A
m n







 L(l)10 ( y ,' E' T l ) O 








L° 1 ) 1 0(y,n) 
^ L ( 1 ) l o 0 ( y , n » 
Denote by π and π the restriction operators to the point y = 0 and the 
half line IR , respectively, and by 1. the extension operator by zero to 
<
/4,
 ι r-l 
IR. Further, let η' = ^'^η'Ι η'. Since the reduced problem satisfies 
the coerciveness condition, the following boundary value problem on the 
half line y > 0 with η' ^  0, y' as parameters has a unique solution ν : 
.° 1 ) 0(У,0,<Ч-і^-) ( 1 )<у п) = 0 , y n > 0 
Π 
V ^ D j o ^ ' ^ ' - ^ ^ U ) " V , o L mjo l y , '^ '- 1 3yn , w ( i ) ' l s j s l o 
lim ν (y ) = 0, 
ν -X» 
n 
where w is given by 
0+ -1 .А- Э 0- -1 — Э 
w(i) = % ( L o ' ^ ' ^ ' ' ^ a T ' V + ^ o ' iv· 6'"'»- 1^"· 
n n 
Therefore, an operator Op C. .. can be defined as follows: 
^ Τ 
((op α(1)0)((ί,φ1,...,φ1 ) )(y',yn) = 
- % ^ y l ( v ( 1 ) ( y n ) + w ( 1 ) ( y n ) ) 
^ ^ 0 
where C. .. is the inverse symbol of A
n l n which is obtained from A by 
replacing η' with η . The coerciveness condition allows us to construct 
the solution ν . of the following singularly perturbed boundary value 
problem on the half line y > 0 with η',ε^' as parameters: 








 L(i)jO<y,'c'^'-18^,w(i)· 1 s 3 s 4 
Ііш (y
n
) = O 
у -КО 
η 
where w is constructed as in section 3.2, namely 




if the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.1 are satisfied, and 






η η -"η 
(ν^ίγ,ε,ν,-ί^-Χ^-^η·» 0(e¿- + <en·» 0 1 If 
•Ή -"η η 
if the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.2 are satisfied. Therefore, one can 
define the operator Op C....- as follows: 
^ Τ 
((op ο ( 1 ) 0((ί,φ 1,...,φ 1 ) )(y\y n) = 
C. .
n
 is the inverse symbol of Α.... which is obtained by replacing in 
ε s** 
A the variable η' with η'. 
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2.1, we define the symbols P w P , and 
the operators R , R , S , S. by: 
( 4 . 2 . 2 7 ) P j te .C) = 1, ρ 2 ( ε , ξ ) Ξ 1 
( 4 . 2 . 2 8 ) R ^ U f , , ^ , . . . , , ^ ) T ) (x) = 
0
 /5 -1 О 
m
 ¿¿ι™ 0 p ( A ( i ) o o p i O C ( l)0 ) ( *l f ' * l* l hhj + 
+ (Ψ0(χ) Op ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ( χ , ε , ζ ) ( Ψ ^ ) , ^ . . , 0 ) Τ 
1 1 
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(4.2.29) 5^((£,φ ,...,φ )Τ) (χ) 
1 







(4.2.30) Κε = Id, S e = Id. 
г г 
Moreover, we introduce the following spaces: 
def 
Η = H ( S )(U) 
def 




 l S j S r 2 ^ г 2 < ^ г 3 ^ > 
0 def 2 2 Ζ 3 
Η
υ
 = Η, . (U) (s) 
0 def 
К = Η. , (U) Χ Π Η, , . , . OU). 
Assume now that the conditions of Theorem 4.2.2 are satisfied. Then 













(4.2.32) (RSI) (Χ) = Σ ^х) Ор р^ф^) +Ч'0(х) Ορ р 2 (фи) 
г _, . 
(4.2.33) (S^ u) (χ) = Ζ Ψ1(χ) Ορ ρ1 WjU) +Ч'0(х) Op ρ2 (ф0и) . 
The operators R1, S1 are defined by (4.2.2Θ), (4.2.29) with p., p_ as in 
(4.2.31). Moreover, we introduce the spaces Η, Κ, Η , К as follows: 
def
 β 
Η = Η, . (U) (s) 
def 




 Ιφΐ- ^ 1.^1. ^ 
„0 def ο 0 0 1 
Η = Η (U) 
S 2 
0 def 
К = Η (U) x Π Η , Ο υ ) . 
S 2 - V 2 U j < l 0 S 2 - m j - 4 
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Let s e ГО be such that the conditions in section 3.2 are satisfied and 
let γ = min(l ,3+*Ϊ-Ξ.) . Moreover, let 
*.e
 d e f
 e 0 d e f 0 (4.2.34) ¿t = Op A \ (fc = Op A . 
Then one has: 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let ¿t be a coercive singularly perturbed Wiener-Hopf 










is commutative modulo operators of a norm bounded by С e |In e\ with some 
constant С > 0. In other words, the following inequalities hold for 
e e < 0 , ε 0 ] : 
(4.2.36) 
( 4 . 2 . 3 7 ) · 
( 4 . 2 . 3 8 ) ' 
(4.2.39) 
l ^ - R l ^ r l l H o m ( H , K ) ^ C e 0 | l n e l 
l R r S r- I d l lHom(H 0 ,H°> ^ E Ï 0 | l n e | 






l 5 i R i - I d l l H o
m
( K o , K o ) - c £ ' 0 | i n e | 
S C ε I In ε I 
Yr 
-0 „ε Λ,εοε 
^ - ^ « Ι Ι Η ^ , Η Ο ^ Ο , ^ ε
υ | ΐ η ε | 
where the constant С does not depend upon ε. 
Remark 4.2.4. In the special case of the linear plate problem. Theorem 
4.2.3 was proved in [Fr-W] Moreover, in [Fr-W], the commutativity of 
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(4.2.35) was stated without proof for singularly perturbed differential 
boundary value problems. 
Corollary 4.2.5. Assume that the inverse operator (Λ,) e Нот(К ,H ) of 
ÖZ, exists. Then the inverse operator ( Ä. ) € Нот(К,Н) exists for 
Ve e (0,ε.] with ε
η
 sufficiently small, and it can be expanded in a 
convergent series as follows: 
(4.2.40) ( Ä e ) " 1 = 5 e Ζ [(ÖL0)"1(iZ.0-S^eSe)]k(^0)"1S^ 
кго 
The following result states the stability of the index 
def 
к(е) = dim(ker ^ ) - dim(coker ¿fc, ) 
with respect to coercive singular perturbations: 
Corollary 4.2.β. κ(ε) - κ(0). We > 0. 
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4.3. Proof of the Theorems4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 
In order to prove the theorems stated in section 4.2, we need several 
auxiliary results. 
The following lemma, being a slight generalisation of Lemma 2.4.7 in [Fr 1], 
will be proved using a technique from [ K - N ] . 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let L.(x,s,Ç) e L (j), j = 1,2. Then the operator 
(4.3.1) К = Op L 1 ( X , E ^ ) о Op L2(x,e,Ç) -Op(L1L2) (χ,ε,ξ) 
has order μ = ν +v - e o -
Proof. The symbols L. can be decomposed as follows: 
L (χ,ε,ξ) = L'(x,e^)+L (ε,ξ), 
where L. does not depend upon χ and where L'(χ,ε,ξ) is rapidly 
decreasing as |x| -»• ш . Since the symbol L does not depend upon x, one 
has: 
Op Lj (χ,ε,ξ) « Op L2œ(c,Ç,) -OptLjLjJ (χ,ε,ξ) = 0. 
Thus, it suffices to prove that 
(4.3.2) Op L" (χ,ε,ξ) <> Op Ь£(х,сД) - Op(LJL¿) (χ,ε,ξ) = R' 
(4.3.3) Op LlatU,ü " Op Ι,£(χ,ε,ξ) -Op(L1(BL¿) (χ,ε,ξ) - Н
ш
, 
where R' and R have both at most order u. 
First, we prove (4.3.2). One has: 
(Н'иГсС) = (2π)"η / Κ·(ξ,ε,η)ΰ(η)αη 
where К' is given by 
(4.3.4) Κ'(ξ,ε,η) =ƒ
 n
 α^(ξ-τ,ε,τ)^· (ξ-τ,ε,η) )L¿ (τ-η,ε,η)άτ 
m 
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and where the hat denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the first 
variable. In order to prove 
(4.3.5) I|ll4|(s) * C j |u|| (β+μ) VS,* 3, 
2 
by Schur's Lemma on the boundedness of integral operators in L it is 
sufficient to show that 
μ, s s -(s2+v2) -(s +μ3) 
(4.3.5) ε /<ξ> <ες> < η > <εη> ¡К'(ξ,ε,η) |dÇ < С 
μ. s s -(Ξ,+μ,) -(s +μ ) 
(4.3.6) ε /<ξ> <εξ> <η> <εη> |κ'(ξ,ε,η)|dn < С 
with some constant С which does not depend upon ε,η and ξ. The definition 
of L yields: 
V
 ,(!> .d» ι J1' 
1 ml 2 ~ 3 -k |Da(L!(х,е,т)-ь;(χ,ε,η))| £ С ε <τ-η> <η> <εη> <х> 
Va e К П, νχ,τ,η e m", Vk > 0. 
(2) (2) (2) 
к 
1 2 3 |D^L'(χ,ε,η)Ι S С
 к
г <η> <εη> <χ> 
Va £ и", Vx.n e ШП , Vk > 0 
with constants С which depend only upon their subscripts. Hence, 
(1) (1) , (1) 
. ^ ^ N , -
vi mi v2 - 1 V3 -k |LJ(C-rfE,T)-LJ(ξ-τ,ε,η)| s ο^ε <τ-η> <η> <εη> <ξ-τ> 
|ΐ.^(τ-η,ε,η) Ι s cke <η> <εη> <τ-η> . 
Thus the function К' can be estimated as follows: 
~
μ1 μ2 μ3 m l " k -к [κ'(ξ,ε,η) I ^  C^c <τ\> <εη> ƒ
 n
 <η-τ> <ξ-τ> dx. 
IR 
Using again the inequality (4.1.2), we can estimate the left hand side 
of (4.3.5) as follows: 
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μ, s, s -(s2+u2) -(s +μ ) 




. .-к . І





ΐ(//<ξ-τ> άς<η-τ> dt 
with 
œ? = І32І+І3зІ 
ш3 = т1 +І 52І +І 3ЗІ 
For к sufficiently large (namely, к > n +max(m-,m,)), the last integral 
is bounded uniformly w.r.t. η e ГО . That ends the proof of (4.3.5). The 
same argument can be used in order to prove (4.3.6). 
Using the inequality 
(1) (1) . (1) 
"
Vl ml V2 1 V3 |(L (C,C)-L 1 ) B(E,TI))| S ce <Ç-n> <n> <εη> , 
one gets (4.3.5), (4.3.6) with К' replaced by the function 
Κ^ζ,ε,η) = (Ι,1α>(ε,ξ)-Ι,1β((ε,η)) ^(ζ-η,ε,η). 
Therefore, the operator R defined in (4.3.3) has at most order μ. D 
Lemma 4.3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3.1, the commutator 
[Op L., Op L,] = Op L, о Op L. - Op L. » Op L. has at most order μ. 
Proof. Since [Op 1^, Op Lj] = (Op L ° Op L - Op(L1 .L2) ) +(OptLj . L 2 ) -
Op Lj » Op L.), this statement is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3.1. D 
Proposition 4.3.3. ([Fr 1]). Let ΐ,Ιχ,ε,ξ) e L be elliptic of order v. 
Then for ε e (0»ε0] with ε. sufficiently small, the a priori estimate 
holds: 
(4.3.7, ||u|| ( s ) S C S ( | | L ( X , E , - Ì ! H U | | ( S _ V ) + ||U|| > и е н ( д ) ( г о п ) 
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for Vs e m , where the constant С does not depend on ε and u. 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 2.4.10 in [Fr 1]. D 
From now on, we are going to use the notation from section 4.2. Moreover, 
for Vx' e 3U, Vé > 0, we introduce V , . - {χ e О | |х-х'| < δ}. 
χ f о 
Proposition 4.3.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.1, for Vx' e Эи 
there exists δ = δ(χ') > 0, such that for ε. small enough and for all 
functions u with supp u с ν , -, the a priori estimate (4.2.20) holds. 
X /0 
Proof. Let 1 be such that x' £ U 1. Denote by L . (γ,ε,η), L . . . (у',ε,η), 
1 £ j S r.+r,, the symbols L and L. in the new coordinates 
У
 =
 (у'/У ) e X-i (ui n U) > respectively. Introduce 
def 
W 6 = {y e » J |y-x1(x,)| < δ}. 
m 
Moreover, let ψ,Ψ be С -functions which are identically one on W,, W-. 
о ¿o 
and have their supports in W_., W,., respectively. Finally, define the 
symbols L., L.. by 
bl = Ι ,(1)0 ( χ1 ( χ , )' ε' η ,' ηη ) 
Ljl = L ( l ) j O ( x l ( x , ) ' e ' ^ ' V 
Let u be such that supp u с w . Then one obtains from Theorem 3.2.1 after 
an integration with respect to η' e TR : 
(4.з. ) ||u||+ = U H I ! . 
S C(||w
+
0p L ^ O M l l ^ * E [w0 op ь31і0(фи)] + 
+
 Σ ívQOpb
а110(*»>] ( σ ) ) . 
r2 <3 S r2 + r3 э 
The symbols L. ., L can be decomposed as follows : 
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where 
L(l) • Ll + Rl + R2 
b ( l ) 3 -
b i l + I l 3 1 + RJ2 





Rj^y'^'l) = L(1)j0íy,'e'nV'Tln>-L(1);jo(xl(x,,'E:*T1,*T1n) 
R.jly'.E.n) = L ( 1 j . (γ',ε,η)-!^ (y,,e,n',nn). 
Therefore, one has: 
(4.3.9) | |
т + о р ь 1 і 0 ( ф и ) | | ^ _ ) í 
й
 і І » +
<
*
ь ( і ) 1 о ( * и ) і і І в - ) + і і , г + < * к і 1 о ( * и , і і н , л * , » + 
(s— ) Jo 
+ | І^ор
 Β ι
ι 0 ( φ « ) | | ( 1 R n N w + + | | π + op н2і0(фи) | | ; β _ ν ) 
(s-v) + 36 
According to the construction of ψ,Ψ» one has ψ(γ)(1-У)(у) Ξ 0. Lemma 
4.3.1 now implies that the operator (І- Ж.ф has at most order v-e«. 
Hence, 
(4.3.10) пор к 1 ( * и ) | |
н
^ ) Ш > з б )
 s c i i ( i - 4 ' ) OP « I ^ ^ I I ; ^ ) 
Since the symbol R. can be estimated as follows: 
-v. v. v, 
(^(Υιε,η)! й C6e <η> <εη> Vy e
 3&, л e m
n
 , г e (0,c0]y 





with С independent upon δ,ε,α. 
Since In'-η'| is bounded uniformly with respect to η' e IR \{0}, R, 




Ορ Η210(ψω I |;s_v) < C| |u| | + ( s_ e 2 ) Vu e H ( s ) 
The inequalities (4.3.9)-(4.3.12) yield: 
IlVPhVwllÌs-v, s I I ^ ^ D ^ ^ I I ^ S - V ) + 
+ ce||u||;e, +cÄ||u||; 
Similarly, one obtains 
(s) ^""''(s-e,,) 
I I W ^ L ^ I J J W U ) ! ! ^ , ^ ||ор
Ь ( 1 иі 0(фи)||; з_ и_ ) + 
+ c 5 | | u | i ; s ) + c 6 i i u i i ; s _ e 2 ) 
with С independent upon δ,ε,υ. As a consequence of (4.3.Θ), one finds that 
| |u| |-;
s) . c(| |op ь(1)і0(фи) | i;s_v) + Σ [w0op L{1)ii0i u)] ( T , + 
2 J 2 "3 
+
 c i e iH i î . )+ c6iHi {« 2 ) 
with C. independent upon δ. We now choose δ = "iC. . This ends the proof of 
Proposition 4.3.4. Π 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. 
The first inequality in (4.2.20) follows from the trace theorem ([Fr 1]) .In order 
to prove the second one, let V , ... be as in Proposition 4.3.4. 
Since 3U is compact, there exist finitely many points x] £ 3U, 1 < 1 < r, 
_ def 
such that 3U = U V , ., ,,. With V, = V ..,.., let ^ ее и be an 
Hlár Χ ΐ ' ( χ ί > x¿,6(x¿) 0 
open set such that (V,)
л
^,^ covers U. Moreover, let (ψ,).^,^ be a 1 OSl^r 1 0sl<r 
partition of unity subordinate to the covering (V1). One has : 
lHI(s)* * I M I ( . ) · 
l S J
 0<lár lS' 
Using the Propositions 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 in order to estimate the terms 
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Ι|ψ u|I for 1 = 0 and 1 2 1 , respectively, one obtains: 
(4.3.121) ||u||(a)SC( Ε ||π Op L l 0(* 1u)|| ( s_ v ) + 
0<l<r 
+
 I [* Op L 10(* u)] + Σ [π0 Op H 0( # 1«)] + 
ISlSr ] l<l<r j 
l<j<r2 r2 < j i r2 + r3 
+ Hull, J 
with С independent upon u
r
e. 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.3.2, the operator R = [Op L, Op ψ.] has at 




o W l u ) 11 ( s _ v ) ¿ Ι |π ψ^ρ L i 0 u 11 ( s _ v ) + Ι |π R I 0 U | I ( s _ v ) 
^ c ( | | f | | ( s _ v ) + | | u | | ( s _ e 2 ) ) , vi, o < i ^ r 
Similarly, one finds that for 1 £ 1 È r, 
(4.3.14Ц 
^ O p L . l ^ u ) ] ^ , ^ ( [ φ ^ , + Ι Μ Ι ^ , ) . 1
 S 3 S r 2 . 
l^op Lfrltf)! ί с ( С (о »^'""(β-β^ 1' r2 * j * r2 + r3 
The second inequality in (4.2.20) follows from (4.3.12^  - (4.3.14). D 
The proof of Theorem 4.2.2 is very similar to the one of Theorem 4.2.1. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.2.3 stated above, we need several lemmas. In 
the proofs of these auxiliary results, we are going to use a technique 
from [K-N]. 
Lemma 4.3.5. ([Fr-w]). Let ρ ^  (χ,ε,ζ) e L . , j = 1,2, and assume that 
(v 3 ) (1)0 the reduced symbol ρ is identically one. Then one has: 
(4.3.15) ||opp ( 1 )oopp ( 2 )-Op( P ( 1 )p ( 2 ))|| scse 
H o m ( H ( s ) , H ^ ( l u ( 2 ) ) ) 
where С is a constant independent upon ε. 
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Proof. One has p ( 3 ) (χ,ε,ξ) = р^' ' (χ,ε,ζ) + ρ^' (ε,ζ) where p ( j )' is 
rapidly decreasing for |x| ->·«>. Since ρ does not depend upon x, the 
following holds : 
(4.3.16) Op p ( 1 ) «Op p^ 2 ) -Op(p(1)p^2)) = 0. 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
(1) • (2)• f 1) · (2) ' 
(4.3.17) Op pV ·Ορρ ν ' -Op(pl p* ' ) =ες
ι 
(4.3.18) Op р У •> Op p'2'" -Optp^'p'2'') = eQ2, 
where Q. and Q. both have at most order ν +v 
First, we prove (4.3.17). One has: 





w h e r e
 ^. У >Ч. 
О О О 
(4.3.19) Κ(ζ,ε,η) = ƒ
 η
 (ρ1 ' (ξ-τ,ε,τ)-ρ1 (ξ-τ,ε,η))ρν (τ-η,ε,η)ατ 
m 
and the hat denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the first 
2 
variable. By Schur's lemma on the boundedness of integral operators in L , 
in order to prove (4.3.17) it is sufficient to show that with ν = ν +v 
ν
 s7~v2 Зч~ э "s2 " ST 
(4.3.20) ε ;<ζ> <ες> <η> <εη> |κ(ς,ε,η)|αξ < Сг 
V. S2"V2 S4"VT ~S7 "S3 
(4.3.21) ε /<ζ> <ες> <η> <εη> |κ(ξ,ε,η)|άη s c
e 
with some constant С which does not depend upon ε, η and ξ. With the 
symbol b defined by the formula 
v"» -v
( 1 ) 






|θα(ρ(1)'(χ,ε,τ)-ρ<1)'(χ,ε,η)) | s ^ "(Ь'(х,г,т)-Ь' (χ,ε,η))ε 1 <ετ> 3 | + 
-vi15 ν'1» ν'^ 
+ ID^· (χ,ε,η)ε «ετ> -<εη> )|. 
Therefore, using also (4.1.2), one obtains: 
(4.3.22) |pl (ς,ε,τ)-ρ1 (ζ,ε,η) | S с^т-пЛ <ετ> <ζ> 
with m = 2+lv, ¡.Similarly, one has: 






(4.3.23) |p¿l'(ε,τ)-ρ2 (ε,η)| < α<τ-η> ε <ετ> 
Using (4.3.22) and the estimate 
/ Ч -v ( 2 ) v ( 2 ) v ( 2 j 
ι (2)' ι 1 2 3 -k |p (ζ,ε,η)| á ck ε <η> <εη> <ς> , 
which follows from the definition of L, . , one can estimate the integral 
(v) 
on the left hand side of (4.3.20) in the following fashion: 
V S —V s ~v ~s ~s 
(4.3.24) ε 1/<ζ> 2 2<εξ> 3 3<η> 2<εη> 3 |κ(ξ,ε,η) |αξ <, 
- ν 2 - з | в 2 | + |»зІ m ^ 1 ' -к 




< 2> 2 3 -к 




г//<т-С> άξ<η-τ> di, 
where 
.(2),,, (2) 
»1-».|в2| + |.зІ + | ^ | + | ^ | 
ш 2 = | < 1 )| +|8 2М»зІ +| ^ )|*| 12,|. 
We choose к to be sufficiently large in order to guarantee the convergence 
of the integral in the right hand side of (4.3.24) and that ends the 
proof of (4.3.20) . The same argument can be used in order to prove (4.3.21) 
Hence, we have proved (4.3.17). 
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Using (4.3.23) instead of (4.3.22), one gets (4.3.20), (4.3.21) with К 
replaced by the function 
Κ (ξ,ε,η) = (ρ';1) (ε,ξ)-?*1' (ε,η) )ρ ( 2 ) ' (ξ-η,ε,η) . 
This yields (4.3.18) . D 
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In order to prove Theorem 4.2.3, Lemma 4.3.5 will be generalized to 
Wiener-Hopf operators with variable coefficients in a half space. Let 
R , R be two Wiener-Hopf symbols of the form (4.1.7) such that the 
reduced operator of Op R is the identity operator and such that 
s = r . Then in the following lemmas, it will be shown that the 
operator 
OpR ( 1 ) » O P R ( 2 ' - O P (R(1) O „(2), 
is of order 0(ε |In e|) in appropriate spaces, where γ
η
 is the order 
of approximation. 
Lemma 4.3.6. If the reduced operator of the Poisson operator 
тг Qp к e Hom (H (m ) , H. . (2R )) is zero, and if 
Op q e Hom(H (Ш ), H. . (Ш )) is a pseudodifferential operator 
on the boundary, then 
Y 0 ||π Op к - Op q - Op (к q) | | S С ε | In ε | 
Hom(H(T) (ж""
1) ,н(з)(т")) 
Proof. One has: 
{(π
+
 Op к » Op q - Ор(к^)ф) " (ξ) = (2π) 1 >" η ƒ Κίξ,ε,ηΜφ (η'Jdn' 
TR 
where К is given by 
Κίζ,ε,π·) = ƒ (к (ξ'-ζ',ε,ς',ξ^)-'^ (ξ'-ς',ε,η',ξ » q U ' - n ' ^ T D d C · 
Ж 
Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, 
one proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.6. D 
Lemma 4.3.7. If the reduced operator of the pseudodifferential operator 
π
+
 Op ρ 1 e Hom(H (m ) , Η. . (Ж
+
)) is the identity operator, and if 
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π Op к e Hom (Η. . (ГО ), Η. , (IR )) is a Poisson operator, then 
+ (σ) (s) + 
Ύ0, 





Proof. Let p = p ' + p , k = k , + k with p ' , k ' r a p i d l y decreasing as 
| x | •+ =• and Ix' | ·*· », r e s p e c t i v e l y . One h a s : 




1 ) = Π* ƒ ( ρ ί ' ( ς - ς , ε , ζ · , ς
η
) - ^ ( ξ - ζ , ε , η ' , ς ^ ί ί Γ Ν ζ ' - η ' , ε , η ' , ς ^ ά ς . 
Estimating the function |κ| similarly as it was done in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3.5, one proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.7 with p, к replaced by 
P', k'. D 
Lemma 4.3.8. If the reduced operator of the singular Green operator 
π
. PP g Ir, e Hom (H. . (ГО ) , Η. (ГО )) is zero, and· if 
' ν \9J + ItJ T 
π. Op к e Hom(Η, . (ГО ) , Η, ,(ГО )) is a Poisson operator, then 




 Op g 1 0 π + Op к - ir+ Op (gok) I I n_ 1 n < С г |lne| 
Hom(H, , (IR ) ,Η.^, (IR ) (σ) (t) + 
Proof. One has: 
((π
+
 Op g 1 0 π + Op к - π + Op док)ф)"(С) = (2π)"
η
 ƒ Κίξ,ε,η') ф(п ' Jdn' 
where 
κ(ζ,ε,η·)= ƒ ƒ (ς(ξ'-ς\ε,ς\ζ .ς ) - gfC' -ζ· ,ε,η' ,ξ .ς >)Μς·-η· ,ε,η' ,ζ)άζ 
. n n n n n 
ГО ' 
Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, 
one proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.8. D 
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Lemma 4.3.9. If the reduced operator of the trace operator 
тг„ Op t !„ e Hom(H, . (ГО) , H. , (m )) is zero, and if 
0 U (S) + \OI 
π, Op ρ 1
η
 e Hom (Η.. . (ГО ) , Η , (m ) ) i s a p s e u d o d i f f e r e n t i a l opera tor , 








o % * p lo - Ό * ^ P ' ^ I I η n-i - Ce ^ El 
Proof. One has: 
Hom(H,t. (IR^ ) , H. . (ГО )) (t) + (σ) 
Λ-η, „,„, _ _1<'V ( ( π 0 Op t 1ο1τ+ Op ρ - π 0 Op(top)) ( l 0 u ) ) (ξ·) = (2тг) 7 Κ(ξ' ,ε,η) 1 0α(η)αη 
where 





Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.8. D 
Lemma 4.3.10. If the reduced operator of the trace operator 
π 0 Op t 1Q € Hom(H. , (Ε»") , Η (ГО
П
~ )) is zero, and if 
IT Op g 1. e Hom(H. . (ГО ), H. . (ГО ) ) is a singular Green operator, then 
||π0 Op t 1 0 ir+ Op g 1 0 - π 0 Op(tcg)l0|| n ^ SC ε | In ε 
HomtH,^, (R"),H. , (ГО )) (t) + (σ) 
Proof. One has: 
(((π0 Op t 1 0 π + Opg - ir0 Op(t· g) ) (IgU) ) "(ξ') = Uv)1*'11/ Κίζ' ,е,ц)і^хМат\ 
where 
κ(ς·,ε,η) = ƒ ƒ (£(ξ·-ς·,ε,ζ)-£(ξ·-ς·,ε,η·,ς ίΐ^ζ'-η',ε,η',ς^,η )df<it 
„_! γ n n n n 
ГО 
Estimating the function |к| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.10. Q 
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Lemma 4.3.11. If the pseudodifferential operator Op q e Hom(H .(m ) , 
H. .(Ш )) satisfies Op q = 0 or Op q = Id, and if 
π
Λ
 Op t e Hom(H, . (IR ) , Η. . (m ) ) is a trace operator, then 
u (s) + (σ) 
||θρ q π Op t - Op(q°t)|| й С ε \In e| 
Нош(Н (ш") ,H (m n l)ì 
Proof. One has: 
1-n r „,.. x < ^ , ((Op q π 0 Op t - pp(qot)) (IQU)) (ξ') = (2πΓ f Κ(ξ ' , ε,η) IgUtnídn 
where 
Κ(ξ·,ε,η) = ƒ (^(ξ'-ζ',Ε,ς·) - ή(ζ·-ς·,ε,η·))£(ζ·-η',ε,η)άζ· 
Ж 
Estimating the function |к| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.11. D 
Lemma 4.3.12. If the reduced operator of the trace operator π op t 1 e 
Hom (Η , , Ст.") , Η, ATRn~1)) is zero, and if π Op k e Hom(H ( m " ), (s) + (σ) •·• ^χ' 
4






 n + * k " ** t o k l l n-i n-i - C e l l n e l 
нот(н(т) (m ),н (m )) 
Proof. One has: 
((π0 Op t 1 0 ir+ Op Je - pp t'k)^)'^·) - (2π)1' n ƒ Κ(ξ · ,ε,η ' )ψ (η· )άτ\ • 
where 
Κ(ξ',ε,η') = ƒ ƒ (ίίξ'-ς',ε,ς) -ΰζ'-ς',ε,η',ς ))£(ζ·-η·,η',ςJdC'dC,, 
. n n n 
•^η-Ι Y IR 
Estimating the function |к| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.12. D 
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Lemma 4.3.13. If the reduced operator of the Poisson operator 
π Op к e Hom(H. (IR ) , Η. . Cm ) ) is zero, and if 
тг
п
 Op t !_ £ Hom(H. . (Ж ) , Η. . (Ш )) is a trace operator, then 




Proof. One has: 
l._r. yN 
i(n)dn ((π+ Op к π 0 Op t - π + Op k't) (IQU) ) * (ξ) = Uv)*
1 n
 ƒ K(Ç,e,n)igù( 
where 
Κ(ζ,ε,η) = ƒ (¿(ξ·-ζ\ε,ς·,ζ ) - ¿(ξ '-ζ· ,ε,η' ,ζ) ) £(ς'-η· ,η)άς ' 
, n n 
ГО 
Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, 
one proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.13. D 
Lemma 4.3•14. If the pseudodifferential operators 
ir Op ρ 1 e Hom(H . (ГО ) , Η. . (ГО )) satisfies Op ρ = 0 or 
• U ISnJ "ι IS—J + 
Op ρ = Id, and if π Op g 1- e Hom(H . (ГО ) , Η «OR ) ) is a sin-
+ U ^"ΐ "У 
guiar Green operator, then 
Ι |π Op ρ 1 π Op g 1 - ir pp(p»g)l | | < Ce \ In ε | 
(Hom(H ,
=
 .(m") ,H. ,(JR")) 
1 3 
Proof. One has: 
((тг
+
 Op ρ 1 0 π + Ορ g - π + qp(p«g) ) (1 u) ) * (ξ) = (2тг) "" f Κ(ξ,,ζ,ц){^1(т,)аг\ 
where 








Estimating the function |к| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, 
one proves the claim of Lenma 4.3.14. Q 
12Θ 
Lemma 4.3.15. If the reduced operator of the singular Green operator 
π Op g l
n
 « Hom(H. . (IR ) ,H . (m )) is zero and if 
π Op ρ l
n
 e Hom(H. . (Ш ) ,Η . (Ш )) is a pseudodifferential operator, 
then 
V 
I | т .Орд 1
η
π O p p i - π Op(g · ρ) 1 | | S Cc | l n e | 
U
 Hom(H, ,(ш"),Н, .(IR")) 
(s ) + (s ) + 









)Πς ¿(ζ-η,ε,η) Í^TtnJd; dn 
n 













= (2v)~nff n" (ςίξ'-ς',ε,ζ',ζ,,,ς,,ίέίζ-η,ε.η)) Ci(n)dc dn. 
η η η υ 
η 
Thus, one obtains 
((ir
+
Op g 1 0π + Op ρ - ir+Op(g » ρ) ) (l0u) ) " (ξ) = (2іг) "
η;κ(ς,ε ,η) í^u(n)dn 
where 










Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.15. 0 
Lemma 4.3.16. If the reduced operator of the singular Green operator 
π
+
Ορ gjlçj e Hom(H (IR+) , Η, .(1Κ+)) is zero and if it Op g.l 
€ Hom(H. .(IR ),H. .(IR")) is another singular Green operator, 
(Sty} + IS.J τ 
then 
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Ι\ 0Ρ «iV-b 0 Ρ ^2 1 0-^ O p ( g l "*2ηο\\ η, η - C 0 | l n ε Ι · Hom (Η, . ( m ) , Η, , ( ш ^ ) ) ( s ) + (s ) + 
P r o o f . One h a s : 
((ττ+Ορ 9 ι 1 0 τ Γ + Ο ρ g 2 - π + Ο ρ ( ς 1 ° g 2 ) ) ( l 0 u ) ) " ( e ) - (2ir) η / Κ ( ξ , ε , η ) ίρΐΓ(η)αη 
where 




) ) g , ( ς ' - η · , ε , η ' , ζ , , , η , , ΐ α ς 
η—ι ι η η ι τι η ζ η η 
Ш γ 
Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.16. 0 
Lemma 4.3.17. For pseudodifferential symbols p, one has: 
± - Z*4· + - / , > ч ι 
Π- /ρ(ξ-η,ε,η) Ι^ίηίαη = ƒ Π" (ρίξ-η,ε ,η ' ,w) Ι.υίη',ν»)) dn. 
n n 
Proof. One has: 
+ - У^ 










Using the integration variables η = ζ +η -ρ, τ • η instead of ρ,η , one 
obtains 






,ε,η\τ) ί^ΪΚη • ,τΐάη'α^ dt 






For Π replaced by Π -, the claim of Lemma 4.3.17 is proved similarly. D 
Following [B.d.M], we introduce the singular Green symbol L(p.,p.), where 
p.,p_ are pseudodifferential symbols, by 
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L(P1»P2)(e,ç,,Cn,nn) = 








)) ( Ι ξ ^ ^ ) " 1 
η η 
+ „+ 




Ορ L l0u)*(Ç) = П^ (ρ ρ2)(ε,ς)1 u(C) -Π* ρ^ε,ξΙΠ* ρ2(ε,ξ)ί^(ς) 
^η η ^η 
+ _ /ν. 
= Π (ρ^ε,ξίΠ ρ2(ε,ξ)10ιι(ξ)). 
η ^η 
Lemma 4.3.IB. If the reduced operator of the pseudodifferential operator 
π^Ορ p.l
n
 e Hom(H, . (ЖП) , H. . Cm") ) is identity and if 
+ 1 U (s.) + (s,) + 
π Op ρ„1„ € Hom(H, . (Ш ),Η. . (Ш ) ) is another pseudodifferential 
+ 2 0 (s.) + (s.) + 
operator, then 
de f 
1 Г + О р а 1 о = ^ 0 ? P i 1 o 1 T + 0 p Рг-'-о " , Γ + 0 ρ ( ρ ι p 2 ) 1 o + 1 T + P p L ( P 1 ' P 2 ) 1 0 
has the following property: 
Ύ0, 
1 тг, Op a 1. I I 5 Οε I In ε 
Hom(H, , (ж),н, Am)} (s ) + (s3) + 
Proof. One has: 
(2π)η(π
+
Ορ ρ 11 0π +Ορρ 2- π+Ορ(ρ1 p2) ) (IQU) " (ξ) 




(ς,-τ\,ΐ.,ΟΡ2ίη-ζ,ε,ζ) 10υ(ζ)αζ dn 
- (i^OpUj-a^lQuru), 
where 
(іг+Ор ajljjU) (ξ) = /Κ(ζ,ε ,ζ) l 0 u ( c ) d c 




Κ(ς,ε,ζ) = П^ / ( ¿ ^ ξ - η . ε , η ΐ - ρ ^ ξ - η , ε , ς η π * ρ2 ( η - ς , ε , ς ) α η . 
^η η 
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Lemma 4.3.17 y i e l d s : 
(τι+Ορ a 2 l 0 u)"(Ç) = / ; ( Π ^ ρ 1 ( ς - η , ε , ζ ' , ν » ) Π ^ ρ 2 ( η - ζ / ε , ζ ' , ν ) 1 0 υ ( ζ , , » ) ) | ν = ξ ας dn 
= (2π) η (π + 0ρ L ( p l f p 2 ) l 0 u ) " ( C ) . 
Estimating the function |κ| similarly as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.5, one 
proves the claim of Lemma 4.3.18. D 
Let R , В be Wiener-Hopf symbols such that Op В e Hom(Η ,Η Ì and 
Op R e Hom (п , Η ) . 
0 
Proposition 4.3.19. If Op R is the identity operator, and if γ. is the 
order of approximation, then 
V 
||op Re » Op в е - op(R e»B e)|| s c
e






with a constant С independent upon e. 
Proof. This statement follows from the Lemmas 4.3.5-4.3.18. D 
Let now С , R be Wiener-Hopf symbols such that Op R e Нот(Η ,Η ) and 
Op С e Нот(Η ,Η ). The proof of the following statement is similar 
to the one of Proposition 4.3.19. 
Proposition 4.3.20. If Op R is the identity operator, and if γ. is the 
order of approximation, then 
V 
| | 0 p C e « Op Re - Op(c e oR e ) | | s ce 0 | l n e | 
Hom(H U ,,H ( 3 )) 
with a constant С independent upon ε. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3. Let A e, A , R^, Н ь, S^, 3 ε be the symbols of the 
Wiener-Hopf operators (Ц^, Ot · ^і» ^ ' ^і' ^ ' respectively. First, the 
inequality (4.2.36) will be proved. Since Op R.. , Op R are the identity 
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Operators, the Propositions 4.3.19, 4.3.20 yield: 
R10LORr = 0 p ( Ri OA0) 0 0p Rr + e 0|ln el ßl 
V 
= Op (R^  β A » R^) + e | In e | ς, 
= Α.
ε
 - Op(AE-R^»A oRe) + ε |ΐη ε I Q 2 
with operators Q./C, e Нот(НД) . Theorem 3.3.1 now implies 
N 0 P ( A
e
- R ^ . A
0
° ^ ) | | H o m ( H f K ) ¿ c e 0|ΐηε| 
with С independent upon ε. This proves (4.2.36). 
The inequalities (4.2.37), (4.2.38) follow from the Propositions 4.3.19, 
4.3.20 and from the fact that S,, S are the inverse symbols of R,, R . 
1 r 1 r 
Finally, (4.2.39) follows from (4.2.36) - (4.2.38). D 
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5. EXAMPLES 
5.1. Stability results. 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate the Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 
by various examples. Let U, Ι-,π,π be as in section 4.2. 
Example 5.1.1. Consider the following Wiener-Hopf equation 
(5.1.1) π 1" ε γ- l0u(x) - f (χ), χ e li 
1-2ε Δ 
where f с Η, ,(U) is given and u e Η, .(U) is sought. Since the condition 
(s) ^ (s) 
in Definition 4.1.3 is satisfied with It = 0, Theorem 4.2.1 implies that 
for -H < s» < 's, -'s < S-+S,, the solution u satisfies the a priori estimate 
INI(s>~IMI(s) + IM!(s-e2>· 
Moreover, since the reduced problem of (5.1.1) has a unique solution, 
Theorem 4.2.3 yields the equivalency ||u|| ~ ||f||. . uniformly with 
respect to ε. 
Example 5.1.2. Let ρ e L.
n
 . .. be an elliptic symbol of order (0,0,0) 
which in a neighbourhood of 3U is given in terms of the cotangential and 
conormal variables ξ',ξ
Ν
 by ρ(ε,ξ) = (1+2ε2| ξ ,\2+е2ф~1 (1+ε2|ξ • |2+e2Ç^) . 




 Op ρ l0u(x) = f (χ), χ e U, 
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where f e H, .(U) is given and u € H. .(U) is sought. The condition in 
(s) * (s) 
Definition 4.1.3 is satisfied with k- = 2. Therefore, Theorem 4.2.1 implies 
that for -— < s, < J, - y < s_+s,, the solution u satisfies the a priori 
estimate 
і н і ( . ) - і и і ( я ) * і і » і і ( ш _ а ) . 
Moreover, since the reduced problem of (5.1.2) has a unique solution, 
there is the equivalency ||u||. . ~ ||f||. . uniformly with respect to ε. 
\S^ \S) 
Example 5.1.3. Consider the boundary value problem 
π p(l,-i|-) (1-£2Д)и(х) = f(x), χ e U 
(5.1.3) 
T^bjU'^-il^u = φ ^ χ' e 3U 
where f e Η. _ . (U) (with е. = (0,0,1)), φ are given and where the 
order of b is μ. - (γ.,m.,p.). Assume that m. > -1 and that the 
principal part b.- of b. satisfies the coerciveness condition 
b10(x',l,iN) ft 0, Vx' e 3U 
(5.1.4) — £ (p(.£- 1) ΐ9
ι η
(χ\ρ,ω·+1 Ν) + «pS-pv^b. . (χ· , ρ , ω ' + ί ^ ^ Ι ) ) 
< ρ > — ρ 1U 1U ρ 
?ί 0 , Vx' e Эи, Vp e ( 0 , - ] . 
1 . 1 1 Then Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 i m p l i e s t h a t for —r- < s - < m +—, m.+?.+·=• < s _ + s , , t h e 
s o l u t i o n u e H. . (U) s a t i s f i e s (with σ. = s-y - ^ e . + ís . -m—r-)e) the 
f o l l o w i n g a p r i o r i e s t i m a t e : 
IHI(s>~M fM(s-2e3> ^ * ! ^ ) * I N I ( . - , , · 
In t h i s c a s e , the reduced problem i s g i v e n a s f o l l o w s : 
π ρ ( 1 , - ΐ | - ) l 0 u ( x ) = f ( x ) , χ e U. 
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Let now m. < -1. If b.- satisfies (5.1.4) and the condition 
b° (χ',ω'+ϊ Ν) φ 0, Vx" e 3U, ш' € fi ,, 10 n-1 
then Theorem 4.2.2 impl ies t h a t for —=• < S- < - - j , 
1 1 о 
maxC-l.m.+p.) + y < Sj+s-i * y« t h e s o l u t i o n u e Η . (U) s a t i s f i e s t h e 
following est imate (with τ . = s-μ. - - j e . ) : 
I l u l l ( s ) ~ l l f l ( s - 2 e 3 , + [ * l ] ( T l ) + l l U l l ( s - e 2 , · 
The reduced problem i s given by 
π ρ ( 1,-1-5—) u (x) = f(x), χ e U 
о Χ 
О 
where u e H (U) is sought. 
S2 
Example 5.1.4. Consider the boundary value problem 
1- 2л 
π(Ι-Δ)^-^· u(x) = f (χ), χ £ U 
(5.1.5) 2- е Δ 
π^ίχ',ε,-ί-Ι^υ = ф^ χ' e SU 
where, as above, b. has order μ. = (γ.,ιη.,ρ.). Since r_-l » k
n
 β 0, 
(3.2.10) is violated and Theorem 4.2.2 will be applied. Consider first 
the case m. > 0. Then !_ = 0. If b . satisfies the coerciveness condition 
bjgixM.lN) φ 0, Vx' e 3U 
Г*'* i 2" / Σ 





i^jpN)) φ 0, х' e 3U, Vp e (0,-], Vu' e П ^ , 
Theorem 4.2.2 implies that for -r < s» < -r, maxt-ljm.+p, J+j < s +3, < y 
» 1 the solution u e H, . (U) satisfies the estimate (with a. = s-u.—те-+(з-,-т,-(s) 1 1 ζ ζ z i 
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Ι H I (s) " llfll(S-2e2)
 +ί
*\<,1) + llUll(s-e2)· 
The reduced problem is given by 
ττ(1-Δ)υ(χ) = f (χ) , χ e U 
О 
where the solution u is sought in Η (U). (Note that in the formulation of 
S2 
the reduced problem the boundary condition тг
п
Ь.и = φ is replaced with the 
condition u e H (U), which implies that π u = 0.) 
s2 U 
Let now m. < 0. Then 1- = 1 and the coerciveness condition can be formulated 
as follows: (5.1.6) holds, and, moreover, one has 
bj (χ·,ω'+1 Ν) jí 0, Vx' e 3U. 
Under this assumption. Theorem 4.2.2 implies that for —=• < s_ < —, 
1 1 о 
max(-l,m.+p.)+y < s„ < —, the solution u e H (U) satisfies the estimate 
(with τ = s-lJi~'2e2' : 
llUll(s) " llfll(s-2e2)
 + C
* 1 ] ( , 1 )
 +
 llUll(s-e2)-
The reduced problem is given by 
іг(1-Д)и(х) = f (χ) , χ e U 
і г 0 Ь ° ( х \ - і | ч и = ф ^ χ ' e 3U 
О 
where u € H (U) is sought. 
S2 
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5.2. Reduction to regular perturbations 
In this section, it will be shown how several singularly perturbed 
coercive boundary value problems can be reduced to regular perturbations. 
Except for the treatment of the problem 0(,. below, the whole material in 





 be as in section 4.2. With Γ,φ.,φ- given, the following 
boundary value problem (known as the linear plate problem in elasticity 
theory) is considered: 
(5.2.1) (ε2Δ2-Δ)υ (χ) = f (χ), χ e и с m2 
(5.2.2) iT
n
B.(x\e,!-)u (χ') = φ.ίχ'), х'е Эи, j = 1,2 
и j οχ ε ] 
where Δ is the Laplace operator and where the boundary operators В. are 
respectively as follows: 
(i) Clamped plates: 
(5.2.3) Β (χ·,ε,|^) = (fij-)-1"1, J = Ь 2 







(5.2.4) Β.ίχ',ε,^-) = F-=--a^r) , j = 1,2 
3 3 X
 3N2 ЭТ2 
where σ e [0,1] is a given parameter (Poisson ratio) and where Tix') is a 
unit tangential vector to 3U at x'. 
(iii) Free plates: 
2 2 3 3 
(5.2.5) в (χ·,ε.|-) шЭ—.а*—, B.ix'.e.f-) - 2 — + (1-σ)ί-—. 
1 Э Х
 ЭГГ ЭТ
2 2 Э х
 3Ν3 3Τ23Ν 
With the boundary value problem (5.2.1), (5.2.2), where В are given by 




f 2 Л 2 л \ 
'e Δ -Δ 
π
ο h l 
Ä2-i 
/" 2 Л 2 А 

















3Ν ЭТ SN/ 




(7Τ- σ7^ )/ 3N ЭТ 
ε One сап choose the reducing operators for ^  and their quasi-inverses as 
follows: 
2 
5 Ь = Id 
where 
^^•'W • ΖΐΤΑΐ'ίn i e V < e e , > ^ (-ι
η Ν +<ς·»<ε(ς·,ηΝ)> 2 
k 1 ( e , Ç , , C N ) = ( ί ε ξ
Ν
+ < ε ξ ' » « ε ξ · > + ε | ς · | ) ' 
The reducing operators for ft., and their quasi-inverses can be chosen as 
follows : 
'
 R 2 r = I d 
1 , ( 1 + σ ) | ξ · | 
•<EÇ>"2-g , ( 1 + σ ) | ξ · | \ , -к \ 
S 2 1 = 0 P Í ' S r = I d 
1








k2(e,Ç) = είίεξ^ες 1»" 1. 
The solution of (5.2.1), (5.2.2) is sought in the space H. .(U), where 
s e IR satisfies the condition -r < s, < — < s^+s^ if В. are given by 
(5.2.3) and the condition -j < s < — < s.+s, if B. are given by (5.2.4). 
Using the operators S , j = 1,2, one can construct asymptotic solutions 
of the problems (5.2.1), (5.2.2), (5.2.3) or (5.2.4). Let γ be a constant 
in the interval (0,min(l .-j - s.) ) or (0,min(l ,·^ - s_) ) if B. are given by 
(M (5.2.3) or (5.2.4), respectively. Let the functions u be determined by 
(5.2.5) Я.и = ε S ((f,φ.,φ,) - Σ ε' ^ . u ). 
3 e
 j± ι ¿ Osk'Sk-l D e 
(k) Then и e Η, ,(U) and for all r > 0, one has: 
e (s) 
(5.2.6) Ц и - Σ
 E
Y k
u ( k ) | l ( s ) ^ ε γ ( Γ + 1 ) | | ( ί , Φ Γ Φ 2 ) | Ι κ 
e
 CKkSr e (s) 1 ¿ К 
where К is the space of the data. In order to be more specific, we are 
going to write down the problem the solution of which is the zeroth order 
approximation и to the solution of A-. In a neighbourhood of 3U, 
introduce the coordinates (x',d) e Эи x Ш by \x-x'\ = min \x-y'\ = 
уеэи 
= d(x,3u). Moreover, let G be the fundamental solution of (1-Δ) in Ж 
η 
which decreases at infinity and define 
Κ (Ιχ'Ι,χ ) = - 2 | — G„(x), x = (Χ',Χ ) e Ε*""1 х Ж . 
η 
CD 
Finally, let χ e С (IR) be a cutoff function which is identically one on 
[-τ,τ] and the support of which is contained in the interval [-2τ,2τ]. 
The number τ is chosen sufficiently small and independent upon ε. 
One has to solve the problem 
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A f 0 ) 
- a u = g 
Ό ' 
V E - *1 
where g has the following i n t e g r a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n in terms of the d a t a : 
g
e
(x) = ε " 2 ƒ G 2 ( E ^ x - y l j f t y j d y 
-3 U 1 1 1 









х ( < і ( х , Э а ) ) У К 2 ( е " 1 | х , - у ' | , Е " 1 < і ) ф 2 ( у , ) а о . 
эи
 у 
The reducing o p e r a t o r s for ÖL-, can be chosen as follows: 
Id | , R^ = Id , S e = Id , 
-1 -1 -2 
e / u + ( I d - q 2 ε( ί ε ζ ^ ε ξ 1 » π 0 ί 1 ) Ο ρ < ε ξ , > l.Q, - q ^ ^ ^ 
where 
S l 
q, = ε <εξ'> - τ—<ζ·> + σε—ρτ; 
, Id , 0 
1+σ * <ες , >+ε<ξ , > 
kj = q 2 1 ( i e Ç N + < e C , » " 1 e . 
а 3 
Let a. (χ), 1 5 j S η, a(x), be in С (U) and let A, = Σ а.(х)т—+a(x), 
j 1
 isjsn 3 3X3 
The singular perturbations 
^j+3 = ^ j + ( 0 )' 1 S 3 * 3' 
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where the reduced differential operators are not necessarily positive, 
can be treated with the same reducing operators: 
з,і "
 Kj,i' R L , , - « ! , . s ; + 3 f i -
s ; , i · ΐ 2 ^ 3 
j+3,r j,r' j+3,r j,r' 
since Л ц τ а П ( і Λ. • have the same principal symbol for 1 £ j £ 3. 
The singular perturbation 
«î-f '-2 ' » ) 
where the principal symbol ^ (χ',ζ',ξ ) of В is supposed to satisfy the 
coerciveness condition 
Ь^х'.ОД) φ 0 Vx' e 3U 
^(χ',ω',ίρ) φ 0 Vx' € 3U, ы' e m""1, (ω'| = 1, Vp 2 1 










д-Лх' ,ε,ζ',ξ ,η ) =•= -^ Π - . 
(ίεξ
Ν
+<ες·»^(χ',ζΜε <εξ'» ηΝ <ε (ξ',η
Ν
)> 
Let Κχ') be a smooth vector field on 30 such that JKx') | = 1 Vx' e 3U 
and: 
l(x') = уИх') + 1 
where 1 is the normal component of l(x') and 1 denotes the projection 
of 1 on the tangential hyperplane to 3U at x'. For a smooth function а(х')# 
which is strictly positive on Эи, consider the boundary value problem 
associated with the operator 
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θ lv-"(x,)lr+7" 
If и с ГО and η = 2, then this problem has an index which, in general, 
is different for ε > 0 and ε = 0. However, if η is arbitrary and 1 
satisfies the coerciveness condition 
lM(x') > 0, x' e 3U, 
Ν 
the singular perturbation uL „ can be reduced to a regular one, using the 
о 
following operators: 




1 ) (-iCN+<C·» 1 , EaixMdjjU'I- i l rÇ'J + l / 
5ε _Jl ' 0 
8 1
 VeaU') (- ίξ
Ν
+<ξ , »" 1 (ε & (χ ·) (1 Ν | ξ ' j - i ^ . C ' ) + 1 ) " 1 , Ua(x·) i.\\V 
il^ÇM + D" 1 
We are going to write S as a matrix of integral operators in the case 
ol 
Ij-tx') = 1 Vx' e Эи. Let Τ denote the following trace operator: 
T f , x , ) =
 ; F ( í ' , c n ) - ( p x l ( x - - y ) , d ( y , 3 u ) ) ( - i í n + < c , > ) " 1 x ( d ( y ' 3 u > ) f ( y ) d y 
where Ρ , denotes the orthogonal projection on the tangential hyperplane 
to Эи in x', y' is defined for у near Эи by |y-y'| = d(y,3u) = min ly-z'l 
г'еЭи 
and the cut-off function χ is identically one in a neighbourhood of zero. 





(χ·,|ζ·|) - (2π) 2 η|
Ζ
·| 2 ƒ ^ ^ . , ρ J^dz'jpìdp, χ € Эи, 
0
 ~ , η-1 
Ζ' € ГО 
where J denotes the Bessel function of order v. Then one has: 
ν 
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81 φ ψ 
where g = f and the function ψ has the following integral representation: 
ψίχ") =-e2"na(x') /K (x ' »-L^^-L) Tf (y'Jdo ,+ε1""/« (χ' ,-Ι^^-Ηφίγ' )do ,. 
эи
 n е У
 эи
 е У 
In the case η = 2, one has: 
ζ' 
K2(x\|Z'|> = -2 Re(e 1*{Χ') ССІ(І£}) +І s K ^ y ) ) ) 
with Ci (r), si(r) defined as follows: 
OD CD 
Ci(r) = -/ — dt, si(r) = -ƒ — dt. 
r r 
Finally, consider the following oblique derivative problem in some bounded 
2 domain U <= Ш : 
oil 
where 1 = Kx') is a smooth vector field which vanishes nowhere on 3U. 
Since the coerciveness condition is satisfied, the index of ¿£ does not 
depend upon e £ 0. 
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SAMENVATTING 
De singulier gestoorde randwaardeproblemen, d.w.ζ. differentiaalver­
gelijkingen die door aanwezigheid van een kleine parameter ε aan te dui­
den, gekenmerkt zijn, verschijnen op natuurlijke wijze in de Mathemati­
sche Fysica (Elasticiteitstheorie, Dynamica van vloeistoffen, Diffractie­
theorie, Enzymische theorie e.z.v.) 
De lineaire stabiliteitstheorie (à priori afschattingen die uniform 
t.a.v. de kleine parameter ε geldig zijn) werd reeds in de jaren zeventig 
ontwikkeld voor een brede klasse van singulier gestoorde randwaardepro­
blemen die aan een algebraische voorwaarde van coërciviteit voldoen (zie 
[Fr 1]). Deze voorwaarde is echter nodig en voldoende opdat à priori 
afschattingen uniform t.a.v. ε gelden. 
Dezelfde coérciviteitsvoorwaarde garandeert dat een singulier gestoord 
probleem kan worden herleid tot een reguliere storing. Dit laatste vereist 
echter het gebruik van Wiener-Hopf operatoren met kleine parameter (zie 
[Fr-W]). Zulke operatoren zonder kleine parameter werden in [B.d.M, V-E] 
ingevoerd en onderzocht. 
In dit proefschrift zijn de in [B.d.M, Fr 1, V-E, V-L] verkregen re-
sultaten tot een ruime klasse van singulier gestoorde Wiener-Hopf operato-
ren uitgebreid, asymptotische formules voor de oplossingen van de bijbe-
horende singuliere storingsproblemen zijn aangewezen en hun (asymptotische 
en gewone) convergentie is bewezen als ε •* 0. 
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Voor het verkrijgen van deze resultaten moesten niet alleen de in 
[B.d.M, Fr.l, V-E, V-L] ontwikkelde methoden aan een bredere klasse opera-
toren aangepast worden, maar ook nieuwe technieken en begrippen ingevoerd 
worden om de doelstellingen te bereiken. Met name werd b.v. het begrip 
van singulier gestoorde Wiener-Hopf operatoren met transmissie-eigenschap 
uniform t.a.v. de kleine parameter in dit proefschrift naar voren ge-
bracht en speelt een belangrijke rol in de formulering van het stabili-
teitsresultaat voor deze operatoren. 
De in [Fr-W] ingevoerde en op het lineaire platen-probleem in de 
Elasticiteitstheorie toegepaste factorisatiemethode werd in dit proef-
schrift uitgebreid tot de singulier gestoorde Wiener-Hopf operatoren met 
rationale symbolen. Dit laatste leidde tot het verkrijgen van nieuwe 
asymptotische formules voor de oplossingen van de bijbehorende rand-
waardeproblemen. De factorisatiemethode werd ook een geschikt hulpmiddel 
om de stabiliteit van het index voor de bijbehorende elliptische rand-
waardeproblemen te bewijzen t.a.v. de coêrcieve singuliere storingen. 
De ingevoerde en onderzochte klasse van singulier gestoorde Wiener-
Hopf operatoren lijkt van nut te zijn ook voor andere gebieden binnen de 
wiskunde (Numerieke - en Functionaal-Analyse) en zal hopelijk later ge-
bruikt kunnen worden voor het onderzoek van quasi-lineaire singulier 
gestoorde elliptische randwaardeproblemen. 
Hieronder volgt een korte schets van de inhoud van het proefschrift. 
De inleiding is gewijd aan een korte voorgeschiedenis van het probleem 
en een beknopte beschrijving van verkregen resultaten en ingevoerde tech-
nieken. Zij eindigt met een illustratie van de resultaten d.m.v. simpele 
voorbeelden. 
In hoofdstuk 2 zijn de definities van de Sobolev-type ruimten H. . 
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gegeven en hun later gebruikte fundamentele eigenschappen (imbeddings-, 
spoorstellingen, e.z.v.) zonder bewijs geformuleerd (zie [Fr 1] voor de 
bewijzen). 
In hoofdstuk 3 zijn families van coërcieve singulier gestoorde Wiener-
Hopf operatoren met constante symbolen op een halflijn beschouwd, die 
van een parameter ε e Ш en parameters ξ' ε IR afhangen. Een twee­
zijdige à priori afschatting uniform t.a.v. ε en ξ' voor de oplossingen 
van deze families eendimensionale singuliere storingen en de constructie 
van reducerende operatoren, die een singuliere storing tot een regulier 
gestoord probleem herleiden, zijn de centrale resultaten in dit hoofdstuk. 
In hoofdstuk 4 zijn de stabiliteitsresultaten en de reductie-proce­
dure uitgebreid tot de coërcieve singulier gestoorde Wiener-Hopf operato-
ren met variabele symbolen in een begrensd gebied in IR . De hier en in 
hoofdstuk 3 beschouwde symbolen zijn rationale functies van de conormale 
variabele. 
Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan de illustratie van de verkregen resultaten 
d.m.v. concrete voorbeelden en aan hun toepassingen op het Lineaire 
Platenprobleem in de Elasticiteitstheorie. 
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Het gebruik van coërcieve Wiener-Hopf operatoren met kleine parameter 
leidt tot nieuwe asymptotische formules en tot nieuwe foutafschattingen 
voor de oplossingen van coërcieve randwaardeproblemen voor singulier 
gestoorde differentiaalvergelijkingen (zie [1] waar asymptotische 
formules en foutafschattingen werden aangegeven voor de oplossing 
van het Dirichletprobleem voor sterk elliptische, singulier gestoorde 
differentiaalvergelijkingen; zie [2] waar een algebra van Wiener-
Hopf-operatoren zonder kleine parameter werd ingevoerd; zie [3] waar 
de algebraïsche coërciviteitsvoorwaarde voor singulier gestoorde 
randwaardeproblemen werd geformuleerd en waar tweezijdige a-priori-
afschattingen uniform t.a.v. de kleine parameter zijn bewezen; zie ook 
[4] waar coërcieve singuliere storingen tot reguliere storingen her-
leid zijn d.m.v. Wiener-Hopf operatoren met kleine parameter). 
[1] M. Vishik, L. Lyusternik, Uspekhi Mat. Nauk 12(5), 1957, pp. 3-122. 
[2] L. Boutet de Monvel, Acta Math. 126(1-2), 1971, pp. 11-51. 
[3] L.S. Frank, Ann. Mat. Pura Appi. 119(4), 1979, pp. 41-113. 
[4] L.S. Frank, W.D. Wendt, Comm. PDE 7(5), 1982, pp. 469-535. 
Voor rationale symbolen met kleine parameter ε geldt de door Vishik en 
Eskin geformuleerde "smoothness condition" in het algemeen niet uniform 
t.a.v. ε. Voor de behandeling van coërcieve Wiener-Hopf vergelijkingen 
met kleine parameter dient daarom de bovengenoemde voorwaarde uitge-
breid te worden (vgl. hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift). 
3. Zij OL een coôrcief, singulier gestoord rendwaardeprobleem en zij 
Я- het bijbehorende gereduceerde probleem. Dan is het aantal rand­
voorwaarden in (/£ afhankelijk van de graad van de randoperatoren die 
in OL voorkomen 
(vgl. stelling 3.2.9 van dit proefschrift). 
4. Zij CL e n A âe operatoren die met een coërcief, singulier gestoord 
randwaardeprobleem en met het bijbehorende gereduceerde probleem cor-
responderen. Dan kan men operatoren R , R (de zgn. links- en rechts-
reducerende operatoren) construeren, zo dat met een constante γ > 0 
de volgende afschatting geldt: 
ft6 = R^Ä 0 R^ + 0(ε Ύ). ε + О 
(vgl. [4], waar de factorisatie ÖL = R ÖL + 0(e) werd ingevoerd 
voor coërcieve singulier gestoorde randwaardeproblemen voor differenti-
aalvergelijkingen) . 
5. Zij U с IR een begrensd gebied, φ : 3U ·+ Ш een functie, λ > 0 een 
parameter en Δ de Laplaceoperator. Zij χ (s) de Heavisidefunctie (met 
χ (0) = 0 ) en u de oplossing van het randwaardeprobleem 
Í -AuX + λχ (uA(x)) = 0 χ e U u^x') = φ(χ·) , χ' e 3U 
Zij λ , de z g n . k r i t i e k e waarde, gegeven door 
с 
λ = supíX I u (χ) > 0 Vx e υ}. Dan geldt in het geval 
U = {χ e m I |x| < 1} de volgende scherpe afschatting: 
m (φ) < (2η)"1 λ (φ) < m, (φ) ф 
1 η — с — 1 
2
 Ì 
waarbij m (φ) d = f ( (measOU) ) ~ l I фЬ)Ь 
эи 
vgl. [5] L.S. Frank, E.W.C, van Groesen, in: Proceedings of the 
Conference on Analytical and Numerical Approaches to Asymp­
totic Problems, North-Holland, 1980 
[6] L.S. Frank, W.D. Wendt, CR.A.S. Paris, t. 294(1982), 
pp.741-744 
[7] L.S. Frank, W.D. Wendt, te verschijnen in: J. Diff. Eq. 
2 
6. Zij и с IR een enkelvoudig samenhangend, begrensd gebied. Dem heeft 
λ 
с de kritieke oplossing u (x) van (1) de volgende eigenschap: 
λ 
de verzameling E van de nulpunten van u is eindig (vgl. [7]). 
2 
7. Zij U с JR een begrensd gebied (niet noodzakelijk enkelvoudig 
λ 
samenhangend). Dan is de verzameling E van de nulpunten van u 
de vereniging van eindig veel punten en eindig veel gesloten analy­
tische krommen (vgl. [7]). 
θ. Zij и с го een begrensd gebied met voldoende gladde rand 3U. Zij 
E (u ) « {x e U | u (x) = 0 } en voor χ e U zij (χ',ρ) e Эи χ IR 




e 3 U 
С, zo dat 3E
n




S, = {χ e U Ι |/2φ(χ ,)λ 1 - ρ| <_C λ *} 
9. Zij f(s) = (s+1) s met s = max(s,0). Voor elk ε > 0 zij u de op­
lossing van 
Í -Δ uX(x) + λ fíe"1 υλ(χ)) = 0 , χ £ U e E 
^(x·) = φίχ') > 0, χ' e Эи. 
Onder de aanname dat de in Stelling θ ingevoerde vrije rand <>E
n
(u ) 
een voldoende gladde variëteit is, geldt de volgende afschatting: 
C - ^ S l|uXE-uX||H (u) £ С e* νε
 e
 (0,1] 
met een van ε onafhankelijke constante C. 
(Vgl. [8] L.S. Frank, W.D. Wendt, C.R.A.S. Paris, t. 295(1982), 
pp. 451-454. 
vgl. ook [9] J.-L. Lions, Lecture Notes in Math. 323, Springer, 1973 
[10] CM. Brauner, B. Nicolaenko, in: Computing methods in 
Applied Sciences and Engineering, North-Holland, 1980 
waar de afschatting ||u - u || , . S С ε werd bewezen.) 
ε н. (и) 
10. Het beginwaardeprobleem 
, λ ,2 λ , 
Зи Э u , , λ. „ _ ^ _ 
тг =— + λν (u ) » 0, χ e Ж , t e TR. 
3 t
 3x2 + + 
λ 2 
u (x,0) - χ , χ e Ж 
heef t de gel i jkvonnigheidsoplossing 
x/i/t" 
u ( x , t ) = ( (x ¿+2t)(a+b ƒ (ζ +2) exp(-C /4)dC)-Xt)x+(x-ov't). 
0 
Hierbij is α ε Ш de oplossing van 
(a2+2)"1 -2a ƒ (ζ2+2)"2 exp( (α2-ς2)/4)ας = λ"1 
0 
en de parameters а,Ь kunnen als functies van α geschreven worden. 
(Vgl. [11] L.S. Frank, W.D. Wendt, C.R.A.S. Paris, t. 295(1982), 
pp. 731-734.) 
11. Aangezien het onderwijs op de middelbare school in bepaalde vakken 
niet of nauwelijks als wetenschappelijk beschouwd kan worden, lijkt 
het beroep van wiskundeleraar te weinig maatschappelijke waardering 
te hebben. 


